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ABSTRACT 

The cochlea transduces sound into neural information.  An important part of  this 

transduction is an active process whereby the passive resonant characteristics are 

enhanced, leading to greater sensitivity and frequency  selectivity. A population of 

sensory cells, called the outer hair cells, are the primary effectors  of  the active process, 

and can alter their length and stiffness  dynamically. The outer hair cells are also 

innervated by the efferent  nerve pathway descending from  the region of  the brainstem 

surrounding the medial portion of  the superior olivary complex, and called the medial 

olivocochlear pathway. Previous research has demonstrated that activation of  this 

pathway is associated with changes in cochlear micromechanics, and changes in the 

output measured at the auditory nerve. The pathway innervating one ear can be 

stimulated by presentation of  sound to the contralateral ear. The roles of  these pathways 

in hearing are not understood. The present research has investigated the perceptual 

effects  of  different  levels of  efferent  activation in human subjects. Adaptive 

psychophysical procedures were used to investigate the change in monaural detectability 

of  signals (broadband, high frequency,  and low frequency  noise; and 1-kHz tones, 7-

kHz tones, and 100-ps clicks embedded in background noise) under a range of 

contralateral noise stimulation (from  none to 80 dB SPL). Additionally, transient 

otoacoustic emissions were measured under the same range of  contralateral stimuli, to 

confirm  cochlear physiological changes. Auditory evoked potentials in response to a 

click, embedded in noise, were recorded from  scalp electrodes, in order to confirm  that 

the output of  the cochlea was altered. A decrease in the detectability of  all the noise 

stimuli, and click and 1-kHz tone signals embedded in background noise with increasing 
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efferent  activation was observed. The function  relating change in detectability of  the 7-

kHz tone in noise to level of  contralateral stimulation was U-shaped, suggesting that 

detectability was improved by middle levels of  contralateral stimulation. Otoacoustic 

emission amplitudes were reduced by contralateral noise at the same levels at which the 

changes in detectability occurred. The amplitude and latency of  the first  wave of  the 

auditory brainstem response were reduced with increasing olivocochlear pathway 

activation. It was reasoned that these effects  resulted from  suppression of  the function 

of  active processes within the cochlea by the activity of  the olivocochlear pathway. In 

all cases, this produced a monotonic decrease in detectability of  the signals, except for 

the 7-kHz tone in noise. The explanation for  this finding  was that the 7-kHz tone would 

have been more strongly masked by the broadband noise than either the 1 -kHz tone or 

the click because of  the upward spread of  masking. Thus, suppression of  activity in 

response to the noise would have improved the detectability of  the tone under middle 

levels of  efferent  activity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of  this research was to investigate the effects  of  activation of  the human 

olivocochlear efferent  nerve pathway on the detectability of  acoustic stimuli. This 

descending pathway innervates the cochlea, and the thesis aimed to demonstrate that 

changes in the detectability of  acoustic signals occur when it was activated, and also that 

the changes in detectability were due to changes in the cochlea caused by the activation. 

Though considerable research has already been conducted in this area, most has been in 

animals, and conclusions about the perceptual effects  of  activation of  the olivocochlear 

bundle have been inferred  from  physiological results. Existing behavioural research in 

animals and humans is sparse, and has results which are conflicting.  This thesis used 

parameters, gleaned from  a study of  previous approaches, to develop a systematic 

programme of  research which showed relationships between perception and physiology, 

and provided a context for  existing psychoacoustical findings. 

To attempt this, a multiple approach was necessary. The basis of  the research was 

psychoacoustical, where adaptive tracking procedures were used to establish the 79% 

detection threshold for  the detectability of  broadband, and narrowband noise signals; 

and for  tonal and click signals embedded in a broadband noise background. In order to 

assess the influence  of  the olivocochlear efferent  pathway on these, thresholds were 

measured monaurally, and the other ear was stimulated with a range of  different  noise 

levels from  no noise up to 80 dB SPL. Broadly, the findings  were that all stimuli grew 

less detectable with increasing contralateral noise, except for  the highest frequency  (7 



kHz) toneburst embedded in noise, which grew slightly more detectable under medium 

levels of  contralateral stimulation. 

The contralateral noise stimulation was expected to activate the efferent  pathway, and as 

assurance that this occurred, the effects  of  the same contralateral noise stimuli on the 

level of  click evoked otoacoustic emissions was recorded. Otoacoustic emissions are an 

epiphenomenon of  a cochlear process which involves the outer hair cells, a sub-

population of  transducer cells which receive innervation from  the olivocochlear efferent 

pathway. The suppression of  otoacoustic emissions under contralateral stimulation was 

important in that it showed that the psychoacoustical effects  were associated with 

physiological changes in the cochlea, a basic tenet of  the theoretical approach taken in 

interpreting the results. If  no changes in cochlear physiology had occurred, any changes 

in the detectability of  the stimuli could have been regarded as being due to neural 

processing at more central levels of  the auditory system. 

Furthermore, if  changes in the cochlea produced the observed changes in the 

detectability of  stimuli, one would expect to see a change at the level of  the auditory 

nerve. In order to establish that this did indeed occur, auditory evoked potentials were 

recorded in response to clicks with ipsilateral and contralateral noise added. The results 

of  this part of  the study showed that changes in the evoked auditory potential associated 

with the auditory nerve did occur under conditions where changes in the detectability of 

stimuli had been measured psychoacoustically. 
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In addition, another possible explanation for  any peripheral changes is activity of  the 

middle ear muscles. These may potentially affect  otoacoustic emissions, auditory 

evoked potentials, and psychoacoustical measures, and are known to occur under 

conditions of  contralateral stimulation. In order to rule out this possibility, two 

approaches were taken. Acoustic reflex  thresholds were measured in order to establish 

the likely levels at which such response would occur in the sample. These were at high 

levels, as expected based on previous research, but the possibility that activity of  the 

middle ear muscles occurred at levels lower than those detectable using impedance 

audiometry could not be ruled out. Therefore,  the range of  contralateral broadband 

noise stimuli used were chosen so that, at the highest level (80 dB SPL), the acoustic 

reflex  was certain to be activated in some subjects. This enabled comparisons to be 

made between effects  known to include acoustic reflex  input, and effects  produced by 

lower level contralateral stimulation, where the effects  of  the acoustic reflex  were 

unknown. Using these techniques, it was possible to argue that the effects  observed 

were very unlikely to have been caused by the middle ear muscles. 

The thesis begins with a review of  the existing literature. It then reports the methods 

used in making the measurements described above, with the psychoacoustical research 

described as two separate studies. Results are reported separately for  each measure 

taken, and then relationships between the results of  the various techniques used are 

reported. Finally, the results are discussed in terms of  existing knowledge of 

physiology, and previous psychoacoustical findings  are compared with the present 

findings. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The literature review chapter is divided into seven main sections covering the existing 

knowledge about the hearing process as it relates to the aims of  the thesis. Essentially, 

the outer ear collects vibrations in the air and these are converted into oscillations of  the 

tympanic membrane. This in turn transmits the energy along the ossicular chain to the 

oval window of  the inner ear and thence to the complex of  membranes, cells, and fluid 

known as the cochlear partition. Relative motion of  different  components of  the 

cochlear partition is detected by the sensory hair cells of  the organ of  Corti. They 

transmit information  about sound frequency  and intensity to the central nervous system 

(CNS) via the auditory nerve. The first  section, entitled 'Anatomy and Physiology of 

the Ear', will describe these processes in more detail. 

Muscles in the middle ear, innervated by the motor branches of  facial  and trigeminal 

nerves attach to the ossicles and form  part of  a reflexive  neural pathway that affects 

sound transmission to the inner ear. As mentioned earlier, this reflex  presents a 

potential confounding  effect  for  the research, so a good understanding of  the processes 

involved is extremely important. The second section of  the literature review, entitled 

'Stapedius Reflex',  will describe the function  and importance of  these reflex  pathways, 

with a particular focus  on the stapedius muscle, which is known to be the more active in 

humans. 

A population of  cochlear sensory cells, called the outer hair cells, both responds to and 

affects  the motion of  the cochlear partition by operating to sharpen the peak of  travelling 
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wave activity mechanically. They are thought to be an important part of  a local 

feedback  system called the cochlear active process which serves to enhance the 

frequency  specificity  of  the cochlear response to sound. It is this system which is 

thought to undergo changes as a result of  activation of  the olivocochlear efferent 

pathway, and it is, therefore,  of  central importance to this thesis. The active process will 

be described in the third section, which is entitled accordingly. 

The notion of  acoustic masking, whereby the detectability of  one stimulus is impaired 

by presentation of  another, is also important to the research in this thesis, and the fourth 

section will describe existing knowledge about the processes that lead to it. 

The cochlea receives a considerable efferent  and afferent  nerve supply, and it is thought 

that OHC may be effectors  for  neurocochlear feedback  loops and CNS processes. The 

fifth  section of  the literature review, entitled 'Auditory Innervation', will cover the 

anatomy and physiology of  the afferent  and efferent  systems innervating the cochlea. 

The sixth section, entitled 'Functional Significance  of  the Olivocochlear Efferent 

System', will present existing physiological and psychophysical research investigating 

the function  of  the efferent  pathways, the target of  this thesis. 

Finally, a conclusion will summarise the background knowledge, and state the precise 

aims of  the present research. 
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BASIC ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE EAR 

The information  in this section is widely available (e.g. Hudspeth, 2000a; Pickles, 

1982), and is reviewed here in brief.  The outer ear consists of  the pinna, and the ear 

canal which leads to the tympanic membrane (TM). This system funnels  sound waves 

in the air particles, and transfers  them to the TM, which is thereby caused to vibrate. 

The outer ear system's resonance acts to maximise the gain of  sound at about 2.5 kHz 

(Shaw, 1974). 

The middle ear consists of  the TM, and a set of  small, linked bones (the malleus, incus 

and stapes, called the ossicular chain) in an air-filled  space (ventilated by the Eustachian 

tube that connects the middle ear to the nasopharynx) between the TM and the cochlea 

(Figure 1). It acts as an impedance transformer  which allows acoustic pressure 

fluctuations  to pass from  the air in the ear canal to the cochlear fluids  with minimal loss 

of  energy due to the reflection  which would otherwise occur due to the change in 

density, and thus impedance characteristics, of  the transmission medium. Its transfer 

function  is maximal (in humans) at around 1.2 kHz (Aibara, Welsh, Puria, & Goode, 

2001). The ossicular chain connects the tympanic membrane to the oval window of  the 

cochlea. The long arm of  the malleus is embedded in the fibrous  portion of  the 

tympanic membrane and membrane vibration is transmitted via the malleus to the incus 

and thence to the stapes. Motion of  the stapes footplate  is transmitted to the fluids  of 

the inner ear via the oval window at the base of  the cochlea. The middle ear also has 

two muscles, the tensor tympani, and the stapedius, which will be discussed in detail in 

the next section. 
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Ear 
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Tympanic 
membrane 

Figure 1: The peripheral auditory system (Carlson, 1986, p.230). 

The cochlea is a coiled tube (between 25 and 40 mm in length (mean of  about 33 mm)) 

in humans (Wright, Davis, Bredberg, Ulehlova, & Spencer, 1987)) divided lengthwise 

into three spaces by two membranes (Figure 2). The basilar membrane divides the scala 

tympani from  the scala media and Reissner's membrane divides the scala vestibuli from 

the scala media. The scala media contains endolymph (with high concentrations of  K^ 

ions, but low concentrations of  Na+ and Ca2 +), and the other two scalae, which 



Figure 2: Cross-section of  the cochlea (Pickles, 1982, p.26) 

communicate via the helicotrema at the apex of  the cochlea, contain perilymph (with 

high concentrations of  Na+ ions). The organ of  Corti contains the sensory hair cells 

along with various supporting cells, and lies along the length of  the basilar membrane 

within the endolymph of  the scala media. The tectorial membrane is attached to the 

limbus at one side and lies atop the organ of  Corti throughout its length. Afferent 

innervation is supplied via the (approximately 30000 (Spoendlin, 1972)) bipolar cells of 

the spiral ganglion, the cell bodies of  which are in the modiolus, and which send 

individual nerve fibres  into the organ of  Corti via the habenula perforata.  These fibres 

project to the bases of  the sensory hair cells, and will be discussed later, in the section 

on auditory innervation. 
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Reticular 
lamina 

(rod of corti) 

Figure 3: Cross-section of  the organ of  Corti (Pickles, 1982, p.27). 

The oval window is set in the wall of  the scala vestibuli, near to its base. Its motion, 

resulting from  air pressure fluctuations  transmitted via the TM and ossicular chain to the 

footplate  of  the stapes, causes pressure changes in the scala vestibuli. The 

endolymph/perilymph contents of  the scalae are liquid, and therefore  not compressible, 

and the cochlea itself  is in a rigid bony cavity, so the pressure applied at the oval 

window must be transmitted to the round window which is the only other flexible  point 

in the cochlear wall. The pressure wave from  the oval window is applied first  to the 

fluid  of  the scala vestibuli, virtually instantaneously passes across Reissner's membrane, 

the fluid  of  the scala media, the tectorial membrane, the organ of  Corti and the basilar 

membrane, and finally  arrives at the scala tympani and the round window (Figure 2). 

Thus, pressure waves impinging upon the TM are transmitted through the organ of  Corti 

and the sensory hair cells. 
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Figure 4: Schematic diagram demonstrating the peaks of  sound-induced oscillation of  the basilar 

membrane (Hudspeth, 2000a, p.595). 

The following  description of  passive mechanical events in the cochlea follows  from 

work done in cadavers early in the 20 t h century (von Bekesy, 1960). It has been shown, 

since, that this is not the whole story, and that metabolic and fine  micromechanical 

processes cause considerably greater sensitivity and frequency  specificity  (Sellick, 

Patuzzi, & Johnstone, 1982), however the passive mechanics underpins the mechanical 

response of  the cochlear partition , and will be described first.  The structure of  the 

basilar membrane/organ of  Corti/tectorial membrane complex (cochlear partition) 

changes gradually along its length, its basal end being stiff  with low mass, while its 

apical end is somewhat more massive (due largely to the increased mass of  Hensen's 

cells of  the organ of  Corti) but less stiff  (due to the basilar membrane being wider and 

less thick). Oscillations of  the complex can be thought of  as a travelling wave passing 

along its length and up the cochlea towards the apex. This occurs because the less 

massive base of  the cochlear partition possesses less inertia while also being the point of 

most efficient  transfer  of  energy from  the fluid  due to its stiffness.  As a result of  these 
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Tectorial membrane 

Inner Outer 
hair cell hair cell 

Basilar membrane 

Figure 5: Relative motion of  the tectorial and basilar membranes during acoustic stimulation causes 

stereocilia to deflect  in a direction leading to hair cell depolarisation (A), through a resting state (B), and 

to a hyperpolarised state (C) (Hudspeth, 2000a, p.598). 

two factors,  it offers  less resistance to the energy from  the fluid  and is therefore  the 

section of  the partition which is first  brought into motion. Gradually more massive and 

less stiff  portions of  the system are brought into motion by the motion of  more basal 

sections of  the partition and the associated movements caused in the surrounding fluids 

(there is little direct coupling between sections of  the cochlear partition itself  (Robles & 

Ruggero, 2001; Voldrich, 1978)). This causes the partition to be brought into motion 
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serially from  base to apex. When the travelling wave reaches a point where the stiffness 

and mass components of  the impedance are minimal for  the frequency  of  the oscillation, 

a peak forms  (Figure 4). Differential  movement of  the basilar membrane/organ of  Corti 

and the tectorial membrane causes the stereocilia of  the sensory hair cells to deflect 

(Figure 5), and consequently opens mechanically gated ion channels in the hair cells 

which causes development of  a receptor potential in the cell. Thus, at normal stimulus 

levels, frequency  analysis occurs because sensory cells are more likely to be stimulated 

at the peak oscillation of  the travelling wave than at anywhere else in the cochlea. The 

system enables the detection of  different  frequencies  presented simultaneously. The 

gradually changing mass and stiffness  structure of  the partition causes the travelling 

wave peak to occur over a more narrow region of  the cochlear partition than it would if 

the partition were solely stiffness  or mass graded. That is, with essentially two 

frequency  responsive systems operating in parallel, the area of  resonance is narrower 

than would occur with just one such system. Clearly, this is an important part of  the 

processes of  sound detection and frequency  resolution in the cochlea. 

The Hair Cells 

This subsection will discuss the sensory hair cells of  the inner ear in a general way, 

covering their anatomy and the process of  transduction. The two sub-populations of 

hair cells found  in the cochlea will then be described separately. In the first  place, the 

frequency  analysis in the cochlea is dependent upon changes in the amplitude of  the 

travelling wave, because amplitude peaks occur at particular points depending upon the 

frequency  of  the sound, and this enables a complex sound to be analysed into its 
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Figure 6: Scanning electron microscope images of  the surface  of  the organ of  Corti, showing the cuticular 

plates and the stereociliar bundles of  the hair cells (Hudspeth, 2000a, p. 597). 

component frequencies.  The sensory/transduction cells of  the cochlea, therefore,  must 

be sensitive to some correlate of  the motion of  the partition in the direction 

perpendicular to its long axis. There are two populations of  hair cells running the length 

of  the human organ of  Corti, a roughly single row of  (about 3500) inner hair cells (IHC) 

closest to the modiolus and roughly three rows of  (about 12000) outer hair cells (OHC) 
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parallel to the row of  IHC (Dallos, 1992) (Figure 6). Due to the wide variation in 

cochlear length mentioned earlier, the number of  hair cells varies as well. 

Cell density is quite constant between cochleae, so people with longer cochleae have 

more hair cells (Wright et al., 1987). The apical surface  of  hair cells, called the 

cuticular plate, where the stereocilia are embedded, is formed  from  a dense array of 

filaments  mainly composed of  actin, and these are joined together in a stiff  plate called 

the reticular lamina, which is a barrier between the differing  ionic compositions of  the 

scala media and the scala tympani. This is a very important part of  the cochlear 

transduction processes, because it ensures that the only channels for  communication 

between the endolymph and the hair cells are the stereocilia themselves. This will be 

discussed more below. The other endolymph/perilymph barrier is Reissner's 

membrane; and the basilar membrane, which lies between the bases of  the hair cells and 

the scala tympani, is permeable. 

Stereocilia project from  the reticular lamina into the fluid  of  the scala media in the sub-

tectorial space. A stereocilium consists of,  predominantly, actin filaments  bundled 

together, cross linked, and surrounded by the cell membrane. The number of  actin 

filaments  drops from  over 3000 along most of  the length of  a stereocilium, to about 20 

at its base (Tilney, Derosier, & Mulroy, 1980). This means that the point at which the 

stereocilium joins the cuticular plate is much more flexible  than the relatively stiff  shaft, 

so that force  applied to a stereocilium causes it to hinge at the base, and not to bow. A 

hair cell has a population of  20-300 stereocilia arranged so that the length increases in a 

gradual and regular way (Hudspeth, 1989). When stimulated, the entire bundle of 
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stereocilia moves together, due to lateral connecting fibres,  with each stereocilium 

bending at its base and sliding against those surrounding it. 

Transduction 

In mammals, hair cell firing  is caused by deflection  of  the stereocilia in the direction of 

the tallest row of  stereocilia in the bundle (Russell & Richardson, 1987), which, due to 

the organisation of  the cochlea, is in a radial direction with respect to the modiolus. Just 

one degree of  movement in the stereocilia covers about 90% of  the response range of  the 

hair cells (Hudspeth, 1989). Stereocilia are connected near the tip to the side wall of 

stereocilia in the next (taller) row (Pickles, Comis, & Osborne, 1984), and this 

movement causes ion channels near the tips (Hudspeth, 1982), to open, in a process 

known as mechanoelectrical transduction and modelled by Howard and Hudspeth 

(1987). In this model, elastic links between stereocilia tips use the mechanical energy of 

the stereociliar motion to pull open ion channels in the membrane surrounding the 

stereocilia tips (Figure 7). The model is supported by considerable evidence, including 

the anatomical characteristics of  the tips, the relative heights of  the rows, being higher 

where the tip linking filaments  require them to be so, and the consequent orientation of 

the tip filaments  in the same direction (radially with respect to the modiolus) as the 

more sensitive direction of  motion of  the stereocilia (Pickles & Corey, 1992). In 

addition, Ca 2 + chelation, which destroyed tip linkages, was also found  to stop 

transduction (Assad, Shepherd, & Corey, 1991). The mechanism of  transduction is 

probabilistic, with the likelihood of  cell depolarisation depending upon the angles of  the 

stereocilia in its bundle, and base firing  rate being dependent upon the natural tension in 
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the tip linkages (Pickles & Corey, 1992). This model thus acknowledges no threshold 

per se, but rather bases detectability of  stimuli on a comparison between the tip 

displacements caused by actual acoustic signals and the noise created by Brownian 

motion in the cochlear fluids,  which becomes the practical limit to hearing (Hudspeth, 

1989). Nonetheless, the system is sensitive enough that a sinusoidal deflection  of  0.003 

of  a degree is able to cause an electrical change in the cell, sufficient  to alter the firing 

patterns of  nerves connected to it. Hudspeth (1989) likens this movement to "a 

displacement of  the pinnacle of  the Eiffel  tower by only a thumb's breadth." (p. 399). 

Thus, the process of  transduction requires motion of  the cochlear partition, which is 

caused by the introduction of  pressure waves moving from  the oval window where they 

are introduced, throughout the cochlear fluids.  This causes the travelling wave 

described above to perturb particular sensory cells maximally. In fact,  it is generally 

believed that the relative motion of  the reticular lamina, which holds the cuticular plates 

of  the hair cells in a stiff  matrix, the tectorial membrane, and the fluid  trapped between 

the tectorial membrane and the reticular lamina, is the real stimulus that causes a 

response from  the hair cells. Exactly how the motion of  the surrounding structures 

affects  this key area is a mystery, and many attempts have been made to model the 

system, as will be discussed below. However, one more important piece of 

physiological knowledge about hair cells in general remains. 
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Figure 7: Schematic diagrams showing the method of  mechanoelectrical transduction in the stereocilia; 

and scanning electron microscopic images showing the tip links between stereocilia (Hudspeth, 2000b, 

p.618). 

As a result of  characteristics of  both the surrounding structures and of  intrinsic 

characteristics, the responses of  hair cells are tonotopically tuned, so that those at the 

base of  the cochlea respond more to high frequencies,  while those at the apex respond 

more to low frequencies  (e.g. Russell & Sellick, 1978), and the tuning of  their output is 
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sufficient  to explain tuning of  nerve fibre  responses (Russell & Sellick, 1977). Both 

inner and outer hair cells have been shown to have similar tuning (Cody & Russell, 

1987). The mechanisms by which this tuning works are potentially both mechanical and 

electrical in nature. The mechanical tuning depends upon the resonance of  the 

stereocilia bundles. From base to apex of  the cochlea, the stereocilia become longer and 

more flexible  so that the stiffer  stereocilia also have a lower mass load (of  cochlear 

fluid)  to move when they oscillate, while the more flexible  stereocilia near to the 

helicotrema have a great deal more mass to move (Freeman & Weiss, 1988). This leads 

to those in the base of  the cochlea being more responsive to high frequency  stimulation, 

and those in the apex to lower frequency  stimulation because of  the more efficient 

transfer  of  high frequency  energy to stiffer  and lower mass objects. The second aspect 

of  individual hair cell tuning is in the electrical resonance of  the cell membrane. This 

type of  tuning depends upon the resonance of  interacting ion channels in cell 

membranes of  individual hair cells being tuned to the frequency  to which the cell 

responds. However, this has never been observed in mammalian cochleae (Fettiplace, 
s 

1987; Robles & Ruggero, 2001). 

Inner  Hair  Cells 

In humans, IHC are arranged roughly in a single row, though in places there are 

overlaps, and unevenness (Wright et al., 1987). The IHC bodies, which project below 

the reticular lamina, are gourd shaped. Innervated by the 90-95% of  the bipolar Type 1 

afferent  nerve fibres  of  the spiral ganglion which are myelinated, the IHC are the 

primary sensory cells (Spoendlin, 1972). As discussed, radial deflection  of  the 
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stereocilia opens mechanically-gated ion channels in the IHC, which in turn alters the 

cell membrane potential, depolarising the cell. In IHC, stereociliar movement is thought 

to be caused by movement of  fluid  in the sub-tectorial space, where the tips of  the 

stereocilia project, without touching the tectorial membrane (Engstrom & Engstrom, 

1978). Depolarisation causes neurotransmitter release from  the bases of  the IHC, which 

are surrounded by dendrites of  afferent  nerve fibres  of  the spiral ganglion. From here, 

information  is transmitted via the eighth (auditory) cranial nerve to the central nervous 

system (CNS). It has been shown that IHC are sensitive to basilar membrane velocity 

below 200Hz, but that their response is in phase with displacement at frequencies  above 

this (Sellick & Russell, 1980). 

Outer Hair  Cells 

There are approximately three rows of  OHC for  each IHC, though again the 

arrangement is somewhat irregular, and in places there are four  or two OHC facing  the 

IHC (Wright et al., 1987). The OHC rows run parallel to the row of  IHC in the organ of 

Corti, and along the length of  the cochlea. The OHC lean in towards the IHC, so that a 

tunnel is formed  between the first  row of  OHC and the IHC. The tips of  the tallest 

stereocilia of  the OHC are embedded in the underside of  the tectorial membrane itself 

(Engstrom & Engstrom, 1978), unlike those of  the IHC which project into the fluid 

beneath the tectorial membrane. Mammalian OHC are cylindrical, with a diameter of 

about 9 pM, and their length ranges from  less than 15 pM at the base of  the cochlea, to 

over 90 pM at the apex (Brownell, Spector, Raphael, & Popel, 2001). In humans this 

range is from  about 25 to about 75 pM (Pujol, Lenoir, Ladrech, Tribillac, & Rebillard, 
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1992). Pujol et al also observed that, in guinea pigs, there is a greater discrepancy 

between the lengths of  adjacent OHC near the apex of  the cochlea than there is near the 

base. 

The OHC lateral wall has an unusual organisation, consisting of  three layers, an outer 

cell membrane, the lamina of  sub-surface  cisternae, and, sandwiched between these, an 

organised, three-dimensional array consisting of  protein fibres  including actin (Flock, 

1988) and spectrin, which provide support for  pillars separating the other two layers by 

approximately 30 nanometres (Brownell et al., 2001). It is thought that this represents 

the supporting structure for  the long cylindrical shape of  the OHC, which must also be 

capable of  behaving dynamically, as will be described in the section on the cochlear 

active process below. Though they are sensitive to motion of  the cochlear partition, it is 

unlikely that the OHC provide much direct sensory information  to the CNS because they 

receive little afferent  innervation. They have, however, been shown to be electromotile 

in vitro (Ashmore, 1987), and are thought to be an important mediator of  the active 

process. 

The above section has given a general overview of  the most basic physiology of  the 

mammalian ear. The following  sections will discuss several aspects of  the peripheral 

auditory system which are of  particular relevance to this thesis, and their physiology in 

more detail. These are, the stapedius reflex,  the active cochlear micromechanical 

process, auditory masking, auditory innervation, and the function  of  the olivocochlear 

efferent  system. 
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THE STAPEDIUS REFLEX 

Transmission through the human middle ear can potentially be altered by the action of 

two muscles. The tensor tympani muscle, which is attached to the malleus and 

innervated by the trigeminal (V) cranial nerve, contracts in response to touch or pressure 

on the tympanic membrane, but does not appear contract in response to acoustic 

stimulation in humans (Moller, 1983). The stapedius muscle attaches to the posterior of 

the neck of  the stapes, and is innervated by the facial  (VII) cranial nerve (Northern & 

Gabbard, 1994). It contracts in response to intense acoustic stimulation, pulling the 

stapes footplate  laterally away from  the oval window. Pang and Peake (1986) have 

shown that, in cats, its effect  is mediated almost entirely by the effect  of  displacement of 

the stapes on the annular ligament, which attaches the stapes footplate  to the oval 

window. They found  that the incus and malleus remained still when they used electrical 

stimulation to contract the stapedius muscle, and suggest that the rest of  the ossicular 

chain remains unaffected  during stapedius reflex  activity due to the properties of  the 

incudo-stapedial joint, which allowed the stapes to slide out of  its normal position in the 

direction of  pull of  the stapedius muscle, without transmitting that movement. 

The stapedius muscle receives its innervation via a reflexive  neural pathway which 

begins at the IHC, the most important contributors of  auditory afferent  neural 

information.  The response of  the IHC is transmitted via the auditory (VIII) cranial nerve 

to the ventral portion of  the ipsilateral cochlear nucleus. Fibres project from  the ventral 

cochlear nucleus to the medial region of  both ipsilateral and contralateral superior 

olivary complexes. From here, the nerve fibres  pass to neurons of  the motor nuclei in 
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the stapedial branch of  the facial  nerve, which control the stapedius muscle. A small 

sub-population of  fibres  project directly and ipsilaterally from  the ventral cochlear 

nucleus to the muscle's facial  nerve motor neurons (Borg, 1973). Due to the projections 

of  fibres  from  the cochlear nuclei to the contralateral superior olivary complexes, the 

stimulation of  one ear causes the stapedius contraction to occur in both ears. 

Function of  the Stapedius Reflex 

The stapedius reflex  appears to have a number of  functions.  It was, traditionally, 

thought that its sole purpose was to attenuate intense low frequency  sounds by 

tightening the ossicular chain, though Simmons (1964) suggests that this is "a bit like 

saying the leg-muscles' major function  is reflex  withdrawal from  the pain of  stepping on 

a tack" (p. 725). Nonetheless, the tightening of  the annular ligament, or the ossicles, 

would increase the stiffness  reactance of  the middle ear and thereby cause less low 

frequency  energy to be transmitted, and may actually improve the transmission of  high 

frequency  information  (Moller, 1983). The reduction in transmission through the 

middle ear resulting from  stapedius muscle activation varies greatly across the spectrum, 

being maximal below about 1 kHz, and being very slight above about 1.5 kHz. In the 

low frequency  region below 1 kHz, the amount of  energy transmitted is reduced by up to 

about 20 dB with maximal muscle activity (Pang & Peake, 1986). Though the reflex 

occurs in response to intense acoustic stimulation, its onset is too slow (150 ms at 

threshold stimulation, to about 35 ms maximum onset at high stimulation levels, 

(Moller, 1958)) to protect the ear from  very brief  intense sounds. It does, however, 

perform  some attenuation of  long lasting intense low frequency  stimulation, in particular 
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to prevent occurrence of  the upward spread of  masking which would impair the 

detection of  higher frequency  information  (Moller, 1983). 

The effect  of  the stapedius reflex  in terms of  an increase in the impedance of  the middle 

ear system is measurable in response to broadband noise of  77.2 dB SPL (SD=4.7) on 

average in humans (Margolis & Popelka, 1975), and was found  to be similar, though 

slightly lower, using different  recording techniques (Wilson & McBride, 1978). The 

threshold level increases to between 90 and 100 dB SPL for  narrower spectrum, pure 

tone stimuli. 

Other possible functions  of  the reflex  were investigated by Simmons (1964), who 

pointed out that just because it occurs in response to intense auditory stimulation does 

not necessarily mean that its primary purpose is the attenuation of  noxious stimuli. 

Using electrodes inserted into the stapedius muscle of  cats, he was able to determine 

when fine  movements of  the muscle occurred. Low frequency  body noise produced by 

behaviour such as head movement, chewing and vocalisation produced contractions. 

Furthermore, Simmons observed a constant activation of  the muscle in response to a 

long duration (1 kHz, 75 dB SPL) tone, which he showed could imply a continual 

shifting  of  resonance by the stapedius muscle upon the input of  information  to the 

cochlea. In addition, the magnitude of  the cochlear microphonic, the sound-induced 

electrical response of  groups of  cochlear hair cells that can be measured distal to the 

cochlea remained nearly constant across a frequency  range in awake cats with intact 

stapedius muscles, but showed resonant minima in anaesthetised cats, and in those 

whose stapedius muscles had been severed. This may mean that, in an awake listener, 
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the reflex  is in constant operation, allowing the auditory system to modulate the spectral 

characteristics of  the middle ear resonance, and thereby to improve the detectability of 

signals in noise. In support, evidence from  guinea-pigs suggests that the attenuation of 

loud sounds may be merely a side effect  of  the other purpose(s) of  the acoustic reflex 

(Avan, Loth, Menguy, & Teyssou, 1992). 
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THE ACTIVE COCHLEAR MlCROMECHANICAL PROCESS 

The tuning of  the human ear was investigated in cochleae removed from  cadavers by 

von Bekesy (1960). He observed that the stiffness  of  the basilar membrane changed 

with distance along the cochlea while that of  Reissner's membrane, the tectorial 

membrane and the organ of  Corti did not. He found  that vibration at the oval window 

caused a travelling wave to pass along the basilar membrane, increasing in amplitude up 

to a given maximum point on the membrane dependant upon the frequency  of  the 

vibration. After  the point of  maximal oscillation, the wave amplitude decayed rapidly 

due to the damping forces  of  cochlear fluids.  The tuning of  the wave he observed was 

not sharp enough to explain psychophysical frequency  discrimination, but von Bekesy 

suggested that frequency  resolution would be improved neurally by a process akin to 

lateral inhibition such as is found  in the skin sensors. Furthermore, he suggested a 

neural basis for  psychoacoustically measured non-linearities due to his finding  an 

absence of  non-linear performance  in the cochlea except at very high stimulation levels. 

The idea that an active, metabolic, process may occur in the cochlea has been advanced 

to explain phenomena inconsistent with von Bekesy's solely passive model. The 

mechanical frequency  resolution of  the cochlear partition can be determined by the 

sharpness of  the peak of  the travelling wave, and it is found  to be much better when 

measured from  cochleae of  living animals (Sellick et al., 1982). The travelling wave 

peak declines to the levels recorded by von Bekesy (and becomes more apical) only 

when the animal is dead or the cochlea is damaged (Sellick et al., 1982). The tuning of 

the healthy basilar membrane is found  to be almost identical to that of  auditory neural 
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fibres  measured prior to any possible nerve interaction (Khanna & Leonard, 1982), and 

of  the IHC (Russell & Sellick, 1977). Furthermore, in vivo inspection of  the velocity of 

the basilar membrane compared with post mortem has shown that a considerable gain 

and phase change occurs in the live cochlea (Nuttall & Dolan, 1996). These results 

suggest that von Bekesy's theories were incomplete. 

Furthermore, the cochlea produces otoacoustic emissions (OAE) which consist of  low-

level acoustic energy measurable in the outer ear canal (Kemp, 1978). They occur both 

spontaneously and in response to acoustic (Kemp, 1978) or electrical (Hubbard & 

Mountain, 1983) stimulation, saturate with increasing stimulus levels, and occur only in 

living cochleae. OAE are generally found  to be absent in people who possess cochlear 

hearing-loss of  around 30-40 dB or greater (Collet, Levy, Veuillet, Truy, & Morgon, 

1993; Johnsen, Parbo, & Elberling, 1993). The existence of  OAE in conjunction with 

the discovery that OHC are able to change their mechanical characteristics as a result of 

electrical stimulation in vitro ((Ashmore, 1987) and see below) has lead to much 

research into an active process in hearing. 

• OAE are produced spontaneously and during normal hearing, but not when OHC are 

destroyed, or their function  is suppressed (Johnsen & Elberling, 1982). 

• Reductions can be observed in OAE levels during electrical activation of  the medial 

olivocochlear efferent  system (described later) which innervates the OHC, and is 

known to suppress their activity (Mountain, 1980) 
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The first  of  these two findings  provides evidence that an endogenous source of  energy 

exists within the cochlea, and that it depends upon OHC functionality.  The second 

shows a direct relationship between OHC activity and OAE level. Together, they 

provide strong circumstantial evidence that OAE are an epiphenomenon of  an active 

process, and that the process is mediated by activity of  the OHC adding energy to the 

motion of  the cochlear partition. The actual production of  OAE will be discussed in 

more detail below. 

Physiology of  the Active Process 

It is clear that at low stimulus intensities the active process generates a considerable 

increase in the magnitude of  the response of  the basilar membrane (Nuttall & Dolan, 

1996). However, as will be made clear in the section on modelling below, the actual 

nature and localisation of  the active process is unclear. It is likely that the process has 

mechanical, chemical and electrical components, involving the basilar membrane, the 

fluids  of  the scala media and scala tympani, the stria vascularis, the tectorial membrane, 

Deiter's cells and the hair cells. The possible roles of  each of  these components will be 

discussed below. Good reviews of  this area are given by Dallos (1992), and Robles and 

Ruggero (2001). 

Stria  Vascularis 

The stria vascularis runs along the inner, or luminal, side of  the spiral ligament, and is 

completely within the scala media (Figure 2). It functions  to produce the high K + ionic 
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balance of  the endolymph, and thereby, the endocochlear potential (Tasaki & 

Spyropoulos, 1959). Perilymph flows  through the fibrous  spiral ligament, and it is 

thought that the stria vascularis extracts potassium and water from  this in order to 

produce endolymph. The operation of  the stria vascularis in creating the ionic 

environment for  an active process to occur is important. Involvement of  the stria 

vascularis in an active process must be indirect, but it is the element within the cochlea 

which harnesses metabolic energy, from  its blood supply, to provide the ionic 

environment within the scala media whereby endolymph has a positive electrical 

potential relative to the perilymph. This potential is crucial to cochlear function,  and 

atrophy of  the stria vascularis, which occurs commonly in ageing, has been shown to 

produce impairments in detection threshold across the entire range of  hearing 

(Schuknecht et al., 1974). The function  of  the stria vascularis will be discussed further 

below in the context of  its importance to the function  of  the hair cells. 

Outer Hair  Cells 

As discussed previously, the motion of  the basilar membrane is detected by the OHC via 

the rows of  OHC stereocilia, of  which the tallest row (of  three) is embedded in the 

tectorial membrane. The OHC stereocilia project from  the apical surface  of  the cell in a 

W or V shaped bundle (Figure 6). As described earlier (in the section on hair cells), 

each stereocilium is constructed as a firm  rod consisting of  actin filaments  arranged in a 

strong paracrystalline array, and, during normal hearing, can bend only at its root in the 

cuticular plate of  the hair cell. They are joined together by fine  filaments,  which attach 

the tips and the sides of  the shorter stereocilia to the sides of  the taller so that when 
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displaced the whole bundle moves together. The fdaments,  which attach at the tips, 

play an essential role in the stimulation of  the cell. Stretching of  these links opens ion 

channels at the stereocilium tip (Pickles et al., 1984) or near to the attachment points of 

the tip fdaments  (Hackney, Furness, Benos, Woodley, & Barratt, 1992), increasing 

potassium influx  into the cell and causing cell depolarisation (Figure 7). Furthermore, 

compression of  the links causes channels which are open during the cell's resting state to 

close, so that the cell hyperpolarises. 

The following  section discusses the role of  OHC in the active process. Very good 

reviews of  this area are provided by Brownell (1990), and Brownell, Spector, Raphael, 

and Popel (2001). 

High frequencies  cause maximal oscillation at the base of  the cochlea. Increasing the 

stiffness  at a more apical point would cause a discontinuity in the local impedance of  the 

partition, which would cause reflection  of  energy along the membrane in both directions 

and lead to OAE. This phenomenon, particularly that of  spontaneous OAE, is very 

compelling evidence for  an active process and is known to be reversibly removed by 

application of  salicylates (McFadden & Plattsmier, 1984), which also prevent OHC 

from  exhibiting motility (Santos-Sacchi, 1991). This is, therefore,  strong evidence that 

the active process is OHC mediated. Furthermore, Khanna and Leonard (1982) 

demonstrated that the tuning of  the cochlea is equivalent to that of  the auditory nerve 

when the condition of  the cochlea is good, though it is not in damaged or dead cochleae. 

Their choice of  good condition cochleae was based upon the cochlear microphonic, 
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which is known to be OHC dependent. This finding  also implies that the OHC are 

linked to sharp cochlear tuning. 

The reticular lamina forms  a barrier between the perilymph of  the scala tympani and the 

endolymph of  the scala media. The bodies of  the OHC are surrounded by perilymph in 

the spaces of  Nuel of  the organ of  Corti. The stereocilia are surrounded by endolymph 

which has a potential (relative to the surrounding bone) varying between a minimum of 

about +40mV at the apex of  the cochlea to a maximum of  about +1 lOmV at the base. 

This potential is maintained by high concentrations of  K + ions supplied by the stria 

vascularis as described above. The resting membrane potential of  the OHC is 

approximately -70mV. Deflection  of  the stereocilia opens ion channels and allows 

influx  of  K + ions. The depolarisation leads to activation of  voltage-gated C a 2 f  channels 

in the basolateral membrane, allowing influx  of  Ca2 + , which is present in high 

concentrations in the perilymph. The rise in intracellular Ca 2 + opens Calcium-activated 

K + channels, so that K+ ions leave the cell following  both concentration and electrical 

gradients. Sodium-Calcium and Potassium-Sodium (Na+ /Ca2 + and K+ / Na+) pumps in 

the cell membrane then return the cell to its resting potential. The depolarisation of  the 

OHC has two effects,  referred  to as the fast  and slow effects.  These effects  depend upon 

the change in transmembrane potential that occurs as a result of  the depolarisation 

(Santos-Sacchi & Dilger, 1988). The slow effect  appears to be related to changes in the 

OHC cytoskeleton, while the fast  effect  appears to occur due to membrane bound 

proteins. 
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The slow effect  depends upon the cytoskeletal properties of  the OHC. As described 

earlier, OHC have a complex lateral cortical lattice (Bannister, Dodson, Astbury, & 

Douek, 1988). This consists of  actin filaments  spiralling around the circumference  of 

the OHC (Flock, 1988) and longitudinally arranged spectrin fibres,  and provides support 

to the cell membrane, but is able to expand or contract along the long axis of  the cell 

(Holley & Ashmore, 1988). The slow effect  is thought to be due to structural changes 

involving the actin filaments  constituting the cytoskeleton (Slepecky, 1989). Increases 

in intracellular levels of  Ca 2 + , due to application of  a calcium ionophore, have been 

shown to be associated with increased OHC length. This is thought to result from  a 

reduction in the cell circumference,  which may involve reorganisation of  the actin 

fibres,  and a consequent length increase due to increased hydrostatic pressure working 

perpendicularly to the circumferentially  constrictive force  (Dulon, Zajic, & Schacht, 

1990). This effect  is inhibited by the chemical inhibition of  calmodulin, and by 

inhibition of  the action of  an unknown protein kinase, both of  which would be expected 

to be involved in the metabolism of  cytoskeletal actin filament  rearrangement, based on 

analogy with muscle and non-muscle cell motility (Coling, Bartolami, Rhee, & 

Neelands, 1998). Coling and colleagues point out that one possible protein kinase 

which would fit  this model is myosin light chain kinase, which is present in the OHC, 

and which is known to be inhibited by ML-9, which they showed resulted in OHC 

shortening when applied. They do not, however, specify  how the cytoskeleton would 

contract, and also acknowledge that the action of  ML-9 may be in some currently 

unknown direction, or that it might have multiple targets in the OHC. Thus, the notion 

of  slow motility is not clearly understood. Given that the process described appears to 

be calcium dependent, and high Ca 2 + concentrations occur naturally within the OHC 
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during depolarisation, it may be expected that some such change would occur naturally, 

however it has not been identified  in vivo (Puschner & Schacht, 1997). By depolarising 

the organ of  Corti through immersion in endolymph, a reduction in the distance between 

the reticular lamina and the basilar membrane was observed (Zimmermann & Fermin, 

1996). This suggests that the overall effect  of  depolarisation on OHC is to shorten the 

cells, which is consistent with the effects  of  fast  motility (described in the next 

paragraph). The slight length increase, due to slow motility, expected under 

depolarisation may not have had the right conditions to occur, given that the OHC were 

bathed in endolymph (low in Ca2 +), and the slow effects  are dependent upon Ca 2 + ions. 

The fast  motility effect  depends upon cell membrane bound molecular motors that 

operate independently of  the rest of  the cell (Huang & Santos-Sacchi, 1994; Kalinec, 

Holley, Iwasa, Lim, & Kachar, 1992), and which are dependent upon a protein called 

prestin, after  the Italian presto, because of  the high speeds at which they can operate (J. 

Zheng et al., 2000). Cells normally incapable of  motion were transfected  with prestin, 

and developed electromotility which was recoverably inhibited by application of 

salicylate (J. Zheng et al., 2000), which also inhibits OHC motility (Santos-Sacchi, 

1991) and OAE production (McFadden & Plattsmier, 1984). It has been shown that 

during depolarisation, the molecular motors work to shorten the cell and react to a 

decrease in the local (Dallos, Evans, & Hallworth, 1991) transmembrane potential 

(Santos-Sacchi & Dilger, 1988). Prestin is dependent upon intracellular CF and HC03" 

ions for  its sensitivity to transmembrane voltage, and it was suggested that the action of 

salicylate in reducing OHC motility might be because it competes with the intracellular 

anions for  the prestin binding sites, and renders the molecules indifferent  to 
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transmembrane potential (Oliver et al., 2001). However, this explanation does not 

account for  the finding  that very low levels of  salicylate actually increase OAE (Kujawa, 

Fallon, & Bobbin, 1992), and the early effect  of  ingesting salicylates in tablet form 

(which presumably also relates to the gradual release into the cochlea, and thus low 

dosage) is to slightly improve detection thresholds for  pure tones (Long & Tubis, 1988). 

Possibly, this is related to complex OHC function,  whereby a slight reduction in 

electromotility serves to improve the resonant nature of  the cochlea, but larger decreases 

in motility have the opposite effect. 

Thus, as suggested above, there may be two types of  OHC motion. The depolarisation 

caused by the deflection  of  the stereocilia results in a decrease in the transmembrane 

voltage, which causes fast  cell shortening as a result of  the function  of  the membrane 

based motors. Furthermore, the consequent influx  of  Ca 2 + ions via the basolateral 

membrane of  the hair cell may cause the cell to lengthen due to the contraction of 

circumferential  actin filaments,  and a consequent increase in cell pressure forcing  the 

ends apart. Hyperpolarisation has the reverse effect,  thus sinusoidal displacement of  the 

stereocilia could cause a repeated lengthening and shortening of  the cell (it is important 

to point out that this effect  is modulated by a cholinergic efferent  innervation of  the 

OHC, which will be discussed in detail below). The opposing forces  of  membrane 

bound motors, and the cytoskeleton could potentially provide extremely fine  control 

over the amount and direction of  cell motility. Furthermore, it is likely that the OHC 

interact with the cells most intimately associated with them, the Deiters' cells. The 

aforementioned  release of  K+ ions from  the OHC basolateral membrane after 

depolarisation causes an increase in the local concentration of  K+ ions in the spaces of 
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Nuel, which in turn causes Ca 2 + channels to open in the Deiters' cells. The consequent 

influx  of  Ca 2 + causes structural changes in the long process of  the cell, resulting in 

stiffening  (Dulon, 1995). This system may increase the rate of  OHC lengthening after 

depolarisation, adding extra force  to that of  the OHC mechanisms; if  so, three separate 

force  generators (OHC prestin, OHC cytosklelton, and Deiters' cells) exist to modulate 

the motion of  the organ of  Corti in response to incoming sound. Importantly, the effects 

described are all driven by the electrical potential generated by the stria vascularis, so 

the OHC themselves are not required to use time consuming metabolic processes which 

would prevent them from  responding at the high rate necessary for  the transduction of 

hearing frequency  stimuli, and do not require direct vasculature which would add to the 

mass of  the organ of  Corti. 

The OHC are attached to the tectorial membrane by the stereocilia inserted therein, and 

are attached to the reticular lamina by the zonula adherens around their cuticular plates. 

The bases of  the OHC sit within the cups of  the Deiter's cells. The contraction of  OHC 

in response to depolarisation may actually draw the reticular lamina towards the basilar 

membrane and may cause the organ of  Corti to become stiffer.  Furthermore, the OHC 

also lengthen and shorten rapidly as the travelling wave oscillation causes alternating 

reversal of  the direction of  pressure on the stereocilia caused by shearing force  between 

the basilar and tectorial membranes. Because stiffness  changes co-occur with length 

changes, it is impossible to know whether one of  these processes is merely 

epiphenomenal to the other, and if  so, which is the important one (J. Zheng et al., 2000). 

Of  course, it is very possible that both stiffness  and length changes have importance in 

terms of  different  aspects of  the transduction process. 
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One possibility is that dynamic alteration of  the stiffness  of  the organ of  Corti would 

serve to maximise the travelling wave peak at a place close to the maximal passive 

response of  the basilar membrane. Findings of  He and Dallos (1999) that OHC stiffness 

changes during acoustic stimulation support this idea. Furthermore, the findings  of 

Sellick, Patuzzi and Johnstone (1982) suggest that the place of  the travelling wave peak 

produced in a living cochlea is basal to that produced in damaged or dead cochleae. 

That is, the active process causes a peak to form  in a higher frequency  portion of  the 

basilar membrane than that which would be expected based upon the passive impedance 

characteristics of  the partition itself.  The stiffening  of  OHC due to increased cell turgor 

reported by He and Dallos (1999) would explain this finding.  It would also be 

consistent with the independent basilar membrane/reticular lamina model of  Markin and 

Hudspeth (1995) described below. Alternatively, the OHC may act as pistons, changing 

their length in phase with the acoustic stimulation, and thereby adding energy directly to 

the wave as it travels through each section of  the cochlear partition. As was stated 

earlier, given that the length changes and stiffness  changes co-occur, no research has yet 

proven that one of  these aspects of  the active process is more important than the other in 

terms of  improving the cochlear response to sound. For that matter, it may be that both 

are important, and occur for  different  reasons at different  frequencies  and in different 

places along the organ of  Corti, or that both are epiphenomenal to another process such 

as motility of  the stereocilium bundle (Hudspeth, 1989). 
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Models of  the Active Process 

The development of  models is a popular means of  quantifying  theories about how the 

cochlea may work, and has furthered  the understanding of  these processes. The motion 

of  the cochlea in response to sound is difficult  to observe because it is so small, and 

because the structures involved all interact, and conceal each other. To see what is 

happening within the cochlear partition, or between the tectorial membrane and the 

cuticular plate would require an observer to upset the precisely balanced mechanisms 

involved in the transduction of  sound to neural information.  Thus, to come to an 

understanding of  the physiology of  the transduction process, models have been 

developed as a less invasive means of  inferring  cochlear function.  The models are 

closely based upon physiological and anatomical findings,  and are in a continual state of 

development as new experimental findings  occur which do not fit  the frameworks  of 

earlier models. In essence, cochlear models try to account for  the observed stiffness, 

mass, shape, and physical relationship between structures, while also being able to 

represent observed phenomena such as frequency  resolution, OAE, and detection 

sensitivity. An outline of  the area follows,  but for  a fuller  review, please see Hubbard 

and Mountain (1996). 

Models of  the normal cochlea take two basic forms,  passive models, and active models. 

The earliest formal  model in which the concept of  'negative damping' was proposed in 

the cochlea (Neely & Kim, 1983, 1986) was locally active, and based upon findings  of 

decreased tuning and sensitivity of  the basilar membrane post mortem (Rhode & 

Robles, 1974). Essentially, it considered OHC to respond to sound stimulation by 
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mechanically injecting energy into the cochlear partition at the point of  greatest 

movement. This principle is reasonable in light of  the notion that OHC can change their 

length and stiffness  characteristics in phase with the motion caused by sound, as a result 

of  stimulation of  the stereocilia. Thus, in a situation of  large amplitude displacement, 

where damping forces  will be maximal due to viscosity of  the partition and the fluids, 

the force  of  the OHC population will also be maximal to counteract it. 

An influential  local activity model has been the hardware model of  Zwicker (1986b), in 

which the cochlear partition is modelled as a longitudinally coupled series of  sections, 

each acting as a low pass filter.  The active process is represented by mechanical 

amplification  of  a travelling wave through a feedback  process initiated by the OHC 

response to the motion caused by the travelling wave itself.  This feedback  amplification 

response occurs to enhance the mechanical effect  of  the system upon the IHC which 

then transduces the mechanical stimulus into a neural response for  relay to the central 

nervous system. Using this model, Zwicker was able to describe the observed 

sensitivity and frequency  resolution of  the cochlea at low stimulus levels. He was also 

able to use his model to describe OAE (Zwicker, 1986a), though his model did possess 

impedance discontinuities between its sections, which may not exist in the cochlea, but 

which were crucial to the model's generation of  OAE. By treating the OHC activity as a 

saturating response, his model was able to explain both the stability of  the feedback 

system in the ear and the response to higher-level stimuli where the travelling wave 

peak occurs more apically and frequency  resolution is less accurate. That is, by treating 

the OHC response as saturating at high levels, the model would predict a broadening of 

the filters  and an apical shift  in the best resonant point for  a particular frequency. 
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There are countless refinements  upon this general model, all of  which suggest that 

energy must be applied to the organ of  Corti in order to produce the phenomena 

observed. They assume that the cochlea is an integrated active system, yet the specific 

relationship between the incoming acoustic vibration (which is the initiating stimulus), 

the OHC (which are treated as mediators of  the active process) and the IHC (the 

transducers of  relative reticular lamina to tectorial membrane motion into neural 

information)  is still not resolved. To examine these, an exploration of  the physiology of 

the cochlea is necessary, and models are closely based on experimental findings.  For 

instance, Allen (1980) proposed a role of  the tectorial membrane acting as a secondary 

resonator to the basilar membrane and affecting  the hair cells due to its radial motion 

which is thought to be uncoupled to its longitudinal motion. The tectorial membrane 

and inner spiral sulcus were suggested as a pressure system regulated by OHC activity 

and working upon the IHC stereocilia by de Boer (1993) to account for  the lack of  tight 

attachment of  the lower end of  the OHC in terms of  its ability to affect  tuning of  the 

cochlear partition. Neely (1993) suggested that the phase relationship between the 

motion of  the basilar membrane and the direction of  the force  supplied by the OHC is 

the key to the active process and removed any necessity for  tectorial membrane 

resonance. Markin and Hudspeth (1995) suggested that the basilar membrane and 

reticular lamina, which can move independently, are coupled by the OHC and that the 

relative phase of  their movements interacts with the state of  the OHC to allow energy to 

be added to the transduction process. 
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These models are described as examples of  the type of  model conceived, of  which there 

are many. Each is internally logical and consistent and based upon a combination of 

experimental findings  and reasonable assumptions. Furthermore, each is able to explain 

many of  the observed phenomena, though none has been all encompassing. Based upon 

differences  in the physiology, it is likely that the true state of  affairs  within the cochlea 

is complex, with different  processes occurring in different  places, under different 

biochemical conditions and in response to different  stimuli, so that a model that applies 

to one part of  the system would be inappropriate for  another. For instance, Rhode and 

Cooper (1995) suggest that the mechanics in the apex of  the cochlea may only be non-

linear at high stimulus intensities (>80 dB SPL) and that the non-linearities observed 

were very robust, lasting for  some time after  death. Obviously, this suggests a very 

different  system to that in the basal cochlea where the non-linearities are sensitive to 

insult. With fuller  knowledge of  the physiology, the existing general models of  cochlear 

mechanics may become models of  mechanics under certain conditions and for  particular 

locales within the cochlea. 

The operation of  the medial olivocochlear efferent  system which innervates the OHC is 

thought to be suppressive (e.g. Mountain, 1980). Given the orientation of  the hair cells, 

leaning towards each other and creating the tunnel of  Corti, shortening of  the OHC 

would cause the reticular lamina to pull somewhat radially relative to the modiolus as 

well as towards the basilar membrane. At the same time, and because of  the embedding 

of  the stereocilia, the tectorial membrane would be pulled down slightly. Being 

embedded in the tectorial membrane, it would be likely that OHC stereocilia would 

bend in an inhibitory direction as a result of  this, while IHC stereocilia would not be 
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deflected.  If  this were so, the system could be rendered both more and less sensitive. 

This may seem paradoxical, but in a noisy environment, it would cause the OHC to 

become less likely to respond, while the IHC would still be fully  sensitive, and would 

not undergo the same degree of  masking. Meanwhile, the OHC would be likely to react 

only to signals with frequencies  close to their own characteristic frequency.  This may 

be beneficial  in an environment where coherent signals are embedded in a background 

of  frequency  dispersed acoustic interference.  This will be discussed further  in the next 

sections. 
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A U D I T O R Y M A S K I N G 

Firstly, previous research relating to the reduction of  sensitivity to sound as a result of 

other sound presented to the same ear will be discussed in the section entitled ipsilateral 

masking. Secondly, psychoacoustical research investigating a variety of  aspects of 

masking wherein stimulation of  one ear affects  hearing at the other will be described. In 

this respect, only simultaneous masking (where signal and masker are presented at the 

same time) will be considered, and a description of  non-simultaneous masking is 

omitted. 

Despite the lack of  physiological evidence at the time, theories whereby sound presented 

to one ear was thought to affect  the detectability of  sound presented to the contralateral 

ear due to "conflict  of  sensations in the brain" (Wegel & Lane, 1924, p. 275) were 

given. Though the rationale for  the effect  of  stimulation of  one ear on the sensitivity of 

the other has now been developed further,  the basis of  many modern ideas lies in this 

research. 

Ipsilateral Masking 

The transduction processes described in the section on the basic anatomy and 

physiology of  the ear enable complex sounds, consisting of  energy in several frequency 

bands, to be detected by a single sensory organ. Each auditory nerve fibre  innervates a 

particular sensory cell, which itself  is set in a particular place in the cochlear partition. 

The resonant characteristics of  the sensory cell, and those of  its surrounding and 
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supporting structures, cause each sensory cell to be stimulated best by sound of  a 

characteristic frequency.  This results in the tuning of  the sensory cell, and of  the nerve 

fibres  (Russell & Sellick, 1977). For example, if  a particular IHC in a human cochlea 

responds best (due to the impedance characteristics of  its stereocilia, and the 

surrounding structures) to a 2 kHz tone, playing another stimulus at 5 kHz is unlikely to 

have any influence  on that particular IHC's response. This lack of  response to the 5 kHz 

tone is due to the very specific  tuning properties of  the cochlea which make that IHC 

most responsive to acoustic energy at 2 kHz. Thus, sound presented to the ear at one 

frequency  is unlikely to affect  the detectability of  sound of  another frequency.  However, 

this principle is not absolute, and sounds of  sufficient  intensity presented at similar 

frequencies  can mask the detectability of  a target sound (Wegel & Lane, 1924). This 

principle is reflected  in the work of  Fletcher (1940) who showed that noise energy will 

only begin to mask the detectability of  a tone once the noise is within a critical 

frequency  band of  the tone. Fletcher's work was finally  developed into the concept of 

an auditory filter  (Patterson, 1976), whereby a function  relating the detectability of  a 

stimulus to the proportion of  the potential masking energy entering its auditory filter 

was derived. Auditory filters  are approximately bell-shaped, indicating that only a small 

proportion of  masking energy is passed by an auditory filter  when the masker differs 

considerably in frequency  from  the signal, but that this proportion gradually increases as 

the masker frequency  draws closer to that of  the signal. Importantly (see below) 

auditory filters  are not quite symmetrical, especially in the high frequencies,  having the 

greater proportion of  their area on the low frequency  side of  the signal. 
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Ipsilateral masking can be regarded as consisting of  three processes (Delgutte, 1996). 

Line-busy masking is associated with the reduced dynamic range available to a nerve 

fibre  which is already receiving input to register new input. Adaptive masking relates to 

the process whereby nerve fibres  adapt to constant stimulation by reducing their firing 

pattern. Suppressive masking, on the other hand, is the effect  of  low frequency  maskers 

on higher frequency  signals, where the masker does not directly activate auditory nerve 

fibres  at the characteristic frequency.  That is, it is non-excitatory masking. It is 

characterised by a horizontal shifting  of  the rate-level function  of  neural firing  so that 

dynamic range is preserved, but increased stimulation is required to produce a response. 

Though masking can be considered to take three forms,  as suggested, it is likely that the 

actual process of  masking in the ear generally combines these (Delgutte, 1996). 

The aforementioned  skewed shape of  auditory filters  is associated with all three types of 

masking. The first  two aspects of  masking, line-busy, and adaptive masking occur as a 

result of  the way that the transduction process in the cochlea is organised, and a 

phenomenon called the 'upward spread of  masking'. In general, sound of  a given 

frequency  is only masked by sound of  a similar frequency,  but where masking stimuli 

grow more intense, their effect  spreads to include more sensory units. For a masker of  a 

particular frequency,  this spread is greater in the direction of  higher than lower 

frequency  sounds. Within the framework  of  the two excitatory forms  of  masking (line-

busy and adaptive) the reason for  this, so called, upward spread of  masking, is that a 

given sound will stimulate regions of  the cochlea more basal (and therefore  of  higher 

characteristic frequency)  to its best resonant place, more than it will stimulate areas 

apical to its best place. Why this occurs is most clearly understood by considering the 
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pattern of  activity caused by two tones of  differing  frequencies  but of  high intensity. 

The high frequency  energy is rapidly transferred  to the structures of  the cochlear 

partition, and causes maximal oscillation at its point of  characteristic frequency,  which 

is rapidly damped by the cochlear fluids,  without ever overcoming the inertia of  the 

more massive apical portion of  the cochlear partition. The low frequency  energy, on the 

other hand, is less efficiently  transferred  to its point of  characteristic frequency,  due to 

the same inertia, and causes a disturbance of  more basal, stiffness  dominated, areas of 

the cochlear partition. Thus, though the basal portions of  the cochlear do not resonate to 

the low frequency  stimulation, they are disturbed by it. The effect  is exacerbated by the 

logarithmic arrangement of  the cochlea, which means that (for  the human hearing range 

of  20 Hz to 20 kHz) approximately one third of  the cochlea is devoted to detection of 

the 20 kHz to 2 kHz range, one third to sounds from  2 kHz to 200 Hz, and the most 

apical third to the frequencies  between 200 and 20 Hz (Hudspeth, 2000a). Another way 

to envisage this process is to imagine a travelling wave, moving up the spiral of  the 

cochlea, stimulating the areas basal to the stimulating sound's best place, then rapidly 

damping once the best place is passed, and more massive areas of  the cochlear partition 

are reached. 

The third, so called non-excitatory form  of  masking, suppression, is demonstrated when 

the rate of  firing  in nerve fibres  is lower when a masker stimulus is present than when 

the signal stimulus is presented alone (Delgutte, 1990). This use of  the term 

suppression is to distinguish the process from  excitatory masking such as occurs in the 

adaptive and line busy aspects of  masking described above, and which increase nerve 

firing  rates. Suppression, as defined  by Delgutte, is the process that occurs in two-tone 
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suppression (Ruggero, Robles, & Rich, 1992; Sachs & Kiang, 1968). Delgutte 

describes it as a result of  suppression of  the response to a signal "through nonlinearities 

in cochlear mechanisms" (Delgutte, 1996, p. 196). The nonlinearities refer  to the tuned 

response of  the cochlea which results from  the active process described earlier (Brundin, 

Flock, & Canlon, 1989). That is, off-frequency  energy in a masker may, nonetheless, 

prevent the normal OHC response to a signal, because the OHC around the best place 

for  the signal are involved in the response to the masker. This can even occur when the 

IHC in the same region of  the cochlea as the OHC are not stimulated. Thus, the 

function  of  OHC apical or basal to the resonant place for  a signal, which would 

normally be involved in the response to it, can be suppressed by off  frequency  energy 

which would be at too low a level to cause excitatory masking. Thus, decreased OHC 

function  may increase the level of  stimulation required to initiate neural activity despite 

the lack of  any direct response to it. The process described is also consistent with 

findings  that two-tone suppression produces similar effects  to OHC dysfunction 

(Ruggero et al., 1992). 

Psychoacoustical Theories of  Binaural Masking Effects 

In psychoacoustical research, several different  theories have been proposed, all of  which 

relate to the effects  of  presenting stimuli to one ear on the detectability of  stimuli 

presented to the contralateral ear. One is properly called 'central masking' (Wegel and 

Lane, 1924), one is referred  to as 'masking level differences'  (Webster, 1951), a third is 

called 'contralateral remote masking' (Ward, 1967). There are very probably others, but 

it is quite possible to regard all of  these theories as aspects of  a single underlying 
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phenomenon (Yost, Penner, & Feth, 1971). During the time when these theories were 

developed, little was understood of  the cochlear efferent  pathways, or of  cochlear 

physiology. The summary to Ward's 1967 article shows his exasperation, when after 

describing his results, he writes, "Since this rules out practically nothing, it is clear that, 

as usual, further  research is indicated. At least, electrophysiological research is badly 

needed, although perhaps the psychophysical evidence merely requires a more astute 

analysis than the present one" (Ward, 1967, p. 599). Though we are now no more 

astute, we are the beneficiaries  of  the badly needed electrophysiological research, and 

can attempt to use this in interpreting some of  the earlier work. It should be mentioned 

that the earlier researchers were well aware of  the possibility of  efferent  activity, and 

that many of  them suggested it, in a general way, as a possible explanation of  their 

findings.  As has been noted (Smith, Turner, & Henson, 2000), many of  the early studies 

bear a startling similarity to more recent physiological studies; which they do, also, to 

the present research. 

Wegel and Lane (1924) presented the first  quantitative study of  masking, and coined the 

term central masking to describe part of  the masking effect  that they observed, 

psychoacoustically, when they played masking tones to the contralateral ear of  an 

observer. Most of  the effect  they found  was ascribed to the conduction of  very intense 

masking stimuli through the skull, whereby the ipsilateral masking processes could 

occur. On the other hand, small effects  were observed at lower levels, and these were 

thought to be due to an, unspecified,  conflict  at the neural level. 
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Wegel and Lane's initial quantification  of  central masking due to simultaneous 

presentation of  tonal stimuli in each ear was followed  by other researchers who 

investigated the phenomenon with binaural tonal stimulation in more detailed ways (e.g. 

Ingham, 1957, 1959), and generally supported the earlier findings  in that they showed a 

masking effect  of  pure tonal stimuli on similar stimuli presented to the contralateral ear. 

The relationship between masker level and frequency,  and signal detectability is that 

more intense maskers, and those of  lower frequency  to the signal, tend to have a greater 

masking effect.  Other researchers investigated the correlation between binaurally 

presented signals and/or noises and explored the effects  upon detectability tonal or 

speech signals (e.g. Hirsh, 1948; Licklider, 1948). In general, these studies found  an 

improvement in detectability, which they interpreted as a purely central phenomenon, 

where the phase relationship of  information  presented binaurally allows cancellation of 

noise through neuronal interaction (Colburn, 1977). It was found  that the detectability 

of  a tone embedded in ipsilateral noise that was uncorrelated with noise presented to the 

contralateral ear (the NuS M condition) was the same as when the tone in just ipsilateral 

noise was presented (Egan, 1965). This result was obtained using a 500 Hz toneburst 

embedded in 45 dB SPL spectrum level (0.1-7 kHz) noise (which would therefore  have 

a total power of  about 83 dB SPL), and a range of  contralateral noise up to the same 

level. Mulligan (1964) investigated the NuS M condition with a fixed,  49.3 dB SPL, 500-

Hz tone embedded in broadband white noise (0-7 kHz, 64-74 dB SPL), finding  that the 

addition of  uncorrelated contralateral noise (of  the same spectrum, and at 74 dB SPL) 

invariably made the detectability of  the tone worse than in the monaural noise condition. 

Furthermore, he showed that, when contralateral noise was present, reduction of  the 

ipsilateral noise level, within the range specified  above, led to virtually no change in 
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detectability of  the tone, until signal-to-noise ratios greater than 20 dB were reached, 

whereas monaural detectability improved steadily with each 2 dB increase in signal-to-

noise ratio between approximately 14 and 20 dB. In another study (Weston & Miller, 

1965), however, it was found  that a 500 Hz tone embedded in 700 Hz low pass 

background noise grew more detectable by 0.5 dB on average when contralateral noise 

of  a variety of  levels (between -19 and 71 dB spectrum level (low-passed at 700 Hz), or 

between about 10 and 100 dB SPL total power) was added. No detailed analysis of  this 

possible effect  was provided, however inspection of  Weston and Miller's Fig. 2 shows 

that the effect  remained essentially constant across all the levels of  contralateral noise. 

Dirks and Norris (1966) investigated the masking effects  of  ipsilateral and contralateral 

white noise (100 Hz to 6 kHz) on the detectability of  tones at 250 Hz, 1, and 4 kHz 

using Bekesy audiometry. They tested a range of  noise levels, in 15 dB steps from  15 to 

75 dB SPL, and found  that ipsilateral white noise masked the 1 and 4 kHz tones from  15 

dB SPL, while the 250 Hz tone was masked less well. Once the ipsilateral noise level 

was sufficient  to make detectability of  the tones more difficult,  the relationship between 

masker level and detection threshold of  the tones was linear. Contralateral masking 

noise was similar in that increasing noise level was associated with increased masking 

of  the tone in quiet at the other ear, but the effect  was smaller than with an ipsilateral 

masker. Furthermore, at the lowest masking level (15 dB SPL), a very slight (0.5 dB) 

improvement in threshold was observed for  the 250 Hz and the 4 kHz signals when the 

tone was pulsed and the masker was continuous. The effect  of  spectral level of  the 

contralateral masker was investigated by comparing the effects  of  the white noise 

described earlier with narrow-band noise and tonal stimuli centred on and around the 
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frequency  of  the signal and played at an overall level of  40 dB SPL. It was found  that 

the higher spectral level stimuli (i.e. those with narrower spectra) produced more 

masking. The findings  that higher frequency  signals and narrower bandwidth maskers 

lead to greater effects  were supported by Snyder (1973) who used 40 dB SL noise as a 

masker for  contralateral tones at 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 kHz. 

Ward (1967) investigated a masking phenomenon wherein high level (100-130 dB 

SPL), high frequency  (1.2-2.4 kHz) noise masks low frequency  tones (500 Hz), both 

ipsilaterally and contralaterally. This effect  was not due to action of  the middle ear 

reflex,  because it remained in a man with paralysed middle ear muscles. A 110 dB SPL 

1.2-2.4 kHz noise produced approximately 60 dB of  masking ipsilaterally, and 20 dB 

contralaterally. The time course of  the onset for  both effects  was the same and very fast 

(<25 ms), leading Ward to believe that the effect  was likely to be central. The effect 

was also seen to decay asymptotically from  about 20 dB at masker onset to about 10 dB 

after  120 seconds. 

A number of  theoretical models was developed to attempt to explain these results. 

Jeffress  (1972) used work on lateralisation of  sound as a way of  describing the phase 

related improvements in sensitivity observed in the masking level differences  work. A 

vector model of  the hearing system was developed which was able to explain 

improvements in detectability of  tones with tonal maskers, but the model implies that a 

noise masker, which would be interpreted as an amplitude and phase variant sinusoid by 

an auditory filter,  would lead to fluctuations  in the perceived lateralisation of  the tonal 

signal. This is not the case (Moore, 1989). Another model (Durlach, 1963) was based 
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upon the premise that signals presented binaurally are fdtered  and equalised, then 

subtracted from  each other, so that the difference  can be used by a central decision 

maker about the presence of  a signal. Again, the model was able to fit  some of  the data, 

and encouraged considerable research, but has also been shown to fail  to predict some 

situations. A somewhat similar approach was taken by Colburn (1977), who tried to add 

a physiological element to the model by including a simplified  form  of  neural 

interaction at the stage of  the model where the comparison between ears was included. 

Zwislocki (1971) developed and successfully  tested a theory which explained central 

masking on the basis of  signal to noise ratio at a central location (believed to be the 

medial superior olive). He found  that aspects of  the time course, intensity relationship, 

and frequency  tuning observed in central masking research were followed  by auditory 

nerve fibres,  and neurons in the cochlear nucleus, the superior olive, and the inferior 

colliculus. Based on this, he assumed that, since all of  this information  was available at 

the brainstem, the masking must occur there. Of  course, it is also possible that 

contralateral peripheral masking effects  may be caused by activation of  these centres 

even though Zwislocki (1971) interprets his evidence as pointing to the brainstem as the 

site (or source) of  masking. Such effects  would be possible due to descending nerve 

pathways from  these central locations innervating either the afferent  nerves, or the 

contralateral cochlea itself,  as will be shown in the following  section on auditory 

innervation. 
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AUDITORY INNERVATION 

A description of  the neuroanatomy of  the cochlea rapidly becomes complex due to the 

number of  coding systems for  describing the nerves, all of  which possess validity. The 

afferent  nerve pathways from  the cochlea project to the superior olivary complex (SOC) 

via the anterior and posterior ventral cochlear nucleus. Efferent  nerve pathways project 

to both IHC and OHC from  the lateral and medial regions of  the superior olivary 

complex, and do so via crossed and uncrossed pathways, of  which some fibres  are 

myelinated and thick and others are thinner and unmyelinated. Furthermore, the 

innervation patterns appear to differ  between the base and apex of  the cochlea. Thus, 

there are six, overlapping and interacting, dichotomous, systems used to describe 

auditory innervation. The primary aim of  this research is to investigate the role of  the 

cochlear efferent  nerve pathway which projects from  the medial region of  the superior 

olivary complex, in hearing, so most of  this section will be devoted to describing this 

aspect of  auditory innervation. However, enough description of  the remaining 

innervation will be given to provide the necessary context. 

A brief  discussion of  the afferent  innervation of  the cochlear hair cells will be given 

first.  Secondly, innervation from  the portion of  the efferent  system that projects to the 

cochlea from  the lateral region of  the superior olivary complex will be described. 

Thirdly and fourthly,  more detailed coverage will be provided of  the anatomy, and then 

the physiology, of  the medial olivocochlear efferent  system. Finally, a brief  description 

of  the OHC efferent  synapse, and of  research into the immediate repercussions of 

olivocochlear bundle (OCB) activation on the synapse and the cell will be presented. 
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Figure 8: Schematic diagram showing the main afferent  and efferent  nerve pathways between the cochlea 

and the superior olivary complex, and the efferent  innervation of  the hair cells in one ear of  a cat (Guinan, 

1996, p.436) 

Compared with animals, little anatomical work on the cochlear neural systems has been 

carried out in humans. Therefore,  some of  the information  in this section depends upon 

studies carried out in other mammalian species. The situation in humans may differ 

somewhat from  the description provided by these studies, so, as often  as possible, 
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human studies have been used in conjunction with the animal studies to provide greater 

relevance of  the findings.  Furthermore, when numbers and proportions of  fibres  are 

mentioned, it must be realised that these are averages, and that there is considerable 

intraspecies variability in nerve fibre  population in both humans and other species. 

Afferent  Innervation of  the Cochlear Hair Cells 

The cochlear hair cells receive afferent  innervation from  the type I (IHC) and type II 

(OHC) bipolar cells of  the spiral ganglion in the modiolus of  the cochlea (Brown, 1987; 

Spoendlin, 1967). The IHC receive about 90% of  the afferent  innervation of  the cochlea 

in humans (Spoendlin & Schrott, 1988), though the proportion varies slightly across 

species. The spiral ganglion fibres  which innervate the IHC, are large, and myelinated 

as far  as the habenula perforata,  with many (up to 15 in humans (Spoendlin & Schrott, 

1988)) fibres  terminating on each IHC. In other species, each fibre  receives input from 

just one IHC, but in humans this is not always the case (Spoendlin & Schrott, 1988). 

The afferent  fibres  from  the bases of  the cochlear hair cells project, ipsilaterally, to the 

cochlear nuclei (CN) via the vestibulo-cochlear nerve. The ventral area of  the CN 

contains neurons which perform  little processing of  the incoming neural information, 

but which provide a relay for  passing transmissions bilaterally from  the cochlea to each 

SOC. 

Those fibres  which synapse on the modiolar side of  an IHC have a lower spontaneous 

firing  rate, and higher threshold than do those which synapse on the far  side (Hudspeth, 
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2000a). As explained previously, stimulation of  IHC stereocilia leads to cell 

depolarisation, and causes the firing  rate of  nerve fibres  to increase. Though very rapid, 

this transduction process, and the subsequent neural refractory  period, take time to 

occur, so the maximum rate of  firing  is about 500 Hz (Hudspeth, 2000a). The firing 

rates of  fibres  with higher spontaneous firing  rates and lower thresholds therefore 

saturate more quickly than do those with lower spontaneous firing  rates/higher 

thresholds. This results in the representation of  the dynamic range of  the cochlea across 

a population of  nerve fibres. 

The remaining 10% of  the afferent  fibres,  the type II fibres  project to OHC (Spoendlin 

& Schrott, 1988). These axons are thin and unmyelinated, running basally through the 

organ of  Corti and innervate several OHC with side branches along the way (Spoendlin 

& Schrott, 1988). The innervation pattern of  the OHC differs  between the three rows, 

with the third row receiving most afferent  synapses (Brown, 1987). 

The SOC consists of  two main divisions of  the superior olive itself,  the lateral and 

medial areas, as well as the periolivary regions and the nucleus of  the trapezoid body. 

From here, afferent  fibres  project to the inferior  colliculus, and ultimately to the auditory 

cortex of  the brain. In addition, the cochlea has a substantial descending or efferent 

innervation that originates in the lateral and medial portions of  the SOC and passes 

through the internal auditory meatus as the olivocochlear bundle (OCB) (Rasmussen, 

1946). The innervation of  the cochleae is via the crossed (contralateral innervation) and 

uncrossed (ipsilateral innervation) olivocochlear bundles (Figure 8). In addition, each 

SOC supplies descending innervation (fibres  from  the medial areas project to the 
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contralateral CN, while fibres  from  the lateral areas project ipsilaterally) to the CN in 

some species, but not man (Moore & Osen, 1979). 

Anatomy of  the Lateral Olivocochlear Efferent  System 

The lateral olivocochlear (LOC) efferent  fibres  are thin and unmyelinated (Warr, 1975) 

They synapse with the terminal boutons of  the dendrites of  the afferent  neurons which 

innervate the IHC, and in cats, preferentially  innervate the low spontaneous rate fibres 

(Liberman, 1980). The LOC efferents  make up about three-quarters of  the efferent 

fibres  innervating each cochlea in humans (Arnesen, 1984). The main projection of 

fibres  from  the CN to the LOC is ipsilateral, as is that of  most of  the axons of  the LOC 

neurons to the cochleae (Warr, 1992). Thus, most LOC information  never crosses the 

midline. Lesser pathways project from  each LOC to the contralateral cochlea, however. 

Anatomy of  the Medial Olivocochlear Efferent  System 

Innervation of  the OHC in each cochlea is bilateral, from  cells whose somata are in and 

around the medial portion of  the superior olivary complexes (Warr, 1975). Thus, for 

each ear the efferent  fibres  may arise in the contralateral or ipsilateral SOC and are 

referred  to as the crossed and uncrossed OCBs respectively (Rasmussen, 1946). 

The sparse and unmyelinated nature of  OHC afferent  innervation makes it unlikely that 

they are an important provider of  direct sensory input to the CNS compared with IHC 

(Warr, 1992). The OHC receive considerable efferent  innervation, and it seems likely 
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that the active process within the cochlea may be controlled by activity in higher parts of 

the CNS, for  reasons discussed later 

The neurons of  the MOC receive input from  fibres  ascending from  the posteroventral 

and anteroventral cochlear nuclei via the trapezoid body, comprise about one quarter of 

the efferent  fibres  innervating the human cochlea, and are large and myelinated 

(Arnesen, 1984). In cats, the projections from  the CN to the MOC are mainly 

contralateral (Warr, 1975). Furthermore, Warr (1975) has also demonstrated that most 

of  the efferent  neurons synapsing with the OHC are from  the contralateral MOC. Thus, 

the main reflexive  pathway involving the MOC crosses the midline twice, running from 

the ipsilateral CN to the contralateral MOC and again from  the contralateral MOC to the 

ipsilateral cochlea. This means that neural information  from  one cochlea has most 

effect  upon the efferent  system which innervates that same cochlea. In addition, other 

lesser pathways link ipsilateral CN to ipsilateral MOC and ipsilateral MOC to ipsilateral 

cochlea. This means that a pathway exists whereby stimulation of  one cochlea may 

affect  the efferent  supply to the other cochlea (Guinan, Warr, & Norris, 1983). An 

interesting aside is that some MOC neurons have been found  to synapse with Deiters' 

cells throughout the length of  the cochlea in humans (Nadol & Burgess, 1994). Given 

that Deiters' cells have been shown to be able to change their stiffness  as part of  the 

cochlear active process (Dulon, 1995), it is possible that they might also be controlled 

by this efferent  system. However, it has been shown that this is unlikely in guinea-pigs 

(Fechner, Burgess, Adams, Liberman, & Nadol, 1998), because the innervation did not 

decay after  destruction of  the efferent  nerves through cutting of  the OCB, suggesting 

that the fibres  are afferent  in nature. On the other hand, there is some efferent 
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innervation of  Hensen's and Deiters' cells in the apical, but not the basal part of  guinea-

pigs' cochleae (Fechner, Nadol, Burgess, & Brown, 2001). Furthermore, the synapse on 

the Deiters' cells has been shown to be very similar to the a9 type Acetylcholine 

receptor identified  on the OHC (Matsunobu, Chung, & Schacht, 2001). Thus, it appears 

likely, on balance, that the Deiters' cells do undergo efferent  input from  the 

olivocochlear system. 

Further innervation of  the MOC descends from  the central, pericentral, dorsomedial and 

commissural parts of  the ipsilateral inferior  colliculus. Little research has investigated 

the function  of  these pathways, but there are descending fibres  at all levels of  the 

auditory pathway traceable ultimately to the cortex (Mulders & Robertson, 2000). 

Important anatomical differences  exist between the three rows of  OHC and between the 

base and apex of  the cochlea. In particular, the OHC in the basal part of  the cochlea 

receive mainly efferent  innervation, while those in the middle and apical regions receive 

mainly afferent  innervation, and/or reciprocal synapses in chimpanzees (Francis & 

Nadol, 1993a), and a similar pattern was reported in cats (Liberman, Dodds, & Pierce, 

1990). Both of  these studies also found  that the efferent  innervation of  the three rows of 

OHC is greatest for  row one (the most medial), and least for  row three, which should be 

considered in light of  the greater afferent  innervation of  row 3 mentioned earlier. 

Furthermore, a difference  in terms of  cell dimensions between the three rows of  OHC 

has been observed in guinea-pigs (Pujol et al., 1992). In general, OHC length increases 

with distance from  the base of  the cochlea, that is, with decreasing frequency  region of 
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the cochlea. The rate of  change in the lengths of  the OHC increases nearer to the apex 

in row one, and nearer to the base in row three. 

Physiology of  the Medial Olivocochlear Efferent  System 

For reviews of  the research into the effects  of  stimulation of  the olivocochlear efferents, 

see Spangler and Warr (1991), Pickles (1982), and Desmedt (1975). It is clear from 

numerous studies that the OCB is involved in the modulation of  cochlear function. 

Initially, some general statements about the methods of  stimulating the OCB and 

measuring the physiological responses of  the cochlea will be made. 

Stimulation 

Stimulation of  the efferent  systems has been performed  both acoustically and 

electrically, and these will be discussed in turn below. 

Acoustical 

Acoustical stimulation can be applied via direct transmission to the cochlear fluids 

through the skull, or via air transmission to the tympanic membrane in three ways: 1) 

binaurally, 2) to the ear ipsilateral to the side from  which the measurement is taken, or 

3) to the contralateral ear. Liberman (1988) showed that, potentially, all efferent 

neurons have binaural inputs, and suggested that studies utilising monaural stimulation 

are utilising only part of  the system, and therefore  running it at low efficiency.  This has 
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been supported by the observation that effects  of  MOC activation that are observed 

under monaural stimulation are increased when stimulation is made binaural by 

applying noise using forward  masking on the ipsilateral ear (Berlin, Hood, Hurley, Wen, 

& Kemp, 1995). Furthermore, Liberman (1988) showed that the efferent  system fibres 

were generally more sensitive to broadband stimulation. This finding  too has been 

confirmed  and extended (Maison, Micheyl, Andeol, Gallego, & Collet, 2000) who 

showed a positive correlation between contralateral stimulus bandwidth and amount of 

OAE suppression. 

In acoustic stimulation, the question of  whether the effects  attributed to activation of  the 

efferent  pathways could be caused or confounded,  either by activation of  the stapedius 

or tensor tympani muscles; or by sound, supposedly presented to one ear, being 

transmitted through the head to the other (acoustic crosstalk) is an important one. A 

number of  studies (e.g. Giraud, Collet, Chery-Croze, Magnan, & Chays, 1995; Kawase 

& Takasaka, 1995) have shown that effects  arise despite paralysis or severance of  the 

middle ear muscles, and at levels low enough to preclude middle ear reflex  or acoustic 

crosstalk. Furthermore, it has been shown (Buki, Wit, & Avan, 2000) that the change in 

OAE is measurably different  when influenced  by the middle ear reflex  as compared with 

the OCB. With regard to acoustic crosstalk, Zwislocki (1953) showed, using a variety 

of  techniques, that interaural attenuation is frequency  dependent and that it ranges from 

around 40 dB at 250 Hz to about 80 dB at 8 kHz. From 1 to 4 kHz, the attenuation 

effect  is roughly constant at just over 60 dB. With regard to evoked potential 

recordings, it has been shown that efferent  stimulation does not produce changes in 

latency of  acoustic nerve CAPs even though it reduces amplitude, whereas middle ear 
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reflex  induced changes in amplitude are associated with increased latencies (Desmedt, 

La Grutta, & La Grutta, 1971). This means that the effects  of  the two systems are 

distinguishable from  each other, based upon the increased latency or lack thereof. 

Electrical 

The MOC can be electrically stimulated but important issues exist in terms of  accuracy 

of  stimulation. In electrical stimulation, the question is whether any observed effects  are 

due to stimulation of  the MOC alone, or if  the LOC might also be activated. The 

assumption that effects  caused by stimulation of  the floor  of  the fourth  ventricle (where 

LOC fibres  run beneath the MOC fibres)  are the same as those produced by activation of 

MOC fibres  at their source was tested by Guinan and Gifford  (1988) and shown to be 

acceptable. 

Measurement 

In order to investigate the in vivo physiological effects  of  stimulating the olivocochlear 

efferents,  four  different  outcomes may be measured. 1) The auditory nerve transmits the 

output of  the cochlea, and the efferent  systems must operate upon the cochlea to affect 

the output. Thus, activity in the OCB may be reflected  by changes in both the 

compound action potential (CAP) of  the auditory nerve, and in the responsivity of  an 

individual auditory nerve fibre  (ANF). 2) As was mentioned previously, the active 

biomechanical process, which enhances the mechanical tuning of  the basilar membrane, 

also produces sounds, measurable in the outer ear canal, and called otoacoustic 
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emissions (OAE) as a by-product of  this function.  Given that OAE are generated as a 

result of  the active process, and OHC receive innervation from  the MOC, then MOC 

activity may be measured in terms of  changes in OAE. Further to this, there are several 

different  types of  OAE which may each provide different  information  about cochlear 

function.  3) The cochlear potentials reflect  changes in the ionic composition of  the 

different  spaces within the cochlea. Any efferent  effects  upon the cochlea are expected 

to be reflected  in these. Of  particular interest is the cochlear microphonic which is 

associated with OHC function,  and results from  changes in electrochemical potential 

during changes in cell polarisation; an OHC modulation by the MOC should change the 

cochlear microphonic. 4) Auditory nerve fibres  are primarily activated by 

neurotransmitter release from  the IHC, and IHC are stimulated by basilar membrane 

motion. If  activation of  the efferent  pathway affects  hearing, then it may alter the 

motion and/or position of  the basilar membrane. This type of  technique may not be as 

valuable as might be expected, due to the fact  that it is only possible to record basilar 

membrane motion. Given that the active process is likely to involve interaction within 

the organ of  Corti itself,  it may be that the motion of  the basilar membrane actually 

gives little information  about the effects  of  MOC activation. Research using each of 

these methods will be discussed in the four  corresponding sections below. 

Auditory Nerve Measurements 

The suppression of  auditory nerve electrical activity by electrical stimulation of  the 

efferent  pathway was first  demonstrated by Galambos (1956), who also demonstrated 
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that the suppressive effect  was removed after  severance of  the OCB. Auditory OCB 

stimulation has also been demonstrated, in that the CAP of  the auditory nerve in 

response to tonebursts is reduced by ipsilateral tonal stimulation, and this effect  is 

reduced by sectioning of  the crossed OCB (Bonfils  & Puel, 1987). Warren and 

Liberman (1989a; 1989b), found  that the ANF response rate decreased when 

contralateral tones and broadband noise were applied. They also showed that 

contralateral suppression caused by tonebursts was maximal for  afferent  fibres 

responding to tones at their characteristic frequency,  that suppression increased with 

increasing contralateral stimulation, and that this suppression was strongest for  fibres 

with characteristic frequencies  from  1-2 kHz. Fibres with higher characteristic 

frequencies  (>3 kHz) were better suppressed by broadband noise stimulation, and the 

effect  increased at a greater rate with increasing contralateral noise than with tones. The 

suppressive effect  of  contralateral acoustic stimulation remained after  the crossed OCB 

was severed. This confirms  that the uncrossed MOC efferents  were mediating the 

suppression, presumably via a pathway from  the midline crossing afferent  fibres. 

Efferent  fibres  have been shown to be tuned slightly more broadly than afferent  fibres, 

in cats, and to lack apparent spontaneous activity (Liberman & Brown, 1986). The 

comparative insensitivity of  efferent  fibres  led to the suggestion that high spontaneous 

rate afferent  fibres  would be unlikely to be affected  by the efferent  activity at threshold. 

In humans, most comparable studies have measured auditory evoked responses in the 

brainstem, recorded via scalp electrodes. This technique relies upon the principle that 

neurons firing  in concert will produce large enough changes in the potential difference 

between two electrodes to be measurable. As such, the recordings measure, primarily, 
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the response of  the high frequency  region of  the cochlea (>4kHz) due to the loss of 

synchrony as the travelling wave is transmitted to more apical regions, and the time lag 

between stimulation of  sensory cells grows longer (Pickles, 1982). In the context of  this 

technique, it is customary to number the peaks of  an averaged, time domain, waveform 

(using Roman numerals I-VI), and to associate each peak with the structures in the 

auditory pathway which cause the potential to be recorded on the scalp. It has been 

shown that the monaural response to a click is diminished and delayed by the addition of 

ipsilateral white noise (Thummler, Tietze, & Matkei, 1981). However, contralateral 

white noise appears to have no effect  upon the latency of  wave I (associated with the 

auditory nerve), but does on later waves associated with higher level brainstem and 

thalamic centres (Rosenhamer & Holmkvist, 1983). This finding  was interpreted as 

evidence that central masking was occurring rather than another, more peripheral, effect 

which should be reflected  in the earlier waves. However, Dobie and Wilson (1985) 

found  no effect  of  contralateral noise on latency or amplitude of  any aspect of  the 

waveform  at levels below which acoustic crosstalk must take effect.  Furthermore, 

Owen and Burkard (1991) found  no effect  of  contralateral noise (up to 75 dB SPL) on 

the response to a click, and found  that the reduction in the response to binaural noise 

(which was first  observable at 35-45 dB SPL) was no different  from  that to ipsilateral 

noise, where their results matched those of  Thummler described above. 

In a study which closely paralleled the early central masking research, contralateral 

tones reduced the amplitude, but not the latency, of  the auditory nerve response to a 4 

kHz filtered  click (Folsom & Owsley, 1987). This effect  was frequency  dependent, 

being strongest with an equifrequential  contralateral tone, and diminishing with lower or 
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higher frequency  tones. The fact  that this effect  was discovered at such a peripheral 

level suggests that the use of  tonal stimuli rather than broadband noise may have 

provided this study with the power to observe effects  which were not strong enough to 

be observed in the earlier studies. 

Most recently, a study measuring CAP with an electrode placed on the auditory nerve in 

3 humans who were undergoing surgery showed a mean decrease in the CAP with 

increasing contralateral noise (Chabert, Magnan, Lallemant, Uziel, & Puel, 2002). 

Clicks of  35 dB HL were used to produce auditory nerve activity, and clear decreases in 

the mean CAP level were demonstrated when contralateral white noise was presented at 

40 and 50 dB HL. No comments were made about a change in the timing of  the 

auditory nerve response relative to presentation of  the click stimuli, implying that no 

such change was observed. 

In two, related articles, Galambos and Makeig (1992a; 1992b) compared a cortical 

auditory evoked potential (40 Hz response recorded 8-80 ms post stimulus (Galambos, 

Makeig, & Talmachoff,  1981)) with the brainstem auditory evoked potential and with 

perceptual data. They investigated the effects  of  ipsilateral and contralateral noise and 

found  that the amplitude of  the cortical evoked potential decreased in response to clicks 

and 1 kHz tonebursts with the addition of  either ipsilateral or contralateral noise (at 

levels >35-40 dB SL), while that of  the brainstem evoked potential decreased 

equivalently (standardised) with the ipsilateral noise, and did not change at all with 

contralateral noise. In addition, a slight but significant  increase in the cortical evoked 

potential was observed when ipsilateral noise levels were low (15-30 dB SL). The 
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latency of  the cortical potential shortened with increasing ipsilateral noise level (from  40 

dB SL), while that of  the brainstem increased slightly at ipsilateral noise levels >50 dB 

SL. No effect  on the latency of  either response was observed for  the contralateral noise. 

In addition, the effect  of  presenting a toneburst, then adding, first  ipsilateral noise, then 

correlated contralateral noise, then the same toneburst contralaterally was measured 

using the cortical potential. Though, there are regular perceptual changes with this 

arrangement of  stimuli, they were not reliably reflected  in changes that occurred in the 

cortical potential. This research seeks to tie together the evoked potentials work 

described above, and some of  the psychoacoustical masking research described in the 

previous section. The results indicate that no simple relationship between perception 

and physiology can be described in this case. 

Neurophysiological studies investigating the effects  of  stimulation of  the OCB on the 

response to signals in noise will now be described. These studies can be interpreted as 

suggesting that the efferent  system is involved in the enhancement of  signal to noise 

ratio, which will be discussed in the section on functional  significance  below. 

An early study showed that contralateral tonal stimulation reduced some (only 25% of 

cases) ANF activity in response to tonebursts (Buno, 1978). Of  the responsive ANFs, 

most (88%) showed an increase in activity when contralateral broadband noise was 

presented, which contrasts with the findings  of  suppression described earlier. It is now 

thought that the apparently contradictory results were due to the presence of  low-level 

noise produced by Buno's experimental equipment, and his lack of  a sound attenuated 
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environment. This thinking is in accord with research investigating the neural response 

to deliberately masked stimuli during activation of  the olivocochlear pathway. 

Nieder and Nieder (1970) showed that electrical stimulation of  the crossed OCB 

enhanced neural responsivity to masked clicks. Furthermore, afferent  nerve activity 

increased in response to a signal in noise as a result of  electrical stimulation of  the 

olivocochlear bundle (Winslow & Sachs, 1987). 

Two related studies (Kawase, Delgutte, & Liberman, 1993; Kawase & Liberman, 1993) 

have investigated the effects  of  contralateral broadband noise on the auditory nerve 

response to tone pips presented in ipsilateral broadband noise in cats. Kawase and 

Liberman (1993) found  that the amplitude of  auditory nerve CAP in response to high 

frequency  (8-16 kHz) tone pips, in an ipsilateral broadband noise masker, increased with 

the addition of  contralateral noise. The effect  was only apparent for  tone pip levels 

above about 50 dB SPL, and it occurred whether or not the contralateral and ipsilateral 

noise sources were correlated, precluding any possibility of  the effect  being caused by 

central processing effects  which require correlation (and some cats were decerebrate). 

The effect  disappeared after  the entire OCB was cut, though as expected due to the 

nature of  the efferent  system described earlier (Liberman & Brown, 1986; Warr, 1975), 

it remained when only the crossed portion was sectioned. The CAP amplitude 

enhancement with the addition of  contralateral noise was much reduced with lower 

frequency  tone pips (2-4 kHz) compared with higher frequencies  (8-16 kHz). Kawase et 

al (1993) monitored the effects  of  OCB activation on single auditory nerve fibres 

(ANFs) across a wide range of  frequencies.  The firing  rates of  individual ANFs 
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increased with contralateral noise for  those fibres  responding to a masked tone, but 

decreased for  those responding to the masker. In contrast to their CAP study, they 

found  that the effect  of  adding contralateral noise was similar at high and low 

frequencies.  A third study (Kawase & Takasaka, 1995) reported a similar enhancement 

of  CAP in response to clicks with broadband noise masker when contralateral 

broadband noise was applied to humans. 

Otoacoustic Emission Measurements 

OAE are reduced by contralateral broadband noise (e.g. Collet et al., 1990), narrow-

band noise (Chery-Croze, Moulin, & Collet, 1993) and amplitude modulated tones 

(Maison, Micheyl, & Collet, 1997). They have also been shown to be suppressed by 

ipsilateral acoustic stimulation with broadband noise and clicks (Berlin et al., 1995; 

Tavartkiladze, Frolenkov, & Artamasov, 1996). The observed reduction in OAE level 

with contralateral acoustic stimulation does not appear to be affected  by contralateral 

stimulus duration. This was tested up to 3 minutes prior to presentation of  an OAE 

evoking stimulus (Giraud, Collet, & Chery-Croze, 1997). The suppressive effect  of 

contralateral stimulation on OAE has been shown to develop in neonates, with a 

significant  positive correlation between age and suppression (Morlet et al., 1999). 

Khalfa  and Collet (1996) showed a greater right side effect  on OAE level of 

contralateral ear stimulation with broadband noise. Similarly, Philibert et al (1998) 

showed a left  ear advantage for  the crossed pathway by using ipsilateral forward 

masking noise and measuring OAE amplitude. The results of  both these studies can be 
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regarded as having shown that the left  MSO is more effective  than the right, as both of 

these effects  would be expected to be mediated by it. 

Sectioning of  the OCB prevented contralateral acoustic stimulation from  suppressing 

OAE in animals and humans (Puel and Rebillard, 1990, Williams et al, 1993/1994). A 

frequency  specific  effect  was discovered at 1-2 kHz by measuring distortion product 

OAE with narrow band noise presented contralaterally (Chery-Croze et al, 1993). The 

frequency  range of  maximal OAE suppression is the same as that found  for  suppression 

of  auditory nerve fibre  activity by Warren and Liberman (1989b) above. 

It has been shown that OAE were reduced by electrical stimulation of  the olivocochlear 

bundle (Mountain, 1980). In this study, distortion product OAE were measured in the 

presence and absence of  crossed OCB electrical stimulation as well as during alteration 

of  the endolymphatic potential by application of  electric current to the cochlea. It was 

found  that the level of  OAE decreased both under stimulation of  the OCB, and when the 

endolymphatic potential was lowered artificially.  The OAE level increased when the 

endolymphatic potential was increased. In all cases, the largest increase or decrease 

occurred at the lower stimulation levels used (70-80 dB SPL). 
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Cochlear Microphonic 

The endocochlear potential springs from  the difference  in charge between endolymph 

and perilymph caused by the action of  the stria vascularis discussed earlier. Together 

with the negative resting potential of  the hair cells, the endocochlear potential generates 

the high voltage difference  across the hair cell apical membrane that drives the 

transduction current. The cochlear microphonic results from  fluctuations  in this voltage 

across the hair cell membrane during acoustic stimulation (Tasaki, Davis, & Eldredge, 

1954). 

The cochlear microphonic (CM) in response to tone bursts has been shown to increase 

with electrical stimulation of  the OCB (Desmedt & Monaco, 1961). This increase was 

correlated with the rate of  OCB stimulation, as was a decline in the response rate of  the 

auditory nerve in response to the same stimuli. This provides evidence that efferent 

stimulation affects  the CM, which depends predominantly upon the function  of  the 

OHC. Activation of  the OHC efferent  synapses cause opening of  ion channels in the 

basolateral membrane, resulting in hyperpolarisation of  the cell. This causes an increase 

in potential difference  across the apical membrane, because the interior of  the hair cell is 

now more negatively charged with respect to the endolymph, and the CM increases 

(Desmedt, 1975; Guinan, 1996). 
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Basilar Membrane Motion 

Direct electrical stimulation of  the COCB at the floor  of  the fourth  ventricle led to less 

basilar membrane displacement in response to tonal stimulation around the 

characteristic frequency  (CF) in the high frequency  region of  six guinea-pig cochleae 

(Murugasu & Russell, 1996). No change was observed in BM displacement at other 

frequencies,  nor was there any overall change in displacement of  the membrane during 

quiet. Furthermore, the CF was found  to change in three cases (dropping 500 Hz) but 

not in the other three. Qi0 was found  to remain the same for  one of  the cochleae, to 

decrease (by 0.1, 0.4, 0.8 and 2.4) for  four,  and to increase (by 4.7) in one. No relative 

phase change was found  in the motion of  the BM with and without COCB stimulation. 

A reliable increase in the cochlear microphonic in response to a 1 kHz tone was found 

during COCB stimulation. These results caused Murugasu and Russell to reject a 

number of  possible mechanisms for  the action of  the OCB on the cochlea. They 

rejected the theory that it might reduce overall cochlear partition stiffness  by reducing 

OHC turgor (as is found  under application of  salicylates) on the grounds that CF did not 

decrease reliably or very much, and the Q did not decrease reliably as would be expected 

if  stiffness  were reduced. They also reject the notion that COCB activation causes a 

reduction in OHC membrane conductance by pointing out that the impedance depends 

mainly upon membrane capacitance, so that overall conductance/resistance changes 

would have little effect.  Another possibility is that the forward  transduction mechanism 

(the gating of  OHC channels dependant upon BM displacement) is impeded by OHC 

lengthening due to hyperpolarisation caused by COCB activation, but this too is rejected 
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because of  the lack of  noticeable tonic displacement under COCB activation. OHC 

mechanical feedback  (reverse transduction), however, is dependant upon the membrane 

potential and is less likely to occur when the membrane potential is more negative 

(Santos-Sacchi & Dilger, 1988). Activation of  the COCB causes hyperpolarisation (see 

below), and this is therefore  likely to be the means through which efferent  stimulation 

alters cochlear function  (Murugasu & Russell, 1996). 

It has been shown that activation of  the OCB in guinea-pigs can both increase and 

decrease the velocity response of  the basilar membrane (Dolan, Guo, & Nuttall, 1997). 

Laser Doppler velocimetry was used to measure the response of  a point on the basilar 

membrane when stimulated by a range of  tonal signals below, above, and at the 

characteristic frequency  of  that point (about 20 kHz). This was done with and without 

electrical stimulation of  the OCB. The findings  were that velocity decreased for  tones 

near to and slightly above the characteristic frequency  when levels were low (from  about 

0 to about 40 dB SPL), and when the OCB was activated. Velocity was unchanged for 

lower frequency  stimuli, and for  frequencies  around the characteristic frequency  with 

high level (> 50 dB SPL) stimulation. For stimuli of  higher frequency  presented at 

intensities > 50 dB SPL, there was an increase in velocity. This was interpreted as being 

a broadening of  the upper frequency  slope of  a tuning curve. 
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Physiology  of  the Medial  Efferent  Synapse 

This section will describe the OHC efferent  synapse; it will describe some of  the 

subsequent biochemistry, insofar  as it is understood, and will explain the postulated 

effects  of  this on the behaviour of  OHC. 

The terminal boutons of  medial OCB neurons synapse with the basolateral membrane of 

the OHC. The main neurotransmitter of  the medial OCB appears to be acetylcholine 

(ACh), although GABAergic synapses have been found  on OHC near the apex of  the 

cochlea, and other neurotransmitters are found  throughout the cochlea (see Eybalin 

(1993) for  a review of  research into cochlear neurotransmitters). The ACh interacts 

with a specific  class of  nicotinic receptor called the a 9 receptor (Elgoyhen, Johnson, 

Boulter, Vetter, & Heinemann, 1994). In transgenic mice, lacking the a 9 receptor, the 

suppressive effects  of  OCB stimulation disappeared, but though the efferent  synapses 

were reduced in number to one per OHC, they were still present, which possibly 

suggests that a second type of  receptor exists (Vetter et al., 1999). The receptors have 

been shown to be situated on the OHC basolateral membrane, and activation by ACh 

causes cell hyperpolarisation (Housley & Ashmore, 1991). The suppression of  OAE by 

contralateral sound has also been shown to be blocked by perfusion  of  cochleae with 

antagonists to ACh receptors (Kujawa, Glattke, Fallon, & Bobbin, 1993). This paints 

the picture of  a simple, suppressive, action of  the OCB on OHC function,  presumably 

due to the cell hyperpolarisation when stimulated, and thus rendering them less likely to 

respond to acoustic stimulation. 
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However, the situation is not as simple as this might appear, because two effects  with 

different  time courses (slow and fast  efferent  effects)  have been shown to occur with 

OCB activation (Sridhar, Liberman, Brown, & Sewell, 1995). Both effects  are thought 

to depend upon an influx  of  Ca 2 + because they do not occur if  the postsynaptic 

membrane has no calcium available in the extracellular medium (e.g. Dallos et al., 1997; 

Housley & Ashmore, 1991), but, though both depend upon calcium, they have been 

shown to be separate effects  (Frolenkov, Mammano, Belyantseva, Coling, & Kachar, 

2000). In the fast  effect,  influx  of  Ca 2 + leads to the opening of  calcium activated 

potassium channels in the OHC membrane, which produces K + efflux, 

hyperpolarisation, and a reduced electrical response to acoustic stimulation. In the slow 

effect,  which occurs with prolonged efferent  stimulation, the continual Ca 2 + influx  leads 

to a release of  intracellular calcium, which is normally stored in the subsurface 

cisternae. In this case, the extra Ca 2 + spreads beyond the synaptic region, and activates 

another class of  calcium activated potassium channels distant from  the synapse (Sridhar, 

Brown, & Sewell, 1997). This effect  will be discussed further  in the section on 

protection from  noise exposure below. 

Differential  ACh regulation of  the fast  and slow types of  OHC motility has been shown 

to be mediated by three classes of  Ras homologous (Rho) guanosine triphosphatase 

(GTPase) (Racl, Rho A, and Cdc42), all of  which are found  naturally within the OHC, 

and which have been implicated in both fast  and slow OHC motility (Kalinec, Zhang, 

Urrutia, & Kalinec, 2000). In this research, it was found  that a slow shortening of  the 

OHC occurred with application of  ACh, but a reduction in the natural levels of 

guanosine triphosphate (GTP) (a nucleotide, or sugar based molecule, capable of 
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providing energy to other compounds in the presence of  the appropriate enzymes) in the 

OHC led to a loss of  the aforementioned  slow change in the response of  patch-clamped 

OHC to ACh. This was reversed by supplying more GTP within the cell. However, 

when the OHC were perfused,  internally, with solutions containing the GTPases, both 

slow shortening and lengthening of  the cells under application of  ACh were observed, 

and these were dependant upon the particular Rho GTPase that was perfused.  The Rho 

GTPases also appear to be involved in the ACh modulation of  OHC fast  motility 

(Kalinec et al., 2000). Once again, they found  that changes in both directions (in this 

case increased and decreased amplitude of  motility) were dependent upon different  types 

of  GTPase. In all cases, the GTPase Racl was involved, and with it, RhoA led to 

lengthening and decreased fast  motility, while Racl and Cdc42 mediated OHC 

shortening and an increase in fast  motility. GTPases have been shown, previously, to be 

involved in the development of  the cytoskeleton in other types of  cell (Hall, 1998), and 

the likelihood is that some of  the repercussions of  activation of  the efferent  synapse 

involve structural changes in the actin of  the OHC cytoskeleton, possibly making it 

more or less susceptible to deformation  by the action of  the membrane bound prestin 

motors described earlier. The finding  that perfusion  of  intact OHC with ACh in vitro 

causes an increase in the amplitude of  electromotility and a decrease in stiffness,  the 

time-course of  which was slow enough to suggest a secondary effect  (Dallos et al., 

1997) supports this theory. 

The length change findings  of  Kalinec et al. (2000) are consistent with the slow OHC 

motility described earlier, in that ACh application presumably increased the available 

calcium within the cell, leading to a release of  the circumferential  actin fibres,  and a 
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consequent shortening (and presumably widening given a constant volume, though 

Kalinec et al. make no mention of  this). In the presence of  Ca2 + , actin filaments  have 

been shown to be depolymerised in the presence of  filament  capping proteins such as 

gelsolin, which prevent further  monomeric actin from  bonding to actin filaments.  This 

provides a mechanism by which ACh may influence  the cytoskeleton of  the OHC. 

Racl, which is involved in both of  the effects  described by Kalinec et al. (2000), has 

been shown to be involved in the polymerisation of  actin (in neutrophils), by 

dissociating actin-gelsolin complexes, and freeing  the actin (Arcaro, 1998). 

Furthermore, Arcaro showed that Cdc42 was instrumental in intracellular 

desequestration of  actin monomers, thereby making more monomeric actin available for 

addition to the cytoskeleton. Arcaro demonstrated that without Cdc42, Racl alone will 

not lead to increased levels of  F-actin, though it does reduce the actin-gelsolin 

complexes. These findings  relate to a different  cell type, but they demonstrate the type 

of  function  of  the Rho GTPases, and they may be involved in similar roles in the OHC. 

The fast  motility findings  of  Kalinec et al. (2000) provide insights when added to 

existing research. Given that fast  motility can occur independently of  the cytoskeleton 

(Huang & Santos-Sacchi, 1994), it is most likely that the effects  of  Rho GTPases on fast 

motility are indirect. That is, the Rho GTPases would modulate cytoskeletal resistance, 

and the changes in resistance would in turn alter the fast  motility, by altering the 

resistance to the membrane-bound prestin molecules (Kalinec et al., 2000). The finding 

that two different  chemical pathways may be involved may help to explain the apparent 

paradox in Dallos and colleagues' (1997) finding  of  decreased OHC stiffness  and 

increased electromotility with application of  ACh. In their 1997 article, Dallos et al. 
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found  it difficult  to explain their findings  in light of  the large body of  research which 

shows a decrease in OHC effects  with OCB stimulation. In the context of  Kalinec and 

colleagues' findings,  presumably the conditions of  Dallos and colleagues' experiments 

were such that the cytoskeletal elements were affected  by Cdc42, resulting in the 

findings  observed. Adding to these studies the findings  of  Kawase and Liberman 

(1993), and Kawase, Delgutte, and Liberman (1993) that neural responsivity to 

broadband noise decreases, while that to high frequency  tonal signals increases, when 

the OCB is activated by the presentation of  contralateral noise, enables further 

interpretation. The increase of  the response to high frequency  tonal stimuli under OCB 

stimulation can be reconciled with the Dallos et al. finding  (and the Cdc42 effect  of 

Kalinec et al), in that the OHC would demonstrate greater motility, and thus be expected 

to improve the travelling wave peak to a greater extent under those conditions. On the 

other hand, the reduction in response to noise, observed by Kawase and colleagues, 

could be explained by the Kalinec et al. finding  of  the effects  of  RhoA. It may be that, 

in vivo, different  GTPases are activated under different  environmental conditions. One 

possibility is that the variation in the endocochlear potential along the cochlear partition 

leads to a greater likelihood of  Cdc42 response to ACh in the basal, high frequency 

region, and RhoA in the more apical regions. The precise nature of  the cause for  the 

differential  effect  is unknown, and it could depend upon other, equally unknown factors. 

The principle that the OHC in some regions may be suppressed in their function  by the 

same OCB mediated ACh application that causes an increase in their function  in other 

regions is extremely important in understanding how this system could improve hearing 

in some environments. 
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Summary of  Auditory Innervation 

Evidence from  a variety of  different  techniques for  the physiological mechanisms 

related to activation of  the auditory nerve system, in particular the medial efferent 

system, has been described. 

The OHC length/stiffness  changes which occur during depolarisation (shortening) and 

hyperpolarisation (lengthening) are an important contributor to the cochlear active 

process and OAE, as was discussed previously. There is a possibility that stimulation of 

the crossed OCB might stimulate the pathway from  LOC to IHC and that this could 

produce the observed changes in the auditory nerve, however, the changes in OAE 

suggest that some modulation of  OHC function  is occurring. Unfortunately  the 

mechanism for  the production of  OAE is not known, so the relationship between the 

reduction of  OAE and the OCB stimulation may only be discussed speculatively. If 

OAE are thought to result from  energy applied to the cochlea by the active process via 

the OHC, a reduction in level may be associated with suppression of  the OHC motility. 

It has been suggested that the change in OHC produced by OCB activation is an initial 

depolarisation, which triggers hyperpolarisation in the long term (Art, Fettiplace, & 

Fuchs, 1984). It may be that the decrease in cell turgor associated with 

hyperpolarisation would alter the compressibility of  the organ of  Corti and allow more 

energy to be dissipated. Alternatively, the activation may simply push the OHC 

polarisation so that the active process cannot occur, or so that it actually works out of 

phase with the oscillation of  the cochlear partition and actively damps the travelling 

wave. 
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FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE OLIVOCOCHLEAR SYSTEM 

Finally, research which has attempted to determine the olivocochlear efferent  system's 

functional  significance  will be discussed, including both physiological and 

psychoacoustical research. An attempt will be made to synthesise the information 

presented in terms of  an overall picture of  the olivocochlear efferent  system relevant to 

the aims and techniques of  this thesis. For another review of  this area, see Maison, 

Micheyl, and Collet (1999). 

A complex anatomy and a physiology which has been shown to alter the output of  the 

cochlea may be expected to alter hearing in some functional  way. Four basic hypotheses 

exist as to the function  of  the efferent  supply to the cochlea. 

• It might enhance the detectability of  signals in noise, 

• It might enable the direction of  auditory attention, 

• It might protect the cochlea from  noise induced damage, 

• It might maintain the homeostasis of  the cochlear partition, 

and it might do any or all of  these things. Reviews of  the research into each proposed 

hypothesis follow. 

Signal to Noise Enhancement 

Early work examining the perceptual effects  of  severing the OCB was carried out in 

animals. Dewson (1968) showed that monkeys, which had been trained to discriminate 
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between recordings of  the phonemes [I] and [u], were less able to do this when listening 

to the sounds in noise after  he sectioned the OCB at the floor  of  the fourth  ventricle. 

Stimuli were presented at 70 dB SPL, and an adaptive procedure was used wherein the 

level of  the noise was increased or decreased depending upon the correctness of  the 

monkeys' judgements. In this context, it is interesting to note that earlier research in 

humans had shown that monaural perception of  the loudness of  speech was enhanced by 

presentation of  contralateral white noise (Egan, 1948). 

More monkeys underwent training and surgery in order to investigate the effects  of  OCB 

sectioning on frequency  discrimination (Capps & Ades, 1968). In this case, OCB 

disruption was performed  with either ultrasonic irradiation, or with a scalpel, and the 

task was again adaptive, with monkeys being tested on their ability to discriminate 

between the adjusted (lower frequency)  tone and 1 kHz fixed  tones, and 4 kHz fixed 

tones. All monkeys were much worse at the discrimination task for  both fixed 

frequencies  after  OCB sectioning. 

A further  series of  studies, led by Igarashi, investigated the effects  of  OCB sectioning in 

cats. They found  no effect  in terms of  detection of  pure tones (250 Hz - 14 kHz) in 

quiet or in noise that elevated the pure tone thresholds by 30, 50 and 70 dB (Igarashi, 

Alford,  Nakai, & Gordon, 1972); nor did they find  an effect  on frequency  discrimination 

at 8 kHz (Igarashi, Cranford,  Nakai, & Alford,  1979); nor was there any effect  on 

intensity discrimination at 75 dB SPL for  10 kHz tones (Igarashi, Cranford,  Allen, & 

Alford,  1979). 
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Cats were trained to perform  a free  field  intensity discrimination task with 1 and 8 kHz 

tone bursts. Discrimination of  8 kHz tone intensity in noise but not in quiet was 

impaired after  bilateral sectioning of  the olivocochlear bundle (May & McQuone, 1994). 

In a return to monkeys, Smith et al (2000) have shown that the detectability of  tones in 

quiet was reduced by the presentation of  contralateral noise, and that this effect  was 

removed after  sectioning of  the OCB. 

In addition to the animal research, a considerable body of  psychoacoustical investigation 

into the properties of  the OCB has been conducted in humans. 

In the closest human research to the animal studies that have been described, Scharf  and 

colleagues (Scharf,  Magnan, & Chays, 1997; Scharf,  Magnan, Collet, Ulmer, & Chays, 

1994) ran a series of  psychoacoustical assessments on people whose vestibular nerves 

had been cut to one ear (as a surgical treatment for  Meniere's disease), and for  whom 

OAE were not suppressed by contralateral stimulation after  the nerve was cut. In a task 

investigating the required monaural signal to noise ratio for  detection of  tones in noise, 

no difference  was found  between those ears with efferent  innervation and those without. 

The expectation based upon the physiology would be that the ipsilateral masking noise 

would activate the major (crossed) portion of  the OCB, and would thus lead to a great 

disparity between efferent  and de-efferent  ears. The assessment was carried out at only 

one frequency  per subject, which was usually 1 kHz, and the highest frequency 

investigated was 4 kHz. In addition to this monaural study, Scharf  et al (1997) 

measured the threshold detectability in noise of  a 2 kHz tone in a single person. They 
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found  that the introduction of  contralateral noise lead to a slight improvement in 

detectability for  the subject's normal ear, while in the de-efferented  ear, the threshold 

was 2 dB higher with contralateral noise present. 

Other human research has relied upon searching for  differences  between a monaural 

stimulation condition, and a condition where the ear contralateral to the test ear is 

stimulated with noise in order to activate the OCB. This activation is presumably via 

the afferent  pathway that innervates the superior olivary complex contralateral to the 

noise stimulation, and the uncrossed OCB, because Kawase and Liberman (1993) 

showed that, in cats, their finding  of  a CAP enhancement effect  with contralateral noise 

stimulation remained when only the crossed OCB was severed, but disappeared when 

the entire OCB was cut. 

A negative correlation has been shown between OAE suppression and the change in 

psychoacoustical detection threshold for  a three-tone complex in noise when 

contralateral noise was added, thereby implying that people with strongly active OCB 

suppression of  OAE became less able to detect the complex in noise than prior to 

activation of  the OCB (Micheyl, Morlet, Giraud, Collet, & Morgon, 1995). On the other 

hand, those with lower OAE suppression found  the signals easier to detect in noise with 

the addition of  contralateral noise. No explanation of  these seemingly contradictory 

findings  was given. Micheyl and Collet (1996) found  a correlation between the 

detection threshold of  a 2 kHz tone embedded in 50 dB SPL broadband noise with 

contralateral 400 ms bursts of  30 dB SL noise stimulation and the "equivalent 

attenuation" of  OAE under contralateral stimulation with the same noise. They also 
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found  a significant  correlation between the OAE equivalent attenuation and the change 

in threshold. In a study reminiscent of  the monkeys of  James H. Dewson III (1968), it 

was demonstrated that the phoneme recognition rate of  speech in noise is very slightly 

improved by contralateral noise stimulation in normal subjects but not in those who 

have undergone vestibular neurotomy and who thus have no olivocochlear pathway 

(Giraud, Gamier et al., 1997). In this context, mention is made again of  the study by 

Egan (1948) which showed an increase in the perceived loudness of  speech presented to 

one ear when white noise was presented contralaterally. An improvement in the 

monaural ability to discriminate between the intensity of  tonal signals embedded in 

noise under conditions of  contralateral noise stimulation was shown (Micheyl, Perrot, & 

Collet, 1997). Most recently, it has been shown (Kawase et al., 2000) that the effect  of 

contralateral noise on the psychophysical tuning curve was mainly in the frequencies  of 

the low frequency  tail, and at the one frequency  that was tested above the tip frequencies 

of  1.8 and 2 kHz, where it caused the masking threshold to be reduced. 

The possibility that the OCB may function  to increase the responsivity of  the cochlea in 

extremely quiet conditions, or conditions where the normal input to the auditory nerve is 

diminished due to some insult was investigated (Wake, Anderson, Takeno, Mount, & 

Harrison, 1996) by selectively destroying the IHC in some regions of  the organ of  Corti. 

They found  that OAE were greatly increased for  those regions where the IHC were most 

destroyed. This may suggest that a feedback  loop via the OCB caused an increase in the 

gain applied by the active process in those regions. 
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Attention 

The medial efferent  system has been hypothesised to play a role in the direction of 

auditory attention. In an unpublished study investigating the effect  of  a temporally 

uncertain detection task with cued tones on spontaneous OAE, presentation of  cue tones 

was found  to improve detectability, but no concomitant change in OAE was found 

(Miller, 1990). This suggested that attentional cues do not lead to peripheral changes 

mediated by the olivocochlear efferent  system. Published studies of  the effects  of 

attention upon the level of  OAE have been few  (see review by Meric & Collet, 1994). 

They have required subjects to attend to tasks involving either visual or auditory stimuli, 

and measured OAE at the time and under relaxed conditions, then compared the two 

measurements. The rationale for  this was that if  conscious attention results in central 

nervous system control of  the auditory periphery, via the olivocochlear efferent 

pathways, it would manifest  in changes to OHC, and thus OAE. Those studies which 

found  changes all measured transient (click or pure tone) evoked OAE. The OAE level 

was found  to decrease in studies which used a task demanding visual attention, and to 

increase in studies where the task demanded auditory attention, though the changes 

reported have been slight (1-2 dB). In a study combining visual attention with 

contralateral noise stimulation, a stronger suppressive effect  was reported on OAE 

amplitude when subjects were undergoing contralateral noise stimulation and attending 

to visual stimuli than when either is applied alone (Ferber-Viart, Duclaux, Collet, & 

Guyonnard, 1995). However, the contralateral noise stimulus used was set at 95 dB 

SPL, a level that is extremely likely to have caused stapedius reflex  activation, and 

which might have lead to different  results than would occur at lower levels. 
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Furthermore, the statistical analysis used to interpret the data appears to use paired t-

tests to compare means between four  conditions, which is liable to increase the type I 

error rate. Bearing this in mind, OAE amplitude under conditions of  visual attention 

was reported to differ  significantly  from  the control condition, as were conditions with 

95 dB SPL contralateral noise and a mixture of  the two conditions. A significant 

difference  was also reported between the visual attention condition and the visual 

attention plus noise condition. No significant  difference  was reported between the noise 

alone condition and the visual attention and noise condition. It has been suggested 

(Michie, LePage, Solowij, Haller, & Terry, 1996) that the previous research, where 

OAE were measured while resting and while attending to some task, was not necessarily 

showing the effects  of  attention as such. Rather, it is possible that the effects  measured 

were just differences  between resting and not resting. In their own research, they 

measured OAE in response to either 1 or 2 kHz tone pips. They required their subjects 

to attend to one and to ignore the other of  these by making them carry out detection 

tasks for  just one of  the frequencies,  but presenting both in a random sequence. In this 

way, they managed to record OAE in response to attended and non-attended stimuli, but 

ensured that the subjects were in the same state of  alertness for  both. Their findings 

were that the OAE levels tended to increase in response to the unattended and decrease 

to the attended stimuli, opposite to the findings  of  earlier studies which compared 

attention with relaxation. 

As stated earlier, Scharf  et al (1994) studied the efferent  effects  in a man whose 

vestibular nerve was sectioned as a treatment for  Meniere's disease. No clear effect  was 

found  (Bekesy tracking audiogram, critical ratio, overshoot, critical band (notched 
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noise), contralateral masking (of  tone in quiet), intensity discrimination, frequency 

discrimination, gap discrimination, fatigue)  except that his ability to detect unexpected 

stimuli in noise increased. The task was carried out pre and post-operation. The 

subject's detection threshold of  a tone in noise was determined at frequencies  which 

were primed by prior presentation of  the same tone. He was then presented with a 

second condition where the priming tone was of  a different  frequency  to that for  which 

the detection threshold was determined. Prior to OCB section, the subject was less able 

to detect the tones with misleading primers than tones with same frequency  primers. 

Afterwards,  his ability to detect tones with misleading primers increased to the level of 

tones with same frequency  primers. Apparently his ability to not attend to the unprimed 

tones had been impaired by the operation. This finding  was generally supported by the 

findings  in 15 more people who had undergone the same treatment (Scharf  et al., 1997). 

Protection 

Intense acoustic stimulation has been shown to cause both a temporary deterioration in 

threshold, and permanent damage to the ear. Application of  contralateral tonal 

stimulation has been shown to lessen the temporary effects  of  intense tonal stimulation 

in a frequency  specific  and efferent  dependent way (Cody & Johnstone, 1982). Further 

research (Reiter & Liberman, 1995) has shown that OCB electrical stimulation protects 

the cochlea only via the slow mechanism described earlier. That is, even though CAP is 

reduced by the fast  mechanism, no protection is provided by it under intense 

stimulation. Furthermore, the slow effect  decays with continual stimulation after  only 

two minutes, and all efferent  protection from  intense stimulation is lost after  OCB 
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stimulation of  longer duration than this. The frequencies  that benefited  most from  this 

protection in guinea pigs were the higher ones, between about 10 and 20 kHz when 

noxious (104/105 dB SPL) 8 and 10 kHz tones were applied. Assessment of  cochlear 

damage after  two hours of  intense (109 or 112 dB SPL) narrow-band (10 kHz centred) 

noise stimulation in guinea pigs with and without OCB efferents  showed no differences 

in the amount of  damage caused. Nor did it show a difference  in the amount of 

permanent threshold shift  (in terms of  the level of  the CAP) except for  the animals 

which had undergone the more intense stimulation, where the threshold shift  was greater 

for  the de-efferented  animals in the high frequencies  (Liberman & Gao, 1995). In a 

study investigating the effects  of  shorter duration noxious stimuli (Zheng, McFadden, 

Ding, & Henderson, 2000), it was found  that intense impulse noise (played in a pattern 

mimicking the firing  of  an M16 rifle!)  induced loss of  IHC in chinchilla ears of  which 

the efferent  pathway had been cut more than in those where it was intact, though similar 

damage to OHC in both types of  ear was found.  An inverse relationship between the 

strength of  the olivocochlear reflex  in reducing OAE level, and the extent of  hearing 

loss after  noise exposure has been shown (Maison & Liberman, 2000). In guinea pigs, a 

protective effect  of  increased ACh (due to lithium treatment) in the cochlea, which 

presumably reduced OHC function  via the OCB, was observed when animals were 

awake, but not when anaesthetised (Horner, Higueret, & Cazals, 1998). 

The aforementioned  findings  of  Cody and Johnstone (1982) were replicated, and an 

additional finding,  that destruction of  the contralateral cochlea has a similar protective 

effect  to contralateral presentation of  a stimulus at the same frequency  as the noxious 

stimulus, was added (Rajan & Johnstone, 1983). In a series of  intricately designed 
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studies measuring auditory CAP in cats, Rajan has shown that the amount of  temporary 

threshold shift  (TTS) caused by intense tonal stimulation is modulated by the efferent 

pathway, and by the application of  broadband noise. It is established that, in a 

background of  silence, the crossed OCB mediates protection if  an intense tone is 

presented binaurally, so the TTS caused by monaural presentation is worse (Cody & 

Johnstone, 1982; Rajan & Johnstone, 1983). Rajan (2000) found  that the addition of 

intense broadband noise (at 80 dB SPL, a level low enough not to cause TTS itself)  as a 

background to a 13kHz, 100 dB SPL tone worsened the TTS in de-efferent  ears, but had 

no effect  in ears with intact efferent  innervation. The effect  described was greatest 

when tones and noise were both presented binaurally, but was observed to a lesser 

extent monaurally as well. Monaurally, the protective effect  remained even when the 

crossed medial OCB was cut, implying that the effect  was mediated by the uncrossed 

medial OCB. This is a surprising finding  in light of  the generally held belief  that the 

medial portion of  each SOC is primarily innervated by, and responsive to, the 

contralateral cochlea. Furthermore, Rajan (2001) found  that 15 minutes' presentation of 

(the same) noise prior to the onset of  the intense tone had mixed effects  on the TTS, 

depending upon the length of  delay (from  5 to 600 seconds) between the end of  the 

noise presentation and the onset of  the tone. In de-efferented  cochleae, the noise 

priming led to increased TTS when the delay was 80 seconds or less. With longer 

delays, the TTS effects  were no different  to the condition where there was no noise. 

Thus, some effect  of  noise priming occurs which is not efferent  mediated. On the other 

hand, both protective and exacerbative effects  of  the crossed and uncrossed OCBs were 

found,  and these fluctuated  with the amount of  delay between the priming noise and the 

tone. Rajan's reasoning leads to the notion that the activity of  the uncrossed OCB can 
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both exacerbate (with short (5 and 80 second) delays), and protect against (with longer 

(200 and 400 second) delays) the increase in TTS caused by priming noise. The effect 

of  the crossed OCB was less clear, though the data did show that, in subjects with 

severed crossed OCB, there was less TTS than in those with an intact crossed OCB 

when the delay between noise and tone was at its shortest (5 seconds). Other than this, 

the findings  were hard to interpret. After  making an a posteriori  assignment of  subjects 

to groups based upon whether or not they showed TTS protective effects  of  the crossed 

OCB, the TTS means of  the groups were then compared, which is unconvincing, though 

it does provide an interesting direction for  future  research. Nonetheless, this research is 

important in that the possibilities that activation of  the OCB may cause different  effects 

under different  conditions, and that the crossed and uncrossed OCB appear to have 

different  effects  from  each other have been raised. Furthermore, the clearly 

demonstrated effects  of  the uncrossed medial OCB are of  interest given that this finding 

appears to contradict the general opinion. 

Cochlear Homeostasis 

LePage (1989) observed that basilar membrane motion under intense stimulation 

included significant  tonic positional changes in the membrane in addition to the well 

known oscillatory motion. He suggested that opposing forces  may operate to preserve 

the sensitivity of  the cochlea due to setting its operating point (a "push-pull" model), 

and that a constant modulation may occur, whereby the sensitivity of  the cochlear 

partition to sound is maintained despite fluctuations  in the environment. Because of 

their electromotile properties, he suggested that these forces  would likely be generated 
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by the OHC. Given that the OHC are also recipients of  efferent  innervation, he 

suggested that these functions  might be under the control of  the OCB. More recent 

findings,  suggesting that membrane-bound prestin 'motors' provide force,  and the 

theory, described earlier, that cytoskeletal reorganisation may enable dynamic alterations 

in flexibility,  give plausible sources of  the forces  mentioned in LePage's theory. That 

both effects  may be under the control of  the efferent  synapse (in the case of  prestin, by 

alterations in the cell membrane potential due to ion channel activation, and in the case 

of  cytoskeletal organisation, by action of  the Rho GTPases) increases the plausibility 

still further.  In support of  this, it has been shown that de-efferentation  of  the cochlea by 

severance of  the OCB causes a general decrease in sensitivity and frequency  specificity 

of  auditory neural fibres  over time (Zheng, Henderson, McFadden, Ding, & Salvi, 

1999). 

Given that OHC are likely to be implicated in the homeostasis of  the cochlea, and that 

they are also implicated in the generation of  OAE, some research has been conducted, in 

humans, to investigate the possibility that changes in state which may be expected to 

require a response by the OHC in terms of  maintenance of  homeostasis would also 

cause a change in OAE. In an investigation of  the effect  of  sleep upon human click 

evoked OAE, it was found  that OAE level increased in all subjects (by around 4 dB on 

average) through the night (Froehlich, Collet, Valatx, & Morgon, 1993). The increase 

was found  to be unrelated to either sleep stage or ear canal temperature. On the other 

hand, contralateral broadband noise suppression of  OAE decreased gradually as the 

subjects slept. A further  study (Froehlich et al., 1994) investigated click evoked OAE 

under a set of  different  conditions, namely: prolonged acoustic stimulation, changing 
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cerebrospinal fluid  pressure, in supine and sitting positions, and at different  alertness 

levels. No significant  changes in OAE were observed. More recent research has shown 

a reduction in low frequency  OAE level with changes in posture from  upright to the 

head below the horizontal, but the reduction in OAE level was ascribed to increased 

intracochlear pressure stiffening  the ossicular chain rather than homeostatic effects 

within the cochlea (de Kleine, Wit, Avan, & van Dijk, 2001). 
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CONCLUSION 

The literature described provides a great deal of  scope for  further  research. In this 

section, a general summary of  the findings  of  previous research which are most relevant 

to the direction taken by this thesis will be provided in the sub-section called Summary, 

and a specific  list of  Aims will follow. 

Summary of  the Literature Review 

The general aim of  this thesis is to investigate the effects  of  activation of  the human 

olivocochlear efferent  nerve pathway on the detectability of  a variety of  acoustic stimuli. 

The following  points provide the context in the existing literature for  the approaches 

taken by this thesis. 

Previous physiological research has shown that: 

I) the medial OCB efferent  pathway innervating one ear can be activated by 

acoustic (particularly broadband noise) stimulation of  the contralateral ear. 

II) changes in detectability resulting from  activation of  the OCB efferent  pathway 

are measurable in terms of  the output of  the cochlea in the auditory nerve. That 

is, peripheral changes in sensitivity are reflected  in the earliest auditory evoked 

potentials 
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Ill) transient stimuli in noise can become more detectable during OCB activation, 

despite the general finding  that the OCB has an suppressive effect  on the 

cochlea. 

IV) the response of  the auditory system to noise stimuli under efferent  stimulation is 

reduced. Even evidence which shows an enhancement of  the auditory system's 

response to tonal stimuli indicates a diminution of  the response to noise. 

V) there is a dependency upon the frequency  of  stimulation, and the place in the 

cochlea, for  the OCB effects  described. 

VI) under conditions of  contralateral noise stimulation, concomitant changes in 

cochlear function  due to OCB activity are measurable in changes to OAE. 

However, previous psychoacoustical research does not explore these effects  in detail. 
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Aims 

To describe the effect  of  OCB activation by a range of  broadband contralateral noise 

stimuli on the monaural detectability of  noise. 

To describe changes in detectability of  tonebursts and clicks in a background of  low-

level broadband noise during OCB activation by the same range of  contralateral noise 

stimulation. 

To determine the frequency  dependency of  any effects  observed by using low frequency, 

high frequency,  and broadband, stimuli in pursuing the first  two aims. 

To record OAE under the same contralateral noise conditions used in the 

psychoacoustical research as a means of  ensuring that any psychoacoustical effects 

observed have a plausible explanation in terms of  cochlear activity. 

To record auditory nerve CAP changes under noise stimulation, as a means of 

demonstrating a cochlear source of  any psychoacoustical effects  observed. 
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METHOD 

The research was conducted in four  parts: 

1) Psychoacoustical Experiment 1 investigated the effect  of  uncorrelated contralateral 

broadband noise on the detectability of  monaurally presented broad and narrow band 

noise stimuli. 

2) Psychoacoustical Experiment 2 investigated the effect  of  contralateral noise on the 

detectability of  monaurally presented tones and clicks embedded in broadband noise. 

3) Click evoked OAE measurement from  each subject. 

4) Brainstem Auditory Evoked Potentials were recorded in response to clicks with and 

without ipsilateral and contralateral noise presentation. 
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PSYCHOACOUSTICAL EXPERIMENT 1 

Subjects 

Subjects were 8 men and 7 women, and were assigned codes si-si 5. Subjects had no 

known hearing loss and were aged between 19 and 33 years of  age (mean=26.6). 

Apparatus 

Subjects were seated in an Amplaid (Italy) Silent Cabin (Model E) sound-attenuating 

chamber. Stimuli were presented via Telephonies TDH 39-P lO-Ohm headphones. 

Responses were made and instructions given via a computer terminal within the 

chamber. Feedback was given and stimulus presentation intervals signalled by a small 

bank of  light emitting diodes (LEDs) situated in front  of  the subject. Subjects' responses 

were recorded, and initial analysis was performed  by computer. 

Noise signals were generated by computer using Tucker Davis Technologies' (TDT) 

APOS software  with Turbo Pascal programs written by the author (see Appendix 1). 

Contralateral noise was generated by a General Radio Company (USA) 1381 Random 

Noise Generator set to 50-kHz bandwidth and with clipping set at 3 standard deviations. 

The outputs from  each were low pass fdtered  at 7 kHz using Wavetek (USA) Dual 

Hi/Lo Filters Model 852 which have a rolloff  of  48 dB/octave set to a flat  amplitude 

(Butterworth) response. Digital-to-analogue conversion was performed  by a TDT DAI 

and the output was filtered  using a TDT FT5 anti-aliasing filter  at 10 kHz. Signal 
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presentation was controlled by a TDT SW1 switch, and amplitude by two TDT PA4 

programmable attenuators. These were controlled by a Turbo Pascal computer program. 

The signal was sent to the left  input of  a TDT HB6 headphone buffer,  which was 

connected to the headphones in the sound-attenuating chamber. Contralateral noise 

level was controlled by a Hewlett Packard 350c Attenuator, which connected directly 

with the right input of  the headphone buffer.  In conditions where contralateral noise 

was zero, the connection between the attenuator and the headphone buffer  was 

unplugged to ensure complete silence. 

The system was calibrated at the earphone using a Bruel and Kjaer artificial  ear model 

4152, connected to a Bruel and Kjaer Measuring Amplifier  type 2160, and a Hewlett 

Packard Spectrum Analyser model 3582A. 

Procedure 

Three different  conditions were carried out. These were: detection of  broadband noise 

(1 Hz-7 kHz), detection of  high frequency  noise (5-7 kHz), and detection of  low 

frequency  noise (1 Hz-2 kHz). The order of  conditions was randomised between 

subjects. 

Within each condition, the procedure was the same. The left  ear monaural 79% 

detection threshold of  noise-burst signals was sought using a 3-down 1-up two 

alternative forced  choice procedure (Levitt, 1971). Step size was 1 dB, and the 

threshold was defined  as the arithmetic mean of  the level in dB SPL at the last six of  ten 



turnarounds. A turnaround is defined  as the intensity at which the tracking procedure 

led to a change in the opposite direction from  the previous change. The tenth 

turnaround signalled the end of  the block. Each presentation interval was signalled to 

the subject by a LED and lasted for  200 ms. Each subject's threshold was measured 

under seven conditions, without contralateral noise, and under 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 

dB SPL of  continuous l-Hz-7-kHz noise presented to the contralateral ear. 

In a given session, the subject would be seated in the booth, with instructions to have a 

break between blocks if  feeling  fatigued.  A practice block without contralateral noise 

was conducted first.  If  the subject's threshold was such that the signal was initially 

undetectable, or if  the initial level of  the signal was so high that the subject was required 

to track down for  more than 20 dB, the initial level was adjusted to compensate. A 

second practice block with 50 dB SPL of  contralateral noise was then conducted before 

beginning the experiment proper. No further  adjustment was made to the preliminary 

stimulus levels under contralateral noise conditions. 

The experiment itself  consisted of  eight blocks in each condition. The first  and last of 

these were conducted without contralateral noise. The six different  levels (30-80 dB 

SPL) of  contralateral noise were presented to subjects in a pseudo-random order such 

that any effect  of  stimulus order would be counterbalanced across subjects. Each 

session took approximately an hour to complete including rest breaks. 
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PSYCHOACOUSTICAL EXPERIMENT 2 

Subjects 

The subjects were 8 men and 7 women, and were assigned codes s8-s22. They were 

aged between 21 and 34 years (mean=29), and had no known hearing impairment. 

Subjects s8-sl5 had also undergone Experiment 1. 

Apparatus 

The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1 except that a Hewlett Packard 

8904A multifunction  synthesiser was used for  the generation of  signals. Computer 

generated white noise was mixed with the synthesised signals as ipsilateral masking 

noise. 

Procedure 

Three conditions were used to determine the detection thresholds for  a 1 -kHz toneburst, 

a 7-kHz toneburst, and a 100-microsecond click, all embedded in 40 dB SPL of  l-Hz-8-

kHz white noise. In the case of  the toneburst conditions, the noise was presented in two 

200-ms bursts separated by an 800-ms delay. One of  these intervals, determined at 

random, also contained the toneburst. The tonebursts were presented for  200ms starting 

and finishing  at the same time as the noise, and windowed with a cosine squared 

(Harming) window having 50ms rise/fall  time and 100 ms of  plateau. The click 
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condition differed  in that the click signal began on the 200th millisecond of  one of  two 

350 ms bursts of  noise. Otherwise, the procedure was identical to that described for 

psychoacoustical Experiment 1. 
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OTOACOUSTIC EMISSION RECORDING 

The recording of  OAE was carried out to show that micromechanical changes occurred 

under the same contralateral stimulation conditions which produced the 

psychoacoustical effects.  For this reason, all people (sl-s22) who performed  as subjects 

for  the psychoacoustical part of  the research also underwent OAE measurement. 

Subjects 

Subjects were 22 normally hearing adults aged from  19 to 34, 10 male and 12 female. 

All of  them took part in one or both of  the two psychoacoustical studies. All reported 

having normal hearing. 

Apparatus 

An Otodynamics IL088 OAE system, with a standard ear probe, installed on an IBM 

compatible 486 computer was used. Contralateral noise was supplied using exactly the 

same system as was used for  the psychoacoustical experiments. 

Procedure 

Click-evoked OAE were recorded in the sound-attenuating chamber using 260 sweeps 

of  a train of  four  80-psec clicks, delivered so that the first  click of  each train was at 

thrice the intensity of  the other three. This so-called non-linear stimulus paradigm was 
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used to allow the non-linear component of  the response from  the cochlea to be 

differentiated  from  the linear component which is mainly from  the stimulus and middle 

ear. That is, the non-linearity of  the OAE in response to clicks of  varying amplitude 

results in a disparity between the response to a click, and the total of  the responses to 

three clicks at one-third the level. The middle-ear response is linear, so increases 

threefold  with the higher-level click, whereas the OAE response is non-linearly 

saturating. By taking three measurements at stimulus levels one third that of  the higher 

level stimulus, and totalling the responses to the three lower level stimuli, then 

subtracting the response to the high level stimulus, the non-linear component of  the 

response remains. This system also removes part of  the OAE response, but this is a 

small price to pay. For each subject, two sets of  recordings were made, with 70 and 

with 80 dB peak SPL clicks. A response window from  2.5-20 ms post stimulus onset 

was used. An OAE was regarded as present when the overall signal to noise ratio in the 

measured waveform  was 3 dB or greater. 

Each subject underwent exactly the same series of  different  levels of  contralateral noise 

as in the psychoacoustical experiments for  both evoking click levels. The OAE 

recordings were further  analysed off-line  using the Otodynamics IL088 software.  Each 

recording was filtered  into three bands, from  approximately 0-2, 2-4, and 4-6 kHz and 

the amplitude of  the response was measured. In these cases, any recording was regarded 

as an OAE unless its level fell  below -10 dB SPL, in which case it was not detectable by 

the equipment. The use of-10  dB SPL as a criterion is arguable, given that this may 

have been within the noise floor  in some cases. It was chosen as a compromise between 

having clean data, and being able to observe suppression's taking place statistically. 
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Had a more stringent criterion been used, this may have increased the likelihood of  the 

data recorded being a true OAE, but it would also have increased the number of  times 

that the OAE was regarded as missing, and would thus have reduced statistical power to 

explore any effects  occurring. Furthermore, the use of  a lax criterion is unlikely to 

introduce spurious effects,  because it assigns either a true, or a random value to the 

OAE. 

For the purposes of  data analysis, only those people who had measurable OAE, in any 

given frequency  band, under all levels of  contralateral noise were included. This was 

done because in many cases, particularly in the high frequencies,  an individual's OAE 

would drop below measurable levels under some levels of  contralateral stimulation. It 

was not desirable to include data at some levels of  contralateral noise and not others, 

because this would potentially introduce confounding  effects,  for  example lowering the 

mean OAE levels at low contralateral stimulation levels by inclusion oflow  level OAE, 

and artificially  raising the means of  OAE recorded under higher level contralateral 

stimulation as a result of  the OAE level dropping below the detection criterion. On the 

other hand, it was not desirable to remove people with low level OAE from  the analyses 

entirely, because of  power, so they were only removed from  those frequency  bands in 

which the OAE levels fell  below the criterion of-10  dB SPL. This resulted in all 22 

subjects' data being included in the analyses (and Figure 20) for  the entire OAE and the 

middle frequency  band (2-4 kHz), 21 being included in the low (0-2 kHz) band, and 16 

being included in the high (4-6 kHz) band. 
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BRAINSTEM AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIAL RECORDING 

Subjects 

Subjects were 8 adults (3 male and 5 female)  aged between 22 and 33 (mean=29.1). All 

reported normal hearing. Of  these, 4 had undergone both psychoacoustical experiments 

(s9, slO, si 4, si 5), 1 had undergone just Experiment 1 (s6), and 2 had undergone just 

Experiment 2 (si9, s20). 

Apparatus 

The TDT software  applications 'SigGen' and 'BioSig' were used to generate stimuli 

digitally, and to time stimulus presentation, and record auditory evoked potentials. 

Signals were generated by computer, and conveyed to the subjects via a TDT rack 

consisting of  a DAI digital-to-analogue converter and FT5 anti-aliasing fdter.  They 

were attenuated to the desired level by a TDT PA4 programmable attenuator and 

delivered to the earphones by an HB6 headphone buffer.  Earphones were E-A-R Tone 

3A insert transducers with foam  insert eartips. Signals were presented monaurally, to 

the left  ear of  all subjects. Contralateral noise was supplied by exactly the same system 

used in the psychoacoustical experiments. 

Electrodes were two Grass 10 mm gold-cup electrodes and an E-A-R Tone gold foil 

'tiptrode' ear-canal insert electrode. This plugged in to a TDT HS6 headstage, which 
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was connected via fibre-optic  cables to a TDT DB4 amplifier  set to amplify  the signals 

by a factor  of  100000, and to band-pass (6dB/octave) filter  from  30Hz to 3kHz. 

Procedure 

Subjects were seated in a comfortable  chair in a quiet and darkened room. Skin 

impedance was maintained below 3kQ through preparation with abrasive gel (NuPrep, 

DO Weaver and Co), and a horizontal electrode montage (between the tiptrode in the 

ipsilateral ear and the contralateral earlobe) was used in order to provide the clearest 

recording of  the auditory nerve (wave I) response. The cup electrodes (filled  with Elefix 

EEG Paste (Nihon Kohden Corporation)) were placed in the middle of  the forehead 

(ground) and on the lobe of  the right ear (non-inverting/reference),  and the gold foil 

tiptrode (inverting/active) inserted in the left  ear canal. Subjects were then asked to 

relax as much, and keep as still, as possible. 

Stimuli were 100 psec rarefaction  clicks presented at a rate of  9.7 per second, which is 

an optimal rate for  measurement of  early evoked potentials (Schwartz & Berry, 1985), 

and at a rate which would not coincide regularly with any artifactual  measurement 

caused by 50 Hz alternating mains electric current. They were presented to each subject 

under 12 different  configurations.  Three levels of  click, 100, 90 and 80 dB peak SPL, 

and four  different  noise settings: no noise, ipsilateral 40 dB SPL noise, contralateral 60 

dB SPL noise, and both ipsilateral and contralateral noise together. The contralateral 

noise was continuous, and the ipsilateral noise began 20 ms prior to the click, and ran 

for  a total of  30 ms. An artefact  rejection level was activated in the acquisition software 
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so that the noisiest 5% of  recordings were removed. A total of  2000 recordings were 

averaged for  each subject under each of  the 12 recording configurations. 

Equipment was calibrated in a 2cc coupler using a Bruel and Kjaer Sound Level Meter 

type 2255, and a type 4176 microphone. 
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ACOUSTIC REFLEX MEASUREMENTS 

A Grason-Stadler GSI 33 (version 2) middle-ear analyser was used to assess the 

stapedius reflex  threshold in the same eight subjects from  whom auditory evoked 

potentials were recorded. The measurements were made using the same contralateral 

noise source as that used in all of  the other research. 

Subjects were seated in a quiet environment, and the GSI 33 probe was inserted into the 

ear canal of  their left  ears. At the same time, the earphones were placed so that the right 

side covered the right ear, and the left  sat, firmly,  just behind the ear containing the GSI 

33 probe. The GSI 33 was set so that it would pressurise the ear canal to atmospheric 

pressure, and then present a probe tone at 226 Hz. This tone enabled the compliance of 

the tympanic membrane to be assessed in terms of  the equivalent volume of  air 

displaced when it responded to the probe tone. During activation of  the stapedius 

muscle, the ossicular chain tightens, and the compliance of  the tympanic membrane to 

the probe tone changes owing to the changes in stiffness  reactance. The low frequency 

probe tone was chosen because low frequencies  are most affected  by increases in 

stiffness. 

The GSI 33 was used in its 'reflex  decay' mode, where the probe tone is presented for 

10 seconds at a time. The same contralateral noise used in the rest of  the research was 

used to determine the middle ear reflex.  The minimum level of  contralateral stimulation 

at onset of  which compliance changes were observed was recorded as the acoustic reflex 

threshold. 
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RESULTS 
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PSYCHOACOUSTICAL EXPERIMENT 1 

Representative data describing the course of  the tracking procedures from  one subject 

are displayed in Figure 9. Mean 79% threshold data, based upon the final  six of  the ten 

turnarounds under each set of  conditions, across all subjects are displayed in Figure 10. 

The effect  on each subject's ability to detect noise stimuli of  adding contralateral noise 

is shown by subtracting the mean of  the two thresholds of  detectability (in dB SPL) 

without contralateral noise, from  each recorded threshold when contralateral noise was 

present (Figure 11). The arithmetic means of  these differences  in dB across all subjects 

are displayed in Figure 12. 

There was a gradual increase in the 79% detection threshold for  all three stimuli with 

increasing contralateral noise level. The largest change in detectability was observed 

with the broadband noise (diamond symbols), where the change in threshold 

detectability was approximately 5 dB more than the other two stimuli above a 

contralateral noise level of  60 dB SPL. The changes in detectability for  the two 

narrower spectrum stimuli were always similar to each other. 

Data were screened using Mauchly's test of  sphericity, to ensure that this assumption of 

the two-way repeated measures ANOVA tests used was met. Where it was not met, 

adjustments were made to the degrees of  freedom  at which effects  were tested, using the 

Huynh-Feldt Epsilon. This causes the degrees of  freedom  presented in association with 

F-statistics to be non whole numbers where the correction factor  was applied. The 

correction ensures that the p-value presented reflects  the true Type-I error rate. 
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Figure 9: Depiction of  data generated by the automated 3-down, 1-up adaptive procedure for  one subject 
in the three noise conditions of  Psychoacoustical Experiment 1. A Data from  the detection of  broadband 
(1 Hz-7 kHz noise). B Data from  the detection of  low frequency  (1 Hz-2 kHz) noise. C Data from  the 
detection of  high frequency  (5-7 kHz) noise. Note that the key denoting the level of  contralateral noise is 
at the top of  the figure. 
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Figure 10: Individual 79% detection thresholds for  all subjects under each of  the three types of  noise, 
each line representing the thresholds from  one subject under the varying conditions of  contralateral noise. 
A shows the detectability of  broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise, B shows detectability of  low frequency  (1 Hz-
2 kHz) noise, and C shows detectability of  high frequency  (5-7 kHz) noise. Note that the first  and last 
points in each line (labelled '0' on the horizontal axes) represent the first  and last conditions, where there 
was no contralateral noise. 
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Figure 11: Change in individual 79% detection thresholds for  each of  the three types of  noise. Each point 
represents the difference  between the mean of  the thresholds without contralateral noise, and the threshold 
at the contralateral noise level indicated on the graph. Lines connect these points for  each subject. A 
shows the change in detectability of  broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise, B shows the change in detectability of 
low frequency  (1 Hz- 2 kHz) noise, and C shows the change in detectability of  high frequency  (5-7 kHz) 
noise. 
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Figure 12: The change in detectability of  noise bursts (dB), with respect to the condition with no 

contralateral noise, under conditions of  contralateral broadband (2 Hz-7 kHz) noise across a range of 

intensities (30-80 dB SPL). Three conditions are shown, with the triangular symbols and dotted lines 

representing the change in detectability (dB) of  high frequency  (5-7 kHz) noise, the square symbols 

representing the change in detectability of  low frequency  (1 Hz-2 kHz) noise, and the diamond symbols 

representing the change in detectability of  broad band (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise. 

A two-way repeated-measures analysis of  variance (ANOVA) was carried out to test the 

change in detectability of  the noise stimuli (broadband, low frequency,  and high 

frequency)  across levels of  contralateral noise. It showed a significant  interaction effect 

(F(6.272, 87.809)=6.680, p<.001) and significant  main effects  for  both stimulus type 

(F(2, 28)=20.696, p< 001), and contralateral noise level (F( 1.603, 22.449)=86.488, 

p<.001) (Figure 12). 
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To explore this interaction effect,  one-way repeated-measures ANOVA tests were 

conducted separately for  each noise stimulus, and paired t-tests between the two narrow-

band stimuli were carried out for  each level of  contralateral noise. All noise stimuli 

showed a significant  effect  of  contralateral stimulation on detectability: broadband noise 

(F(2.591, 36.274)=T23.795, p<.001), high frequency  narrowband noise (F(1.913, 

26.777)=21.148, p<.001), and low frequency  narrowband noise (F(2.047, 

28.655)^53.374, p<.001). For all three types of  noise, pairwise comparisons showed a 

significant  difference  (alpha=.05) from  the condition without contralateral noise at 50 

dB SPL and above. Furthermore, within-subjects contrast trend testing indicated a 

linear best fit  for  the change of  detectability data in all three cases (broadband noise, 

F(l, 14)= 187.407, pc.OOl; high frequency  noise, F(l,14)=27.482, p<.001; low frequency 

noise, F(l,l4)=74.752, p<.001). One-way repeated-measures ANOVA tests and post 

hoc comparisons between the broadband, low, and high frequency  narrowband noise 

stimuli showed no significant  (alpha=.05) differences  between them below a 

contralateral noise level of  60 dB SPL. At this level and above, the broadband stimulus 

grew significantly  less detectable than did the other two noise stimuli, which always 

shared the same change in detectability (Figure 12). 
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PSYCHOACOUSTICAL EXPERIMENT 2 

Data representing the recordings of  the adaptive procedures used to estimate one 

subject's 79% detection thresholds (in dB SPL) for  clicks, and 1- and 7-kHz tones 

embedded in background noise are presented in Figure 13. Detection data in dB SPL 

for  all subjects plotted as a function  of  contralateral noise level are presented in Figure 

14. The change in detectability between each contralateral noise condition and the mean 

of  the two conditions without contralateral noise was computed in decibels for  each 

subject, and then plotted as Figure 15. Finally, the arithmetic mean of  the differences 

over all subjects was calculated and plotted (Figure 16). Similar patterns of  increasing 

threshold with increasing contralateral noise level were observed for  the 100 ps click in 

noise (diamond symbols in Figure 16) and the 1-kHz tone in noise (squares in Figure 

16). The 7 kHz tone in noise produced a quite different  function  from  the other stimuli 

(triangular symbols in Figure 16). There appeared to be a slight improvement in 

detectability, on average, with 40, 50, and 60 dB SPL of  contralateral noise than with no 

contralateral noise. Furthermore, there appeared to be no systematic change in the 

magnitude of  the effect  across these three different  levels of  contralateral noise. With 

70 dB SPL of  contralateral noise, however, the detectability of  the tone was once again 

the same as it had been in the condition without contralateral noise. With 80 dB SPL 

contralateral noise, the tone was more difficult  to detect than when no contralateral 

noise was present. 
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Figure 13: Depiction of  data generated by the automated 3-down, 1-up adaptive procedure for  one subject 
in the three signal in noise conditions of  Psychoacoustical Experiment 2. A Data from  the detection of  a 
click in noise. B Data from  the detection of  a 1-kHz tone in noise. C Data from  the detection of  a 7-kHz 
tone in noise. Note that the key denoting the level of  contralateral noise is at the top of  the figure. 
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Figure 14: Individual 79% detection thresholds (dB SPL) under each of  the three transient stimuli 
embedded in 40 dB SPL broadband (0-8 kHz) noise, each line representing the thresholds from  one 
subject under the varying conditions of  contralateral noise. A shows the detectability of  a click in noise, B 
shows detectability of  a 1-kHz tone in noise, and C shows the detectability of  a 7-kHz tone in noise. Note 
that the first  and last points in each line (labelled '0' on the horizontal axes) represent the first  and last 
conditions, where there was no contralateral noise. 
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Figure 15: Change in individual 79% detection thresholds for  each of  the three types of  transient stimulus 
embedded in background noise. Each point represents the difference  between the mean of  the thresholds 
without contralateral noise, and the threshold at the contralateral noise level indicated on the graph. Lines 
connect these points for  each subject. A shows the change in detectability of  clicks in noise, B shows the 
change in detectability of  1-kHz tones in noise, and C shows the change in detectability of  7-kHz tones in 
noise. 
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Figure 16: The change in detectability (in dB) of  tonebursts and clicks embedded in 40 dB SPL broadband 

background noise, with respect to the condition with no contralateral noise, under conditions of 

contralateral broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise across a range of  intensities (30-80 dB SPL). Three 

conditions are shown, with the square symbols representing the change in detectability (dB) of  1 kHz 

tonebursts, the triangular symbols representing the change in detectability of  7 kHz tonebursts, and the 

diamond symbols representing the change in detectability of  100 microsecond clicks. 

A two-way repeated-measures ANOVA was carried out to test the change in 

detectability of  the transient stimuli in noise across levels of  contralateral noise. It 

showed a significant  interaction effect  (F(6.913, 96.789)=2.572, p=.018); and significant 

main effects  for  both stimulus frequency  (F(2, 28)=1011.090, p<.001), and contralateral 

noise level (F(2.750, 38.507)=12.899, p<.001) (Figure 16). 
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To explore the interaction effect,  one-way repeated-measures ANOVA tests were 

conducted separately for  each stimulus, and paired t-tests between the changes in 

detectability of  the two tonal stimuli were carried out at each level of  contralateral noise. 

For the click stimulus, this showed a significant  effect  of  contralateral stimulation on 

detectability (F(2.018, 28.258)=22.081, p<.001). Pairwise comparisons showed a 

significant  difference  from  the condition without contralateral noise at 60 dB SPL and 

above. A test for  within subjects contrasts indicated that a straight linear function  best 

fitted  the change in detectability data for  the click (F(l,14)=30.041, p<.001). For the 1-

kHz tone, there was a significant  overall effect  of  contralateral stimulation on 

detectability (F(2.794, 39.120)=7.796, p<.001). Pairwise comparisons showed a 

significant  difference  from  the condition without contralateral noise at 50 dB SPL and 

above. Within subjects contrasts again indicated that a straight line provided the best fit 

to the change in detectability data. For the 7-kHz tone, there was no significant  overall 

effect  of  contralateral noise (F(6,84)=1.376, p=.234). However, a significant  within-

subjects contrast fit  to the change in detectability data was shown by a quadratic 

function  (F(l,14)=6.055, p=.027) which suggests that the apparent U-shape in Figure 16 

is real. Paired t-tests between the change in detectability of  the 1-kHz and the 7-kHz 

tones showed significant  (alpha=.05) differences  between them at 40, 50, 60 and 80 dB 

SPL of  contralateral noise, with the change in threshold for  the 7-kHz tone being more 

of  an improvement in all cases apart from  the 80 dB, where the detectability of  both 

deteriorated, but the 7-kHz tone did so less that the 1-kHz tone. 

The 7-kHz tone (in noise) produced a quite different  (quadratic) function  from  all the 

other stimuli, for  which the reduction in detectability was best fitted  by a straight line 
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(Figure 16). Relative to the change in detectability of  the 1-kHz tone under 40, 50 and 

60 dB SPL of  contralateral noise, the 7-kHz tone became easier to detect than it was in 

the no contralateral noise condition. 
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OTOACOUSTIC EMISSIONS 

An example of  a set of  OAE recorded from  one subject under each of  the contralateral 

noise conditions with a 70 dB peak SPL click evoking stimulus is presented in Figure 

17. Data are shown in both the time and frequency  domains. Overall OAE level (dB 

SPL) from  each subject under each of  the eight contralateral conditions are displayed in 

Figure 18. Given that the differences  are difficult  to detect by eye due to the large 

amount of  between subject variance affecting  the scale on the graph, the change in OAE 

level, by comparison with the mean of  the two conditions without contralateral noise, 

for  each subject is displayed in Figure 19. Overall mean data for  change in OAE level 

with contralateral noise under both evoking stimuli are displayed in Figure 20. 

The change in OAE level with increasing contralateral stimulation was greater for  the 

OAE elicited by the 70 dB peak SPL clicks, presumably because the OHC response was 

less saturated in that case than when an 80 dB peak SPL click was used. When OAE 

were filtered  into low, middle, and high frequency  bands, the amount of  suppression 

was greatest in the low frequency  band, next in the middle frequency,  and least in the 

high frequency  band at all levels of  contralateral stimulation with the 80 dB peak SPL 

eliciting click, and under all but the lowest (30 and 40 dB SPL) contralateral stimulation 

with the 70 dB peak SPL click. 

Measurement of  click evoked OAE showed a general decrease in OAE level with 

increasing contralateral noise level. Repeated-measures ANOVA showed that this 

effect  was significant  when using both 70 (F(2.712, 51.521 >=29.560, p<.001) and 80 
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(F(2.908, 61.062)=39.938, p<.001) dB peak SPL clicks as evoking stimuli. Contrast 

testing showed significant  differences  (p<.05) from  the no contralateral noise condition 

with 40 dB SPL or more of  contralateral noise for  the 70 dB peak SPL evoking 

stimulus, and at 50 dB SPL or more for  the 80 dB peak SPL evoking stimulus. 

For both click intensities, the 4-6 kHz frequency  band showed a smaller change in level 

than the other bands. With the 70 dB peak SPL click, in the 4-6 Hz band, the OAE level 

became significantly  (F(6,60)=8.701, p<.001) lower than without contralateral noise 

only when the level of  contralateral noise was 50 dB SPL or greater. With the 80 dB 

peak SPL click, it dropped significantly  (F(1.656, 24.835)=3.927, p=.040) only when 

the contralateral noise was 70 or 80 dB SPL. 
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Figure 17: Time-domain waveforms  and frequency  spectra representing 70 dB peak SPL click evoked OAE 
from  one subject under each of  the contralateral noise conditions used (see labels). 
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Figure 18: Individual otoacoustic emission levels, each line representing the emissions from  one subject 
under the varying conditions of  contralateral noise. A shows the levels of  OAE evoked by a 70 dB SPL 
click, and B shows the levels of  OAE evoked by an 80 dB SPL click. Note that the first  and last points in 
each line (labelled '0' on the horizontal axes) represent the first  and last conditions, where there was no 
contralateral noise. 
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Figure 19: Change in individual otoacoustic emission levels between the mean of  the two conditions 
without contralateral noise, and the OAE measured under each level of  contralateral noise. Each line 
represents the change in emissions from  one subject under the varying conditions of  contralateral noise. A 
shows the changes in level of  OAE evoked by a 70 dB SPL click, and B shows the changes in level of 
OAE evoked by an 80 dB SPL click. 
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Figure 20: The change in OAE level (dB), with respect to the condition with no contralateral noise, under 
conditions of  contralateral broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise across a range of  intensities (30-80 dB SPL). The 
graphs show results from  recordings made using 70 (A) and 80 (B) dB peak SPL evoking clicks. Four lines are 
present on each graph, with the open circular symbols and thick solid lines being the overall OAE level change 
(dB) and the other three lines representing the mean OAE level change in three different  frequency  bands (0-2 
kHz (diamonds), 2-4 kHz (triangles), and 4-6 kHz (squares)). Subjects whose OAE dropped below detectability 
at any noise level in a frequency  band have been removed from  all points for  that band. 
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The 2-4 kHz band showed a gradual decrease in level as contralateral noise increased 

when both the 70 (F(6,108)=20.269, p< 001) and 80 (F(3.434,72,l 19)=30.920, p<.001) 

dB peak SPL clicks were used. Contrasts against the no contralateral noise condition 

showed 70 dB peak SPL click-evoked OAE level dropped when the contralateral noise 

level was 40 dB SPL or more. The same (2-4 kHz) band of  the OAE behaved fairly 

similarly in the recordings made with an 80 dB SPL click. The change in level became 

significant  (p<.05) at 50 dB SPL of  contralateral noise. 

The 0-2 kHz band of  the OAE produced with a 70 dB peak SPL click showed a 

significant  diminution (F(3.441,51.619)=29.142, p<.001) with respect to the mean 

recording made without contralateral noise at 50 dB of  contralateral noise, then showed 

a gradual decrease in level with increase in contralateral noise level. The situation with 

the 80 dB click was similar (F(3.138, 62.761)=33.698, p<.001), and also began to be 

different  at 50 dB SPL of  contralateral noise. 
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BRAINSTEM AUDITORY EVOKED POTENTIALS 

An example of  the auditory evoked potentials recordings from  one subject are presented 

in Figure 21. Evoked potential recordings were inspected visually, and the amount of 

time after  the click stimulus (latency in milliseconds), and the peak electrical potential, 

relative to zero volts (level in nanovolts), of  the first  peak in the time domain averaged 

waveform  (Wave I) was determined. Four recordings (one under each different  noise 

combination) for  each subject were made at each click level, so it was possible to treat 

these as repeated representatives of  the brainstem response at each level (see Figure 21). 

In this way, peaks which were indeterminate were verified  as present or absent. 

Wave I latency data, for  all subjects individually, are presented in Figure 22, and the 

associated amplitude data are presented in Figure 23. The amount of  change under the 

conditions which included noise, in comparison with the non-noise condition, are 

presented in Figures 24 (latency) and 25 (amplitude). Mean latency and mean latency-

change with the addition of  noise are presented in Figure 26, and mean amplitude and 

mean amplitude-change with the addition of  noise are presented in Figure 27. 

After  Wave I latency and level data had been screened for  sphericity, and found  to be 

acceptable, repeated measures ANOVA tests were conducted on both level (nV) and 

latency (ms) of  Wave I potentials evoked by clicks at each of  two levels tested (100, and 

90 dB peak SPL) under each of  four  different  noise conditions (no noise, ipsilateral 

noise (40 dB SPL), continuous contralateral noise (60 dB SPL), and binaural 
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Figure 21: Example of  auditory evoked potential waveforms  from  one subject. Each waveform  is based upon 
2000 averaged recordings using a horizontal electrode montage, and clicks as evoking stimuli. The four 
different  waveforms  on each set of  axes represent recordings made under the four  different  noise conditions as 
indicated in the keys. A represents data from  a 100 dB peak SPL click, and B represents data from  a 90 dB peak 
SPL click. 
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Figure 22: Individual subject data showing the latency (in milliseconds) of  brainstem auditory evoked 
potential Wave I under the four  noise conditions used. The abbreviation I stands for  40 dB SPL 
ipsilateral broadband noise, and C stands for  60 dB SPL contralateral broadband noise. The + and -
signs indicate the presence or absence of  each. Graph A represents recordings made with a 90 dB peak 
SPL click, and B represents recordings made with a 100 dB peak SPL click. 
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Figure 23: Individual subject data showing the amplitude (in nanovolts) of  brainstem auditory evoked 
potential Wave I under the four  noise conditions used. The abbreviation I stands for  40 dB SPL 
ipsilateral broadband noise, and C stands for  60 dB SPL contralateral broadband noise. The + and -
signs indicate the presence or absence of  each. Graph A represents recordings made with a 90 dB peak 
SPL click, and B represents recordings made with a 100 dB peak SPL click. 
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Figure 24: Individual subject data showing the change in latency (in milliseconds) of  brainstem auditory 
evoked potential Wave I, in the three conditions when noise was presented, with respect to the condition 
without noise. The abbreviation I stands for  40 dB SPL ipsilateral broadband noise, and C stands for  60 
dB SPL contralateral broadband noise. The + and - signs indicate the presence or absence of  each. 
Graph A represents recordings made with a 90 dB peak SPL click, and B represents recordings made 
with a 100 dB peak SPL click. 
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Figure 25: Individual subject data showing the change in amplitude (in nanovolts) of  brainstem auditory 
evoked potential Wave I, in the three conditions when noise was presented, with respect to the condition 
without noise. The abbreviation I stands for  40 dB SPL ipsilateral broadband noise, and C stands for  60 
dB SPL contralateral broadband noise. The + and - signs indicate the presence or absence of  each. 
Graph A represents recordings made with a 90 dB peak SPL click, and B represents recordings made 
with a 100 dB peak SPL click. 
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Figure 26: Overall effects  of  noise on brainstem auditory evoked potential latency (in milliseconds) for 
the 100 dB peak SPL click (square symbols) and the 90 dB peak SPL click (circular symbols). Graph A 
shows the mean latencies of  Wave I under each of  the four  noise conditions. Graph B shows the 
difference  in latency between each of  the three conditions where some noise was present, and the no 
noise condition. Error bars represent one standard error of  the mean. 
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Figure 27: Overall effects  of  noise on brainstem auditory evoked potential amplitude (in nanovolts) for 
the 100 dB peak SPL click (square symbols) and the 90 dB peak SPL click (circular symbols). Graph A 
shows the mean amplitudes of  Wave I under each of  the four  noise conditions. Graph B shows the 
difference  in amplitude between each of  the three conditions where some noise was present, and the no 
noise condition. Error bars represent one standard error of  the mean. 
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noise). No significant  effects  were found  when click level was 100 dB peak SPL. 

ANOVA showed that the 90 dB peak SPL click produced a shorter latency Wave I 

(F(3,21)=3.174, p=.045), but that there was no effect  for  level (F(3,21)=1.447, p=.257). 

However, significant  linear contrasts were detected for  Wave I in response to the 90 dB 

SPL click, in terms of  both latency (F( 1,7)= 17.140, p=.004) and level (F(l,7)=6.044, 

p=.044) across the four  levels of  noise stimulation. For both latency and level, the 

change observed was a decrease, and in both cases, unadjusted pairwise comparisons 

showed significant  differences  between only the no noise condition and the binaural 

noise condition (see Table 1). Of  the eight subjects from  whom recordings were made 

in the 90 dB peak SPL click condition, seven showed a decrease in Wave I level 

between the ipsilateral noise condition, and the binaural noise condition. The 100 dB 

peak SPL click produced more equivocal results, however, with the level decreasing on 

three and increasing on the other four  of  the seven recordings made. 

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of  the level and latency of  Wave I of  the brainstem auditory 

evoked potential in response to a 90 dB peak SPL click under four  different  noise conditions. 

Wave I Level (nanovolts) Wave I Latency (milliseconds) 

Mean Standard Mean Standard 

Deviation Deviation 

No Noise 214.0 95.9 1.88 .18 

Contralateral Noise 190.5 68.0 1.83 .12 

Ipsilateral Noise 195.1 95.6 1.83 .14 

Binaural Noise 145.6 57.2 1.80 .13 
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ACOUSTIC REFLEX THRESHOLDS 

Acoustic reflex  thresholds were measured, using a probe tone of  226 Hz, from  the eight 

subjects who underwent measurement of  auditory evoked potentials. Of  these subjects, 

2 had reflex  thresholds at 70, 4 at 75, 1 at 80, and one at 90 dB SPL. The mean was 

76.4, and the standard deviation 6.4. 
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COMPARISON OF PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOACOUSTICAL 

MEASURES 

Two physiological measures, OAE recording, and evoked potential recording were used 

This section will present findings  correlating OAE data with psychoacoustical data. In 

addition, some reference  will be made to an investigation of  correlations with evoked 

potential changes. However, the evoked potentials recordings were made from  too few 

people (4) who underwent both Experiments 1 and 2 to enable meaningful  statistical 

relations to be produced. 

It was decided to simplify  the many measures of  OAE available in order that a single,, 

yet meaningful,  measure of  OAE suppression might be used for  the purposes of 

comparison with the many psychoacoustical measures of  function.  The data were 

simplified  by taking an individual's 'OAE suppression level' as being the mean of  the 

change in OAE for  the 30-60 dB SPL contralateral noise conditions for  both 70 and 80 

dB peak SPL clicks. Reliability analysis implied that such a combination was 

acceptable, resulting in a Cronbach's alpha score of  .82. The 70 and 80 dB SPL 

contralateral noise conditions were not included because of  the possible contamination 

of  the results due to crosstalk and/or stapedius muscle reflex  activity. 

Pearson correlation coefficients  were calculated between OAE suppression level and 

each measure of  detectability. Not surprisingly, given the trends observed in Figure 12, 

the correlation coefficients  tended to be negative for  all three noise stimuli; however, 

these did not differ  significantly  from  zero except in the case of  the high frequency  noise 
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(see Table 2). For the transient in noise conditions, there was just one significant 

correlation between OAE suppression and change in detectability with contralateral 

noise (between the change in detectability of  the 1 kHz tone in noise under 60 dB SPL 

of  contralateral noise, and OAE suppression level (r=-.690, p=004)). Interestingly, the 

non-significant  correlation coefficients  were generally positive for  both the click 

stimulus and the 7 kHz stimulus, but negative for  the 1 kHz stimulus. 

Table 2: Pearson's correlation coefficients  (r), and associated p values, for  the correlations between the 

change in detectability of  bands of  high frequency  (5-7 kHz) noise and the mean suppression level of 

OAE at each of  six (30-80 dB SPL) different  levels of  contralateral broadband noise suppression for  15 

observers. 

Contralateral Noise Level (dB SPL) 

30 40 50 60 70 

Pearson's r .380 -.740 -.204 -.665 -.693 

P .162 .002 .465 .007 .004 

Filtering of  OAE recordings into low (0-2 kHz), medium (2-4 kHz) and high (4-6 kHz) 

bands was carried out. These bands were averaged across OAE recording levels and 

contralateral noise levels 30-60 dB SPL in the same way as the overall OAE suppression 

levels described above. Results of  correlation analyses were very similar to the 

unfiltered  OAE suppression levels (i.e. correlation with high frequency  noise), except in 

two cases. Firstly, the high frequency  band of  OAE was never correlated with threshold 

change, even in high frequency  noise, as were the other two bands. Secondly, the low 

frequency  band was significantly  correlated with the 7-kHz threshold changes at 40 

(r=.665, p=.007) and 60 (r= 572, p=.026) dB SPL of  contralateral noise. These levels 
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are of  particular interest given the differences  observed between the changes in 

detectability of  7 and 1 kHz tones at these levels (see Figure 16). 

Correlations between OAE suppression, and changes observed in the level and latency 

of  the evoked auditory potentials were measured; so too were those between the changes 

in detection threshold and the changes in evoked potential level and latency. Due to the 

large number of  correlation coefficients  calculated in these analyses, the few,  scattered, 

correlations, which were nominally significant,  were regarded as type I errors. In no 

case did significant  correlations occur in large numbers under any particular 

combination of  variables. 
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DISCUSSION 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

These studies showed that the detectability of  noise (broadband, low frequency  band, 

and high frequency  band) diminished with increasing levels of  uncorrelated contralateral 

noise, and that there was a slight decrease in the detectability of  low frequency  tones or 

clicks in noise with the application of  contralateral noise. Furthermore, low to mid 

levels of  contralateral broadband noise stimulation (40-60 dB SPL) produced a 

significant  improvement in detectability of  a 7-kHz tone in noise relative to that of  a 1-

kHz tone in noise. The level of  OAE decreased with increasing levels of  contralateral 

noise, and these were correlated with the change in the detectability of  the higher 

frequency  stimuli used. 

The observed changes in detectability most likely reflect  an effect  of  contralateral 

activation of  the medial olivocochlear efferent  pathways. In support of  this is the 

observation that OAE amplitude declined over a similar range of  contralateral noise 

intensities (Figure 20). Furthermore, direct and negative correlations were found 

between the change in OAE level and the change in detectability of  a high frequency 

noise under contralateral stimulation. Additionally, significant  correlations between 

filtered  OAE in the low frequency  band and changes in detectability of  the 7-kHz tone 

in noise with middle levels of  contralateral noise were found. 

Finally, small but significant,  decreasing, linear effects  of  monaural auditory nerve 

evoked potential level and latency, in response to clicks, were found  as OCB activation 

increased. 
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NON-OLIVOCOCHLEAR EXPLANATIONS FOR EFFECTS 

The possibility that peripheral effects  other than olivocochlear activity could explain the 

present findings  follows  below. Another possibility, that more central mechanisms 

might influence  hearing, is not discussed in this thesis, which is restricted to 

consideration of  the auditory periphery. 

Middle Ear Reflex 

One possible explanation of  any change in either OAE, auditory evoked potential, or 

detection threshold during presentation of  contralateral noise is the activation of  the 

stapedius muscle via the middle ear reflex  pathway. However, a sub-sample of  8 

subjects in this study showed contralateral reflex  thresholds of  70 to 90 dB SPL 

(mean=76 dB SPL), which is similar to those found  previously in normal hearing 

humans (e.g. Margolis and Popelka, 1975). This finding  does not rule out the possibility 

that stapedius reflex  activity occurs below the level of  sound stimulation measurable 

with the impedance tympanometry techniques used in this study. Simmons (1964) 

showed EMG evidence that the stapedius muscle of  cats was active in response to low 

level sounds, so it is possible that the increases and decreases in detectability of  the 

signals was due to stapedius muscle activation at a level that was not detectable by the 

methods used in the present research. If  the action of  the stapedius muscle described by 

Simmons occurs in humans, then the detectability of  a high frequency  sound in noise 

may possibly be enhanced, and that of  a band of  noise be impaired under low to medium 

levels of  stimulation due to a reduction in the low frequency  portion of  the noise, and a 
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consequent reduction of  the upward spread of  masking. On the other hand, 

physiological effects  which might predict psychoacoustical effects  similar to those 

found  in the present study have been reported previously in subjects with severed or 

paralysed middle ear muscles (e.g. Kawase and Liberman, 1993). Even then, an 

argument could be made that OCB function  in such studies may be abnormal, because 

of  the unusual acoustic conditions imposed by the lack of  normally functioning  middle 

ear muscles. 

A different  argument against the effects  observed being middle ear effects  rests upon the 

observation that the changes in detectability of  the high and low frequency  noise stimuli 

used in Experiment I were very similar to each other under all levels of  contralateral 

noise. Given that stapedius muscle activation, under higher level stimulation, has been 

shown to have a much greater effect  on the detectability of  low frequency  stimuli (Pang 

and Peake, 1986), the similarity implies that the stapedius reflex  is an unlikely 

explanation for  the findings  reported here, because in that case one would expect the 

change to be greater in the case of  the low frequency  stimulus. Though no difference 

was found  in the mean change in 79% detection threshold, the higher levels of 

contralateral stimulation (70 and 80 dB SPL) did produce greater variability in 

detectability than lower levels, and the direction of  the difference  in means is consistent 

with the stapedius reflex's  affecting  some people and not others. If  this were the case, 

then the stapedius reflex  could be regarded as having influenced  the data at these points. 

Thus, though the possibility that stapedius muscle activity may have had some impact 

must be acknowledged, the extent of  that impact is likely to have been limited to only 

conditions with the two higher-level contralateral stimuli. 
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Interaural Noise Transmission 

Another possible source of  contamination is ipsilateral masking via interaural 

transmission of  the noise from  the contralateral ear. However, the mean detection 

threshold of  broadband noise in this study was 12.8 dB SPL (SD=4.7) without 

contralateral noise, and in a previous study, the interaural attenuation was found  to be 65 

dB for  broadband noise delivered via similar earphones to those used in the present 

study (Dobie and Wilson, 1985). Zwislocki (1953) too found  that interaural attenuation 

was just over 60 dB across the middle range of  the human hearing spectrum, being 

lower in the low frequencies,  and higher in the high frequencies.  This suggests that only 

the 80 dB SPL contralateral noise was likely to have been intense enough to produce a 

detectable level of  noise at the ipsilateral cochlea. Part of  this study involved the 

measurement of  OAE under the same contralateral noise conditions (and using the same 

contralateral earphone). This involves placing a sensitive microphone into the ear canal, 

and measurements were taken of  both OAE signal, and associated noise. The mean 

levels of  noise in the ear canal did not differ  significantly  under the different  levels of 

contralateral noise (repeated measures ANOVA, F(7,l 19)=1.871, p=.080). Closer 

inspection was given to the data because of  the reasonably large F ratio. This showed 

that the mean level of  noise under 80 dB SPL of  contralateral stimulation was 0.961 dB 

SPL, while all of  the others were much lower (ranging between 0.228 and 0.600 dB 

SPL). This implies that the 80 dB SPL contralateral noise may have caused a 

measurable change in the level of  noise at the ipsilateral ear due to acoustic crosstalk. 

These data imply that, at least to levels of  70 dB SPL of  contralateral noise, the effects 

on detectability are not due to a contaminating effect  of  interaural masking. 
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Sequential/Timing Effects 

The only case in the present study with no experimental-design control for  sequential or 

timing effects  was the measurement of  auditory evoked potentials. In this part of  the 

research, the same order of  conditions was used for  all subjects, so a potential confound 

exists in that the effects  observed were linearly related to time in the experiment as well 

as the changes in noise stimulation. However, the ordered presentation was the case 

with both the 90 and the 100 dB peak SPL stimuli, and yet no effect  was observed in the 

case of  the more intense click, which suggests that the order or timing were not 

influential. 

Headphone Response 

It is possible that the 7-kHz tone in noise detection task was different  from  that of  the 1-

kHz tone or the click because of  the spectral characteristics of  the headphones (see 

Appendix 3, Figure 30). The tonal stimuli were calibrated acoustically, at the 

headphone, as were the noise stimuli, but the noises were generated with flat  spectra, 

and were thus fdtered  by the headphones so that a greater proportion of  the noise energy 

was in the low to mid frequencies.  This would have led to reduced ipsilateral noise 

masking the 7-kHz tone as compared with the other transient in noise stimuli, and 

would also have led to a reduction in the level of  contralateral stimulation in the higher 

frequencies  (between about 5 and 8 kHz). While these absolute differences  in level 

would have occurred, the adaptive nature of  the task, and the fact  that comparisons were 

made within subjects should minimise their effects  on the data. That is, because the task 
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tracked down to an individual's threshold, and because that threshold was then 

compared with the same person's threshold under exposure to contralateral noise, the 

changes in threshold observed may be regarded as reliable. On the other hand, the lower 

levels of  the contralateral sound in the frequencies  above 5 kHz may have caused 

reduced stimulation of  the OCB in this frequency  range. In terms of  the detectability of 

the noise stimuli, the low and high frequency  noise stimuli were both within regions of 

fairly  flat  headphone response, so that the acoustic calibration used should have led to 

the stimuli being as intended. The broadband noise, on the other hand, would have been 

shaped unevenly by the headphones, so its detectability would have depended mainly on 

the low to mid frequencies. 
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INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF THE OLIVOCOCHLEAR BUNDLE 

As has been demonstrated (Figure 20), OAE were reduced by the same contralateral 

noise stimuli as were used in the psychoacoustical research. This finding  supports the 

view that contralateral stimulation affects  cochlear mechanics, and that there was 

involvement of  the OCB in the psychoacoustical effects  observed. Furthermore, the size 

of  the OAE reduction increased with increasing contralateral stimulation, suggesting 

that as increasing contralateral stimulation increased the afferent  response, so too did the 

ipsilateral efferent  response increase, resulting in a more suppressive effect  on OHC 

activity. 

In general, there was a greater contralateral suppression of  the low frequency  portion of 

the click evoked OAE than of  the other two frequency  bands considered in the analysis, 

a finding  which is similar to that reported previously (Collet et al., 1990). No clear 

explanation of  why the lower frequency  OAE may undergo more suppression was 

provided by Collet et al., other than the suspicion that it may be an effect  of  OAE (in 

adults) being stronger in this frequency  band to begin with, and presumably being able 

to demonstrate suppression more readily because there is more energy to lose. Similar 

effects  were observed with distortion product OAE in another study by Moulin, Collet 

and Duclaux, (1993), who suggested that the greater suppressive effect  in the low 

frequencies  may be explained by Liberman's (1988) research which showed an 

unevenness across frequencies  in efferent  firing  in response to broadband noise. That is, 

discharge rates of  efferent  fibres  with low characteristic frequencies  were higher than 

those with high characteristic frequencies,  and this effect  held to some extent even when 
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broadband noise stimulation was used. This theory may appear unlikely, in that the 

greater numbers of  efferent  fibres  innervating the high frequency  region of  the cochlea 

might be expected to more than compensate for  the slight differences  in discharge rate 

under conditions of  constant broadband stimulation. However, bear in mind that the 

stimulation was contralateral, so the efferent  pathway activated would project primarily 

from  the ipsilateral MOC, the projections of  which are much more evenly distributed 

throughout the cochlea than those of  the contralateral MOC (provided that the human 

system is similar to that observed in other mammals (e.g. Guinan, Warr, & Norris, 

1984)). This would mean that the theory supplied by Moulin, Collet, and Duclaux 

(1993) is a likely explanation, and that the greater firing  rates of  efferent  fibres 

innervating OHC in the low frequency  portion of  the cochlea may lead to the greater 

suppression of  the low frequency  portion of  OAE. A further  possibility is that the low 

frequency  OAE were suppressed to a greater extent because of  the greater proportion of 

the cochlea that their energy would need to travel. Incoming low frequency  energy 

causes resonance in the apical part of  the cochlear partition. Suppression of  the active 

process due to contralateral broadband noise may be supposed to affect  OHC through 

the entire length of  the cochlea. The position of  the oval window nearer to the high 

frequency  portion of  the basilar membrane would mean that the suppressive effects  of 

the efferent  system in terms of  high frequency  OAE would be reduced relative to the 

low frequencies  even if  the effects  of  the efferent  system are the same throughout the 

length of  the cochlea. Possibly both processes occur. 
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Broadband Noise 

The reduction in the detectability of  noise with uncorrected contralateral noise 

stimulation demonstrated by this study has not been reported previously. The mean 

change in detectability was small, in the order of  2 dB at low contralateral stimulus 

intensities, but it increased to 8 and 14 dB at intensities of  60 and 70 dB SPL 

respectively. 

The greater change in the detectability of  the broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) stimulus 

compared with the two different  narrow-band (1 Hz-2 kHz and 5-7 kHz) stimuli, at 60 

dB SPL and above (see Figure 12), could be interpreted as a reflection  of  the greater 

extent of  activation of  the organ of  Corti by a broadband stimulus, and a consequently 

greater reduction in detectability when the OHC activity is suppressed. This is 

according to the logic that a given level of  broadband contralateral stimulation will 

always cause a similar amount of  suppression of  OHC throughout the cochlea. 

Narrower spectrum signals would be less affected  than a broadband noise, because the 

OCB would be suppressing function  in OHC which were not involved in the response of 

the cochlear partition at the frequency  range of  the noise spectrum, and thus would have 

had no influence  on their detectability. However, if  this were the case, it would be 

expected that the difference  between the broad and narrow band stimuli would be 

consistent, and would occur at lower levels of  contralateral stimulation than 60 dB SPL. 

The sharp increase of  slope in the function  relating change in threshold to contralateral 

noise level for  the broadband noise is thus difficult  to explain. 
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One possibility is action of  the stapedius reflex  at levels below those detected by the 

impedance technique used. Though it is very unlikely that detection threshold level 

stimuli, such as those in this research, would have elicted a stapedius reflex,  broadband 

noise may elicit stapedius muscle activity at levels below that of  narrower spectrum 

stimuli, so this could possibly explain the difference.  Such a possibility would be 

difficult  to investigate due to the low stimulus levels involved. 

A second possible explanation could be that the differences  are purely chance, but this is 

unconvincing, given that the difference  occurs reliably in all three of  the more intense 

contralateral stimulation conditions. 

A third possibility is that the greater responsivity of  OCB neurons to broadband 

stimulation (Liberman, 1988; Maison et al., 2000), and to binaural stimulation 

(Liberman, 1988) caused a sharper increase in threshold for  the broadband noise 

(relative to those of  the narrow band noises) above 50 dB SPL contralateral noise. This 

would have occurred if  the contralateral stimulation caused the ipsilateral detection 

threshold to increase to a level whereby the noise input was at a high enough level to 

cause the system to respond as it would under binaural noise stimulation. The noise 

signals were presented for  200 ms, which was long enough that efferent  suppression as a 

result of  the signals would have reached the maximum suppression demonstrated in 

OAE research (Maison, Durrant, Gallineau, Micheyl, & Collet, 2001). The flaw  in this 

theory is that, if  the suppressive effects  are mediated at the cochlea, then an increase in 

the absolute threshold due to contralateral noise would not be associated with any 

increase in the output of  the ipsilateral cochlea. In other words, the increased thresholds 
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measured with contralateral stimulation would not be expected to produce an increase in 

ipsilateral auditory nerve activity (which would be required if  this theory were correct) if 

OCB mediated suppression took place via cochlear mechanisms. 

Fourthly, it may be that the reasons for  the change in detectability of  the broadband 

noise being greater than that of  the two narrow band noises when contralateral noise was 

greater than 50 dB SPL are different  with respect to each narrow band noise stimulus. 

The broadband noise may have been more suppressed than the low frequency  noise at 

contralateral noise levels above 50 dB SPL due to the greater spread of  the contralateral 

noise into the high frequency  regions of  the contralateral cochlea at these levels (Egan & 

Hake, 1950). This would lead to a greater stimulation of  the OCB efferent  fibres 

innervating the more basal regions of  the ipsilateral cochlea, and thus a greater reduction 

in detectability for  the high frequency  portions of  the broadband noise. Support for  this 

can be seen in that the threshold spectrum level of  the broadband noise relative to that of 

the low frequency  noise was much lower at contralateral noise levels up to 50 dB SPL, 

and then increases to become identical with that of  the low frequency  noise when 

contralateral noise levels were 60 dB SPL and greater (Figure 28). Presumably, this 

pattern reflects  the faster  rate of  suppression in the mid to high frequency  portion of  the 

spectrum of  the broadband noise stimulus, and the greater reliance upon the low 

frequency  portion of  the spectrum under high (60 dB SPL and greater) levels of 

contralateral stimulation. 
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Figure 28: Mean spectrum level at 79% detection threshold of  noise bursts under no contralateral noise, 

and a range of  conditions of  contralateral broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise across the intensities (30-80 dB 

SPL). Three conditions are shown, with the triangular symbols and dotted lines representing the spectral 

level of  high frequency  (5-7 kHz) noise at threshold, the square symbols representing the spectral level of 

low frequency  (1 Hz-2 kHz) noise, and the open diamond symbols representing the spectral level of 

broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise. 

If  this explanation is true, why did the BBN get suppressed more than the high 

frequency  noise above 50 dB, when one would expect that the upward spread of  the 

contralateral masker should affect  both? And for  that matter, why was the detectability 

of  the high frequency  noise not impaired to a greater extent than that of  the low 

frequency  noise? An explanation can be provided by considering the absolute level of 

each noise. The 5-7kHz noise was much more intense at threshold than were the others. 
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Thus, the change in detectability of  the stimulus measured in dB reflects  a larger change 

in the minimum detectable physical sound pressure level (in mPa) than it appears on 

Figure 12. Conversion of  dB SPL values to mPa enables a clearer comparison to be 

made (Figure 29). It is clear that the broadband noise and the high frequency  noise were 

both affected  similarly, and to a greater extent than was the low frequency  noise. These 

findings  are thus consistent with the theory described above. 

Contralateral Noise Level (dB SPL) 

Figure 29: Mean change in sound pressure at 79% detection threshold of  noise bursts (mPa), with respect 

to the condition with no contralateral noise, under conditions of  contralateral broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) 

noise across a range of  intensities (30-80 dB SPL). Three conditions are shown, with the triangular 

symbols and dotted lines representing the change in sound pressure of  high frequency  (5-7 kHz) noise, the 

square symbols representing the change in sound pressure of  low frequency  (1 Hz-2 kHz) noise, and the 

open diamond symbols representing the change in sound pressure of  broadband (1 Hz-7 kHz) noise. 
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Narrow-Band Noise 

The change in detectability for  the two narrow-band stimuli was nearly identical when 

contralateral noise levels were less than 60 dB SPL, despite that fact  that the low 

frequency  (1 Hz-2 kHz) stimulus might have been expected to have been influenced  less 

than the high frequency  (5-7 kHz) stimulus due to the relative sparseness of  efferent 

innervation of  OHC in the low frequency  (apical) region of  the cochlea (Francis & 

Nadol, 1993b; Liberman et al., 1990). Innervation patterns overall, however, are 

different  for  the two MOCs. In the present research, OCB activation could be expected 

to have been mediated by the ipsilateral MOC, because acoustic stimulation was 

presented contralaterally (see Figure 8). Research in other species (cats and guinea pigs) 

has shown that the ipsilateral MOC has a much more even distribution of  its efferent 

fibres  throughout the length of  the cochlea, by comparison with the contralateral MOC 

(Guinan, Warr, & Norris, 1984; Robertson, Anderson, & Cole, 1987). Furthermore, as 

mentioned above, Liberman (1988) showed (in cats) greater activity in efferent  fibres 

innervating the low frequency  portion of  the cochlea in response to broadband noise. 

This pattern of  activity may be expected to overcome the slight preponderance of  high 

frequency  innervation by even the ipsilateral MOC fibres. 

At contralateral levels greater than 50 dB SPL, the theory that greater stimulation of  the 

low frequency  region of  the contralateral cochlea would produce greater efferent 

mediated suppression of  the high frequency  stimuli was described above. This theory 

accounts for  the greater suppression of  the high frequency  noise at high contralateral 

noise levels. 
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The reduction in detectability of  the noise stimuli is consistent with the physiological 

evidence of  a reduction in the auditory nerve fibre  response to noise in the presence of 

contralateral stimulation (Kawase et al., 1993). It is also consistent with the expectation 

that activation of  the OCB by contralateral acoustic stimulation would lead to 

hyperpolarisation, and thus suppress OHC function  (Housley & Ashmore, 1991). The 

present findings  that OAE and Wave I of  the brainstem response are reduced at the same 

levels of  contralateral stimulation as changes in threshold occurred are also consistent 

with this. 

The reduction in the responsivity of  the OHC might be due to a combination of  the fast 

and slow effects  of  efferent  stimulation (Sridhar et al., 1995). Given that the length of 

the experimental adaptive threshold-seeking tasks was longer than the 60-s maximum 

associated with the slow effect  under constant OCB stimulation, there could perhaps 

have been a change in threshold during each experimental session, a possibility that was 

not recognised when designing the experiments. Though specific  timing of  the 

turnarounds in the adaptive procedure used was not conducted, some impression of  the 

time course can be gleaned from  inspection of  tracking graphs (see Figures 9 and 13). 

The tracking data do not imply that a gradual change in threshold was occurring 

throughout a session. Furthermore, the slow effects  observed in guinea pigs by Sridhar 

and colleagues were at very high frequencies  (>10 kHz), which is a higher frequency 

than was used in the present research, but which interspecies differences  could possibly 

render comparable to the higher frequencies  (5-7 kHz) used here. Still further,  Sridhar's 

findings  suggested that the shocks used would have stimulated the OCB to a greater 

extent than would acoustic stimulation such as was used in the present study (Sridhar et 
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al., 1995), so the time-course of  the onset and offset  of  the slow effect  (if  any occurred 

at the frequencies  used) would be expected to be longer than the 3-5 minutes required in 

the threshold tracking tasks. In addition to the slow effect,  Sridhar et al. (1995) showed 

that the time course of  the fast  effect  was a constant reduction in CAP over time, which 

is in accord with the findings  of  Brown (2001), who demonstrated a very small 

adaptation of  the response of  medial OCB neurons to constant stimulation, by 

comparison with auditory nerve fibres.  As such, it seems safe  to assume, in this 

discussion, that the effects  of  OCB activation on the cochlea remained essentially 

constant through the course of  each session. Despite the finding  that OAE suppression 

by contralateral noise is unaffected  by the duration of  the noise (tested up to 3 minutes) 

prior to beginning recording OAE (Giraud, Collet et al., 1997), no direct evidence is 

known regarding the effect  of  long term stimulation, over tens of  minutes with small 

breaks and changes in level of  stimulation, such as was used to activate the OCB in this 

research. However, even if  some long-term effect  did exist, the pseudorandomised 

sessions within a condition should have controlled it, so the mean values used in the 

presentation of  data are unlikely to be contaminated. 

Transients Masked by Noise 

The important difference  between the stimulus configurations  in Experiments 1 and 2 

was that the click and tones used in Experiment 2 were masked by ipsilateral broadband 

noise, which would have produced a mixture of  excitatory and suppressive masking 

(Delgutte, 1996). The noise signals used in Experiment 1, on the other hand, were 

unmasked. For the transient-in-noise stimuli, the effect  of  excitatory masking would 
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have been that the noise masker would have caused IHC to respond and thereby reduced 

the dynamic range available to the auditory nerve fibres  for  responding to the transient 

signals, the effect  called line-busy by Delgutte (1996). This effect  would have been 

reduced by the effect  of  OCB activation on OHC function.  That is because the OHC 

activity in response to the ipsilateral masking noise would have been reduced, and the 

input to the IHC in terms of  basilar membrane motion would thus be less, so the reduced 

IHC stimulation of  the nerve fibres  would reduce the excitatory masking effect. 

The other form  of  excitatory masking to which Delgutte refers  is adaptation. Adaptation 

in response to noise maskers has been shown to influence  the detectability of  tonal 

stimuli (Costalupes, Young, & Gibson, 1984), but given that the tone and noise onset 

were presented simultaneously, and that the level of  the ipsilateral noise masker was low 

(1 dB spectrum level), it is unlikely to have had much influence  here. In the case of  the 

click, which was presented after  200 ms of  noise presentation, some adaptation may 

have occurred. Very slight adaptation may have occurred after  presentation of  a 1.8 kHz 

3 dB SPL tone for  204 ms (Smith, 1977), but if  so, the amount was very small and was 

gradual throughout the time period. Given that the stimulus used in the present research 

was noise, and thus not steady state, the adaptive response would be expected to be less, 

and having used an even lower presentation level than that used by Smith, it is likely 

that little adaptation would have occurred in the present research. 

On the other hand, suppressive masking occurs due to the effects  of  a masker stimulus 

on the OHC in regions surrounding the basilar membrane area containing the IHC which 

respond to the signal (Delgutte, 1996). Contralateral stimulation would be expected to 
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reduce the capacity of  OHC to respond to the ipsilateral masker. This should reduce the 

impact of  suppressive masking because the OHC surrounding the region of  responsive 

IHC would become less likely to respond to the ipsilateral masker. The reduction in 

suppressive masking may be expected to have greater impact on tonal stimuli than on 

clicks because the click response is so broadly tuned that the impact of  the tails of  the 

tuning curve on the overall detectability of  the signal would be slight, so this effect 

would be expected to be greater in the case of  the tonal stimuli than the click stimulus. 

Activation of  the OCB would reduce the excitatory and suppressive effects  of  the 

ipsilateral masking noise, but it would also suppress the responsivity of  the hair cells to 

the ipsilateral signals. Thus, any changes in detectability of  signals in noise with 

activation of  the OCB would be the result of  an interplay between these two effects. 

1-kHz  Tone  Bursts in Noise 

Low frequency  (1-kHz) tones in background noise became harder to detect with 

increasing contralateral stimulation. This decrease in detectability occurred despite the 

presumed OCB mediated reduction in level of  the masking noise within which the 

transient stimuli were embedded. The gradually decreasing detectability of  the 1-kHz 

tone in noise with increasing contralateral stimulation could be attributed to a decrease 

in responsivity of  the cochlear partition throughout its length. That is, as the activation 

of  the OCB increased due to increasing levels of  contralateral noise, so did the 

responsivity of  the cochlea decrease (Warren & Liberman, 1989b). It is possible that 

suppression of  OHC function  throughout the cochlea would have had a direct effect 
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upon the response to both the noise and to the tone, but that the loss in sensitivity to the 

tone outweighed any improvement in detectability due to the reduction in the effects  of 

the noise. The change in detectability of  1 -4 kHz tones in quiet observed in monkeys by 

Smith et al. (2000) was always in the direction of  being less detectable, and in the 

present study, 1 kHz tones also grew less detectable, despite having been embedded in 

low level background noise. 

In their work with tones in noise, Kawase and Liberman (1993) investigated the neural 

response to tonebursts at frequencies  of  2.1 kHz and above. They used similar levels of 

ipsilateral masking noise to the present research (20-30 dB SPL), and 70-80 dB SPL of 

contralateral noise, but they detected little or no change in the auditory nerve CAP 

amplitude at their lowest frequency  2.1 kHz, though they did observe an increase in 

CAP amplitude with the addition of  contralateral noise for  tonal stimuli which were at 

higher frequencies.  As will be discussed below, it is likely that the effects  of  the noise 

masking are different  for  low and high frequency  stimuli, which may have led to the 

apparent discrepancy between Kawase and Liberman's results and the present findings 

for  the 1 kHz tone. 

Very similar results to the present ones have been reported by Mulligan (1964), who 

used a 500 Hz tone embedded in broadband noise, and found  that the addition of 

uncorrelated 74 dB SPL contralateral noise caused a reduction in the detectability of  the 

tone. On the other hand, Weston and Miller (1965), using a 500 Hz tone embedded in 

700 Hz low-pass noise, showed a 0.5 dB improvement in detectability with the addition 

of  uncorrelated contralateral noise with the same band-pass characteristics. Aside from 
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the possibility that Mulligan's fairly  high level contralateral noise may have produced a 

stapedius reflex  response in some observers, an explanation for  the apparent discrepancy 

of  Weston and Miller's result is that the present findings,  and those of  Mulligan, result 

from  the lack of  sufficient  energy of  low frequency  tonal stimuli at threshold  to 

overcome the OHC suppression caused by contralateral stimulation. Despite the 

reduction in detectability of  the masking noise that may be inferred  from  the present 

findings  in Experiment 1, the reduction in detectability of  the tonal signals outweighed 

the improvement due to reduction in the noise. In the case of  Weston and Miller, who 

used low frequency  contralateral noise, the energy was concentrated in the region of  the 

tonal stimulus. The contralateral noise would have had most effect  on that same area 

due to the tuning of  the efferent  system (Liberman & Brown, 1986). That is, the 

concentrated low-pass noise used in Weston and Miller's study was more effective  in 

masking the tonal signal, and thus, an improvement in detectability was possible when 

the effects  of  the noise were reduced by activation of  the OCB. Following this line of 

reasoning, in the present study, and that of  Mulligan, the reduction in OHC function 

would have been sufficient  to reduce the detectability of  both the noise and the tones, 

resulting in an overall decrease in detectability. While this reasoning explains the 

results of  Mulligan, who used only 74 dB SPL contralateral noise, it does not explain 

why there was not an improvement in detectability when the OCB stimulation was at the 

lower levels used in the present research. That is, it might be expected that a slight 

increase in detectability of  the 1-kHz tone would have been observed at some level of 

contralateral noise which was intense enough to reduce the response to the noise, but not 

intense enough to reduce the detectability of  the tone. A possible answer to this is that 

the spectrum level of  the noise used was only about 1 dB, so it may be that the level of 
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contralateral noise which would reduce the masking effect  of  the noise, but not the 

detectability of  the tone, could have been below the lowest contralateral noise level used 

(30 dB SPL). Though this was the lowest level of  OCB stimulation used, it nonetheless 

caused a (non-significant)  mean reduction of  the detectability of  the 1-kHz tone. This 

finding  suggests that future  research investigating the antimasking effects  of  OCB 

activation, should use filtered  masking noise presented at a level which will not allow it 

to be wholly suppressed by activation of  the OCB, or, alternatively, that OCB 

stimulation should extend to lower levels. 

Clicks  in Noise 

The reduced detectability of  a click in background noise with the addition of 

contralateral noise has not been reported previously. The click stimulus in background 

noise became less detectable, and grew increasingly so with increasing contralateral 

noise level. Presumably, the same effect  was occurring as with the 1-kHz tone, in that 

even the lowest levels of  OCB stimulation affected  both the detectability of  the masking 

noise and that of  the click, because the masking noise was presented at such a low 

spectral level. This notion is consistent with the results which show that the mean 

change in detection threshold for  the click in noise never differed  from  that of  the 1-kHz 

tone at all levels of  contralateral stimulation. 

The change in detectability (in dB) of  the click and the 1-kHz tone in noise with 

increasing contralateral noise was very similar, between 0 and 2 dB (with 60 dB SPL 

contralateral noise) for  both the click and the 1-kHz tone signals in noise (Figure 16). 
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Though small, the dB reductions were significant,  and appear to be part of  a gradual 

decrease in detectability with increasing contralateral noise level. The threshold level of 

the click stimulus was much higher than that of  the tones so the absolute change in 

detectability was much higher for  the click stimulus than for  the 1-kHz tone. 

The explanation for  why the change in detectability of  a broad spectrum noise differs 

from  that of  a low frequency  noise given earlier was the greater efferent  activation in the 

mid-high frequency  portion of  the stimuli, and the fact  that the contralateral noise would 

have produced a greater amount of  activity in the basal regions of  the contralateral 

cochlea as it grew more intense due to the phenomenon described earlier as the upward 

spread of  masking. The change in detectability (in dB) of  the click and the 1 -kHz 

toneburst in noise were not significantly  different  from  each other at any point (Figure 

16), though the function  describing the detectability of  the click in noise appears to 

slope more steeply than that of  the 1-kHz toneburst in noise under the higher 

contralateral noise levels. Possibly, the same underlying processes were occurring, but 

were less apparent due to the differences  in the stimuli. 

7-kHz  Tone  Bursts in Noise 

The detectability of  the 7-kHz tone in noise increased slightly relative to the 1-kHz tone 

with low to middle levels of  contralateral noise, and the function  relating change in 

detectability to level of  contralateral noise (Figure 16) was shown to be quadratic, 

suggesting that the threshold for  detectability was lower (and detectability was thus 

better) with middle levels of  contralateral noise. This difference  between the 7-kHz 
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tone and the 1-kHz tone is consistent with Kawase and Liberman's (1993) findings  of 

CAP increases in response to high frequency  tones in noise, and the lack of  an 

improvement of  detectability for  lower frequency  tones. The disparity between 

frequencies  could also be explained by action of  the OCB, and its possible role in 

reducing the effects  of  ipsilateral masking. Delgutte (1990, 1996) has suggested that a 

noise can mask the response of  the cochlea to higher frequency  stimuli via three 

mechanisms, all of  which participate in the upward spread of  masking effect.  Even a 

very low-level ipsilateral masker, such as the one used (40 dB SPL overall, or about 1 

dB spectrum level) would, nonetheless, be expected to mask high frequency  regions of 

the cochlea better than low frequency.  A 7-kHz tone is likely to be encoded largely on 

the basis of  the basal part of  the cochlea, and during medium level stimulation of  the 

OCB, activity of  the OHC in the basal part of  the cochlea would be suppressed in their 

response to the ipsilateral noise stimulus, and would thus be able to respond maximally 

to the high frequency  tone when it was presented. That is, activation of  the OCB would 

reduce the effects  of  excitatory and suppressive masking. The difference  between the 7 

and 1-kHz tones is, perhaps, that the more basal point of  characteristic frequency  for  the 

7-kHz tone would have meant that it was undergoing a greater degree of  ipsilateral 

masking, so that there was more opportunity for  detectability to be improved by 

reduction of  that masking. Also consistent with this theory is the finding  that the 

detectability of  the 7-kHz tone returned to the level it had been without OCB 

stimulation with 70 dB SPL of  contralateral noise, and grew worse with 80 dB SPL of 

noise, which could be interpreted as being the effects  of  increased contralateral 

suppression of  OHC function  impinging upon the detectability of  the tone (on the other 
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hand, these might be due to the effects  of  acoustic crosstalk and/or stapedius muscle 

activity, discussed earlier). 

A different  way to envisage this process is based upon the idea that the active process 

acts as a negative damping mechanism (Neely & Kim, 1983). Under this model, OCB 

activation might suppress the OHC response sufficiently  that damping, imposed by the 

structures and fluids  of  the cochlea itself,  would prevent the 1-kHz stimulation from 

being transmitted to its point of  resonance as readily because the energy may be 

dissipated before  it reached that point. This may have been exacerbated by the fact  that 

the absolute level of  detectability (in dB SPL) of  the 1-kHz stimulus was lower than that 

of  the 7-kHz stimulus. Thus, there would have been less energy present in the 1 -kHz 

tone at the 79% threshold, and therefore  less to be dissipated. At the 70 and 80 dB SPL 

levels of  contralateral stimulation, the detectability of  the 7-kHz tone grew worse. This 

may be because there was insufficient  energy in the travelling wave at threshold to 

overcome the greater degree of  suppression in OHC response caused by the more 

intense contralateral noise levels. 

Summary of  Transient  in Noise  Discussion 

The effects  of  excitatory masking would be expected to be reduced by the OCB 

activation, but the effect  of  OCB activation in the cases of  the click and 1-kHz toneburst 

in noise was to reduce the responsivity of  the OHC not only to the ipsilateral masker 

noise, but also to the transient signals embedded therein. This is because, at the same 

time as reducing excitation of  IHC, the OCB activation was effectively  introducing a 
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different  form  of  suppressive masking by reducing the responsivity of  the OHC both 

around and at the place of  characteristic frequency  for  the signal. This raises the 

question of  why only the detectability of  the 1-kHz toneburst and the click in noise grew 

worse with OCB activation, and not that of  the 7-kHz toneburst. In the case of  the 7-

kHz toneburst, the excitatory masking was presumably great enough that its reduction 

compensated for  the OHC suppression. This theory is consistent with the U-shaped 

function  relating change in the detectability of  the 7-kHz tone burst to contralateral 

noise level, in that the medium levels of  contralateral noise would have been sufficient 

to reduce the effects  of  the ipsilateral noise, but not so great as to introduce enough 

OCB mediated suppression to overcome the improvement in detectability provided by 

this. 

The results of  the psychoacoustical part of  the present study do not support the report of 

Kawase and Takasaka (1995), that the CAP of  the auditory nerve in response to clicks in 

humans increased with contralateral stimulation. In the present study the detectability of 

a click in noise grew worse during contralateral stimulation rather than better, as might 

have been expected from  their claim. Major differences  between the stimuli used may 

account for  the differences  observed. Kawase and Takasaka used high level (60 dB SL) 

clicks embedded in much lower level (20 or 30 dB SL) masking noise, while the stimuli 

in this psychoacoustical research were at or near threshold for  detectability in 40 dB 

SPL background noise. It may be that the much greater disparity between the levels of 

the clicks and noise in the earlier study led to the difference  in findings.  If  the OCB acts 

to reduce OHC electromotility and thereby preserve dynamic range of  responding in a 

noisy background, then the effect  might be expected to affect  all sounds with small 
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amounts of  energy spread across the spectrum. Only when the level of  energy in a 

particular auditory filter  is sufficient  to overcome the suppressive effect  of  the OCB 

action would one expect to observe an improvement in detectability. Thus, it may be 

that the function  of  the OCB in humans is not to improve the detectability of  signals, but 

to improve the quality of  suprathreshold sound under constant low-level noise 

conditions. 

Auditory Evoked Potentials 

It was important to demonstrate that the effects  of  contralateral stimulation observed 

through OAE and psychoacoustics were related to the output of  the cochlea. As such, it 

was desirable to measure the response of  the auditory nerve. To obtain estimates of 

auditory nerve activity is difficult  without invasive procedures, and the present research 

was further  hampered by the desire to use low-level stimuli to avoid saturation of  the 

cochlear non-linear response. Nonetheless, the use of  gold-foil  ear canal insert 

electrodes, combined with a range of  stimuli, a low stimulus presentation rate, and 

greater than normal averaging, proved to be successful. 

The finding  of  a decrease in Wave I level in response to a click with binaural noise 

stimulation is contrary to the claims made by Kawase and Takasaka (1995) of  their 

findings,  though closer inspection of  the earlier research implies that the discrepancies 

are less than it would appear. They reported very small fractional  increases in the level 

of  the CAP in response to clicks embedded in 20 and 30 dB SL of  broadband masking 

noise when 50 dB SL contralateral noise was added. Assuming that their detection 
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threshold for  noise was similar to that found  in the present study (12.8 dB SPL, on 

average), the stimuli should have been rather similar to the 40 dB SPL ipsilateral noise, 

and 60 dB SPL contralateral noise used in the present study. The 60 dB SL, 90 

microsecond clicks that they used, are also likely to have been around the 90-100 dB 

peak SPL level used in the current study. 

The effects  reported by Kawase and Takasaka were inconsistent, and were detectable 

(by t-tests) in only two of  thirteen normal hearing cases tested. In subjects with 

paralysed stapedius muscles (due to facial  palsy), there was a more reliable effect  (three 

of  eight cases tested), but here it is unknown whether differences  between the studies 

were due to either some stapedius muscle activation in the present study, or to some 

effect  of  the disease from  which the subjects in the earlier study were suffering.  Of  the 

five  significant  increases in CAP that the previous study measured, four  were with a 

masking noise of  30 dB SL, and a contralateral noise level of  50 dB SL. In the present 

study, the higher level clicks resulted in a mixed set of  increases and decreases in Wave 

I level for  a click in noise with added contralateral stimulation. It may be that the level 

of  the earlier 60 dB SL click was closer to the 100 dB peak SPL click of  the present 

research, and that a change in function  occurs near this level. This seems to be the only 

possible explanation for  the discrepancy between the findings  of  these two studies, 

though another possibility is that the earlier reported effect  may not have been real. It is 

unfortunate  that Kawase and Takasaka used dB SL and yet did not report the dB SPL 

equivalence of  their stimuli, because it makes comparison difficult. 
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With regard to what such a level dependent mechanism might be, there is some 

evidence that a level dependent change in the response characteristics of  OCB activation 

occurs (Dolan et al, 1997). In guinea pigs, this level is at about 50 dB SPL, but where it 

might be in humans is unknown. Dolan et al showed that velocity of  the basilar 

membrane response at the characteristic frequency  was reduced by OCB stimulation for 

low-level stimuli, and was unchanged at higher levels. Potentially, the present findings 

of  reduction in the level of  the evoked potential for  the 90 dB peak SPL click, with 

maximal OCB stimulation, occurred due to the aforementioned  reduction in basilar 

membrane response. The lack of  change that the present research, and Kawase and 

Takasaka, found  in normally hearing subjects with higher-level stimuli may indicate that 

the level of  the stimuli had reached the crossover point described by Dolan et al. 

Unfortunately,  Kawase and Takasaka did not report on changes, or lack thereof,  in the 

peak latency of  the CAP waveform  that they recorded, so the present finding  of  a small 

decrease in latency lacks comparison. It is strange to have observed such an effect, 

given the associated reduction in the potential. In general, it would be expected to be 

associated with an increase in level. A possible explanation may be activation of  the 

lateral OCB, which provides efferent  innervation to the synapses of  the spiral ganglion 

afferent  neurons and the IHC. Presentation of  contralateral noise may cause suppression 

of  the afferent  nerves via these synapses. Alternatively, it may be simply an artefactual 

effect,  due to the fact  that there was low variance in the latencies within subjects, and 

that there was a small random swing, which the very sensitive repeated measures 

statistical technique detected. 
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Though the difference  between means for  the level of  Wave I for  the no-noise (214 nV) 

and the contralateral-noise (191 nV), conditions was not significant,  the direction of  the 

difference  was the same as that found  previously in three humans who had CAP 

measured by placing an electrode on the auditory nerve (Chabert et al., 2002). Given 

that the levels of  contralateral stimulation used by Chabert et al. were similar (40-50 dB 

HL) to the 60 dB SPL used here, the present finding  adds support to their finding. 

Otoacoustic Emissions and Psychoacoustics 

A series of  negative correlations between the detectability of  high frequency  noise, and 

OAE suppression were found.  That is, the detectability of  5-7 kHz noise in those for 

whom OAE were more suppressed tended to grow worse with contralateral stimulation 

than it did in those for  whom OAE were less suppressed. When OAE were filtered,  the 

same comparisons could be made for  low and middle level OAE, but not for  high 

frequency  OAE. Why similar correlations were not found  between OAE suppression 

and the detectability of  the low frequency  or the broadband noise is unclear. An obvious 

inference  is that separate mechanisms are at work, whereby the detectability of  high 

frequency  noise is related to OHC function  in a way which that of  low frequency  and 

broadband noise is not. It appears certain that stimulation of  the contralateral ear at 

levels below those which could cause stapedius muscle activation or acoustic crosstalk 

has an effect  upon the detectability of  low frequency  and broadband noise, but this does 

not correlate with degree of  OAE suppression. This lack of  significant  correlations is 

most likely to result from  a lack of  power in the study, given that the correlation 

coefficients  between OAE suppression and change in detectability of  low frequency  and 
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broadband noises were reliably negative, but did not have associated probabilities less 

than 0.05. Why the correlation coefficients  were higher in the case of  the high 

frequency  noise stimulus is unclear. One possibility is that its variance in detection 

threshold was slightly greater than for  the other two stimuli, which may have provided 

the necessary increase in regression coefficient.  Why the correlations were greatest in 

the case of  the lower frequency  portions of  the OAE may simply be because of  the well-

known low frequency  predominance of  OAE in normally hearing adults. The 

suppression of  OAE in the high frequency  band was uncorrelated with all other 

variables in this study, including the suppression in the other two bands of  OAE. 

The other correlations observed were between the OAE low frequency  band, and the 

change in detectability of  the 7-kHz tone in noise. In this case, those with more 

suppressible OAE had a greater improvement in detectability with the addition of 

contralateral noise. The reason for  this finding  despite the lack of  correlations with the 

other transient in noise stimuli, or between the 7-kHz tone in noise and the other bands 

of  OAE is unclear. 

Both of  these findings  appear to support the notion that OCB activation suppresses the 

activity of  noise stimuli while enhancing that of  tonal stimuli embedded in noise 

(Kawase et al., 1993; Kawase & Liberman, 1993). The findings  are also consistent with 

the frequency  range of  the effect  reported by Kawase and Liberman, in that they were 

observed for  the high frequency  noise, and the high frequency  signal in noise. 
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Subjective Effect 

Interestingly, a number of  subjects in Experiment 2, where transients were embedded in 

noise, reported the subjective experience of  the signals becoming "clearer" during the 

conditions with contralateral noise. That is, above threshold, the tones embedded in 

noise sounded more like tones during contralateral stimulation. On the other hand, 

without the contralateral stimulation, though it was possible to tell which noise interval 

contained the signal, this was not because the signal was recognisable as a tone, but 

because it was perceived as a general difference  in the sound of  the noise. It may be that 

when the signals were well above threshold, their effect  was sufficient  to activate the 

OHC, despite the state of  suppression under which they were operating. This would 

have lead to the perception of  the tone clearly above the noise as the travelling wave 

peak was sharpened by the effect  of  the OHC. However, when threshold was neared, 

the effect  would have been reduced due to the lack of  sufficient  energy in the signal to 

overcome the OHC suppression. This suggests that the OCB in humans functions  to 

maintain the frequency  selectivity aspect of  the normal function  of  OHC without 

maintaining the improvement in sensitivity. Thus, an interesting area for  further 

research may be an investigation of  the identifiability  of  suprathreshold tones embedded 

in noise under efferent  activation. 
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Summary and Conclusions 

The main findings  of  this research were: 

Detectability of  broadband, high frequency  band, and low frequency  band noise 

decreased with the addition of  uncorrelated contralateral noise. This was thought to be 

due to an OCB mediated suppression of  function  of  the OHC, leading to a reduced input 

to the auditory nerve. 

Detectability of  clicks and 1-kHz tones in noise, but not 7-kHz tones in noise, decreased 

with the addition of  uncorrelated contralateral noise. It was reasoned that the difference 

between the 7-kHz tone and the other two transient signals was that the 7-kHz tone was 

masked more effectively  by the noise than were the other two signals. Thus, the 

suppression of  OHC function  throughout the cochlea did not impair the detectability of 

the high frequency  tone as much as it did that of  the noise. 

Click evoked OAE levels decreased with increased contralateral noise levels. This was 

seen as evidence that the psychoacoustical effects  observed were co-occurring with 

physiological changes at the periphery, and in particular, changes in the function  of  the 

cochlear active micromechanical process. 

Auditory nerve evoked potential level and latency decreased slightly with increased 

noise stimulation. This confirmed  that the psychoacoustical changes were, at least in 
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part, a result of  changed output from  the ear via the auditory nerve, and not more central 

phenomena. 

The findings  of  Dolan et al (1997) show that the response to low-level stimuli can be 

reduced by OCB activation, and that the response to higher levels can be increased. 

This is important for  the hypothesis that the function  of  the OCB in humans is to 

improve suprathreshold frequency  specificity  and they provide a physiological rationale 

for  the present findings.  By the same token, the findings  of  Rajan (2000, 2001) are 

important. Though they deal with stimuli intense enough to produce threshold shift,  the 

same mechanisms are likely to be involved as in the reduction of  sensitivity to noise 

found  in the present research. The implication of  the present findings,  in conjunction 

with those of  Rajan, is that a mechanism exists whereby the efferent  pathways can 

ameliorate the effects  of  intense stimulation by OHC control, in the same way that it 

reduces the levels of  noise stimulation at sub-noxious levels. With the addition of 

LePage's (1989) findings  and theorising, a system which carries out three of  the 

functions  suggested earlier, hearing enhancement in noise, protection, and maintenance 

of  homeostasis with the same, tuned suppressive nerve pathway, may be envisaged. 

However, the other postulated role for  the OCB, auditory attention, remains unclear. 

Future  Research 

Investigating the effects  of  narrow-band noise stimulation of  the contralateral ear during 

tasks where, for  example, a tone above 2 kHz is masked by ipsilateral narrow-band 

noise from  1-2 kHz may provide a clearer effect  than at other frequencies.  The 
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likelihood is that the effects  of  activation of  the MOCB vary throughout the cochlea, and 

an investigation of  this using an upward spread of  masking paradigm may enable this to 

be described. The use of  more focussed  energy may avoid some of  the issues the 

present research had with possible activation of  the acoustic reflex,  while providing 

greater stimulation of  the OCB, and thus allowing effects  on tones in noise to be 

detected more clearly. 

The subjective effect  observed here warrants further  exploration. Tones in noise which 

were well above threshold sounded clearer when contralateral noise was added than 

when it was not. One approach could involve carrying out a purely subjective study, 

playing stimuli to people and determining the range of  frequencies  and levels for  which 

this subjective effect  occurs. It may also be possible to correlate the pattern of  this, or 

the extent to which this occurs, with the amount of  contralateral suppression of  OAE. 

A more objective approach would be to test the identifiability  of  signals in noise as a 

function  of  contralateral stimulation. If  the apparent clarification  of  tones in noise really 

occurs, then the ability to identify  suprathreshold signals in noise should improve. This 

would mean that a monaural discrimination task involving, for  example, simple 

melodies (e.g. three tones in sequence) or certain types of  speech sound (e.g. syllables 

differing  on the basis of  vowel sounds, but without differences  in length or timing) 

would yield improvements under contralateral noise stimulation. The use of  more 

sensitive, fixed,  psychophysical techniques, and Receiver Operating Characteristic 

analysis may also assist in detecting small changes in detectability. 
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A speculative approach to the role of  the efferent  system innervating the cochlea is that 

its role is defined  by the environment of  each individual. Thus, as occurs with other 

effectors,  the CNS may use its control to enable an organism to adapt to the 

environment. In the same way that the CNS develops new ways to control the effectors 

in our hands when we learn a new manual task, so may it develop new ways to control 

the cochlea when we learn a new acoustic task. Another analogy would be with the 

ciliary muscles surrounding the lens of  the eye. These muscles are part of  a sensory 

organ, and receive both afferent  and efferent  innervation. They contract to stretch the 

lens, focussing  light on the retina more finely  than does the curvature of  the cornea, and 

the amount of  accommodation also provides evidence to the CNS about the distance of 

an object from  the eye. The active process in hearing is non-muscular, but the analogy 

may, nonetheless provide a useful  way of  looking at it. 

Normally, people's most difficult  daily acoustic task is hearing other people's speech, 

and distinguishing it from  background noise, which itself  may also be speech. This is 

generally regarded as relying on central functions  to do with attention, and of  combining 

information  based upon cognitive/mnemonic expectation with visual information  about 

another speaker's vocal tract and the degraded data obtained by the ears. However, it 

may be that the ears play a less passive role than has been thought. Possibly, descending 

fibres  constantly modulate aspects of  the inner and middle ears, adapting to changing 

circumstances and even altering the response to a particular stimulus from  one time to 

the next. The activation of  the OCB through contralateral stimulation with noise may 

explore just one small part of  the system's true function.  If  this is so, how could it be 

investigated? One approach would be to teach people a wholly new task, and to 
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measure inner ear activity during this process. A possibility for  such a task is teaching 

subjects to discriminate between two phonemes, from  a foreign  language, which are 

homophonous in their own. In such a task, as the subject learns to make the 

discrimination, aspects of  the inner ear response may change. 

Another interesting approach would be to investigate cochleae in which noise/age-

related degeneration had damaged the OHC. The clear findings  in the present research 

of  a reduction in the detectability of  noise with the presentation of  contralateral noise 

would not be expected to occur in people who did not have the support of  OHC in 

improving the detectability in the first  place, if  the effect  were indeed caused by changes 

in OHC modulation. One problem with this approach would be the possibility that 

OHC were functioning,  but that they were not detectable in terms of  OAE production. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, it is suggested that the activation of  the OCB by contralateral noise 

stimulation causes suppression and an increase in the sensory threshold of  the OHC 

throughout the cochlea. This explanation has been shown to be consistent with the 

current and previous findings.  In the present study where all stimuli were at low levels 

and near threshold, all types of  noise, and 1-kHz tones and clicks embedded in noise 

grew less detectable under conditions that were shown (by observation of  click evoked 

OAE) to produce OCB activation. This causes a decrease in the detectability of  noise 

stimuli and of  low-level, broadband and low-frequency  acoustic stimuli embedded in 

noise due to the lack of  sufficient  stimulus energy to overcome the OHC suppression. 
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On the other hand, in the case of  7-kHz tones embedded in noise, no decrease in 

detectability was observed, which was thought to be due to the greater level of  masking 

that a high frequency  stimulus undergoes from  broadband noise, due to the upward 

spread of  masking, and its interplay with the suppression of  OHC activity via the OCB 

produced by contralateral noise stimulation. The lack of  improvement in detectability of 

transients embedded in noise despite the clear reduction in the detectability and loudness 

of  noise alone led to the suggestion that the OCB efferent  system functions  primarily to 

maintain the frequency  selectivity of  the auditory system for  suprathreshold signals 

rather than as a means of  improving signal detectability. This hypothesis is supported 

by the subjective effect  of  greater clarity in the signals in noise when contralateral noise 

was added. 
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APPENDIX 1: COMPUTER PROGRAM 

The following  is a Turbo Pascal program exemplary of  those written to control the 

psychoacoustical experiments. Variable declarations etc have been removed. 

* } 

Program David6.pas 

{the procedure bignoise has to be commented out if  you don't want computer 
generated noise} 
{The right noise generator produces 80BSPL (filtered)  without attenuation} 

{The HP8904A output is: 
1000Hz 94.5 now 80.5 
3000Hz 96.5 now 89 dBSPL without attenuation 
4000Hz 94 now 81 
5000Hz 95 now 82.5 
6000Hz 96 now 89 
7000Hz 87.5 now 75} 

{the computer generated sinusoids are: 
0.5kHz 91 
1 90.5 
1.5 89 
2 88.5 
2.5 92 
3 94 
3.5 90.5 
4 90 
4.5 95.5 
5 95 
5.5 80 
6 80 
6.5 78 
7 77 
7.5 74 
8 72} 
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PROCEDURE Defaults; 
BEGIN 
TDTInit; 
OIDuration := 100; 
SignalAttenuation := 99.0; 
NoiseAttenuation := 00.0; 
ObserverlD := 'NULL'; 
ITDuration := 300; 
Stepsize := 1.0; 
Maxturns := 10; 
WarningDuration := 150; 
MiscDuration := 500; 
FeedBack := On; 
Trial := 1; 
NumberCorrect := 0; 
AttnfTrial]  :=62.5; 
Unattenuated := 82.5; 
ExtraAtt := 73.0; {this makes the computer generated ipsi noise} 

= 0 {40 dBSPL} NTurns 
Direction 
Disregard := 4 
Risefall  1 := 50 
Risefall2  := 50 
Freq := 5000; 
NG := 2; 
SELECTION := '3'; 
CN := False; 
lo := 1; 
hi := 8000; 
STPnumber := 1600; 
END; 

PROCEDURE MrRandom; 
VAR 

n : Real; 
BEGIN 
Randomize; 
n := Random; 
stimulus := Round(n) + 1; 
END; 

PROCEDURE GetSubjectID(VAR ObserverlD: Anystring); 
BEGIN 
ClrScr; 
EscapeClause(l); 
GOTQXY(20,8); 
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Write('THE PRESENT SUBJECT I.D. IS :'); 
SetColor(White,Green); 
Write(ObserverlD); 
SetColor(Black,Green); 
GOTOXY(20,16); 
Write('ENTER A NEW I.D. FOR YOUR SUBJECT :'); 
SetColor(White,Green); 
NewRead(Test); 
SetColor(Black,Green); 
IF Test[0]>#0 THEN 

ObserverlD := Test; 
Assign(Data, 'c:\turbo\davidsV+ObserverID+'.dat'); 
FindFirst('c:\turbo\davids\'+ObserverID+'.dat',  AnyFile, z); 
IF DosError=0 THEN 
Append(Data) 
ELSE 
Rewrite(Data); 
GetDate(Yr,Mon,D,DWeek); 
GetTime(H,M,Sc,SclOO); 
Append(Data); 
Writeln(Data); 
Write(Data,' Date = > ,,D,'/',Mon,'/,,Yr,' 
Writeln(Data,' Time = > \H,':',M); 
Writeln(Data); 
Writeln(Data,' The subject was ObserverlD ); 
Writeln(Data); 

END; 

PROCEDURE Frequencies; 
BEGIN 
REPEAT 
clrscr; 

gotoxy(20,8); 
Write('The stimulus is currently : '); 
IF selection-O' THEN 
Write('noise') 
else 

Write(Freq); 

gotoxy(20,10); 
Write('Which stimulus is to be tested? '); 
gotoxy(52,13); 
Write('type "0" for  noise'); 

gotoxy(52,15); 
Write('type "l"for  1000 Hz'); 
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gotoxy(52,17); 

Write('type "2" for  3000 Hz'); 

gotoxy(52,19); 

Write('type "3" for  5000 Hz'); 

gotoxy(52,21); 

Write('type "4" for  7000 Hz'); 

gotoxy(52,23); 

Write('type "5" for  low freq  noise'); 

gotoxy(52,25); 
Write('type "6" for  high freq  noise'); 
gotoxy(12,25); 
Write('type "7" for  clicks'); 
selection := ReadKey; 
UNTIL selection in ['0'..'7']; 
begin 
case selection of 

'0': begin 
NoiseAttenuation := 99.0; 
ExtraAtt := 33.0; 
Unattenuated := 80.0; 
Attn[Trial] := 60.0; 
end; 

'1': begin 
Freq := 1000; 
Unattenuated := 80.5; 
Attn[Trial] := 60.5; 
end; 

'2': begin 
Freq := 3000; 
Unattenuated := 89.0; 
Attn[Trial] := 69.0; 
end; 

'3': begin 
Freq := 5000; 
Unattenuated := 82.5; 
AttnfTrial]  := 62.5; 
end; 



'4': begin 
Freq := 7000; 
Unattenuated := 75.0; 
AttnfTrial]  := 55.0; 
end; 

*5': begin 
ExtraAtt := 25.0; 
Unattenuated := 80.0; 
AttnfTrial]  := 60.0; 
lo := 1; 
hi := 2000; 
end; 

begin 
ExtraAtt := 28.0; 
Unattenuated := 80.0; 
Attn [Trial] := 50.0; 
lo := 5000; 
hi := 7000; 
end; 

'7': begin 
ExtraAtt :=33.0; 
Unattenuated := 80.0; 
Attn[Trial] := 6.0; 
STPnumber := 50; 
end; 

end; 
end; 
end; 

PROCEDURE MrNoisy; 
BEGIN 
clrscr; 
CN:= True; 
gotoxy(20,10); 
write('Enter the contralateral noise level in dBSPL:'); 
Read(Noisy); 
END; 

PROCEDURE MrMenu; 
VAR 

Choice : Char; 

BEGIN 
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REPEAT 
ClrScr; 
GOTC)XY(6,10); 
Write('<0> ... CHANGE STIMULUS. '); 
CASE Selection OF 
'0': Writeln('Currently noise'); 
'5': Writeln('Low frequency  noise'); 
'6': Writeln('High frequency  noise'); 
*7': Writeln('Clicks'); 
ELSE 
Writeln('Currently ',Freq:4,' Hz'); 
END; 
GOTOXY(6,12); 
Write('<l> ... CHANGE SUBJECT NAME. ObserverlD); 
GOTOXY(6,14); 
Write('<2> ... TOGGLE MODE FOR FEEDBACK. '); 
IF FeedBack THEN 

Writeln('ON') 
ELSE 

Writeln('OFF'); 
GOTOXY(6,16); 
Write('<3> ... IS CONTRALATERAL NOISE PRESENT? '); 
if  CN then 
Writeln('YES, LEVEL=', Noisy,'dBSPL') 

else 
WritelnCNO'); 

GOTOXY(6,18); 
Writeln('<4> ... BEGIN EXPERIMENT.'); 
GOTOXY(6,2()); 
Write('<5> ... QUIT!'); 
GOTOXY( 10,22); 
Write(' ENTER YOUR CHOICE : '); 
Choice := ' ' ; 
REPEAT 

WHILE NOT KeyPressed DO 
Clock; 

Choice := ReadKey; 
UNTIL Choice IN ['0'..'5']; 

CASE Choice OF 
'5' : begin 

ClrScr; 
Writeln('quit'); 
HALT; 
end; 

'0' : Frequencies; 
'1' : GetSubjectlD(ObserverlD); 
'2' : FeedBack := NOT (FeedBack); 
'3' : MrNoisy; 
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END; 
UNTIL Choice = '4'; 

END; 

PROCEDURE FillBooth; 
BEGIN 
Boothl(M); 
Boothlf'); 
Boothl("); 
BoothlC 
Boothlf); 
Boothl("); 
Boothl("); 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC 
BoothlC); 
BoothlC); 
Booth(' 
END; 

2AFC DETECTION TASK*); 

RESPONSES : 1 - The signal was in the first  interval'); 

2 - The signal was in the second interval'); 

TO BEGIN THE SESSION PRESS ANY KEY'); 

PROCEDURE SetAttenuation; 
BEGIN 
Case NumberCorrect of 

-l:Begin 
AttnfTrial]  := Attn[Trial-l j-Stepsize; 
If  (Direction ='-') then 
Begin 
Direction :='+'; 
NTurns := NTurns+1; 
Turnaroundthold[NTurns] := Unattenuated - Attn[Trial-l]; 
Append(Data); 
Writeln(Data,' Turnaround on trial', Trial,' at ' , 

Turnaroundthold[NTurns]:4:2, 'dBSPL'); 
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Close(Data); 
End; 

End; 
+0:Attn[Trial] := Attn[Trial-l]; 
+ l:Attn[Trial] := Attn[Trial-l]; 
+2:Attn[Trial] := Attn[Trial-l]; 
+3:Begin 

AttnfTrial]  := Attn[Trial-l]+Stepsize; 
If  (Direction = '+') then 
Begin 
Direction :='-'; 
NTurns := NTurns+1; 
Turnaroundthold[NTurns] := Unattenuated - Attn[Trial-l]; 
Append(Data); 
Writeln(Data,' Turnaround on t r i a l T r i a l , ' at 

Turnaroundthold[NTurns]:4:2, 'dBSPL'); 
Close(Data); 
End; 

End; 
End; 
If  (NumberCorrect = -1) then NumberCorrect := 0; 
If  (NumberCorrect = +3) then NumberCorrect := 0; 
End; 

PROCEDURE MrThreshold; 
var 

Thold : real; 
BEGIN 
Thold := 0; 
for  NTurns := (Disregard+1) to MaxTurns do 
begin 
Thold := Thold + Turnaroundthold[NTurns]; 
Threshold := Thold/(MaxTurns-Disregard); 
end; 
end; 

PROCEDURE BigNoise; 
BEGIN 
ClearStacks; 
ScaleFactor := 100; 
GetSTP(STPnumber); 
Timer(On); 
PushAmp; 
FilterTop := -0; 
FullBand(-O); {this sets the 1-2000 noise to 105 dBSPL} 
BandPass(lo,hi,-1000); { and the 5-7k noise to 108 dBSPL} 
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PushPhase; {and the 1-7000Hz noise to 113 dBSPL} 
RandPhase; 
tdt.convert; 
{rect; 
rift;  This stuff  is tdt.convert 
Scale(ScaleFactor);} 
SetToPlay(l); 
Generate^, 1,0,1 ,GSrate,STP); 
END; 

BEGIN 
SetTimer(On); 
SetColor(Black,Green); 
ClrScr; 
LabGearOnLine; 
Defaults; 
SetWindow(l); 
SetWindow(2); 
MrMenu; 
FillBooth; 
repeat 
KeyBoard(c); 
{c := readkey;} 
until ord(c) > 0; 
PulseLeds(500); 
while NTurns < MaxTurns do 
begin 
Trial := Trial+1; 
MrRandom; 
Synthesize(A, 1, sine, Freq, Hz,200, mV,0,deg); 
BigNoise; 
PAtt(2,ExtraAtt); 
{Noise(l,5000,7000,-50,2,50);} 
if  stimulus = 1 then 
begin 
SetAttenuation; 
PAtt( 1 ,Attn[Trial]); 
{ PAtt(2,NoiseAttenuation); } 
Led(l,On); 
Wait(300); 
PulseGates(200); 
Led(l,Off); 
Wait(500); 
P Att( 1,Signal Attenuation); 
{PAtt(2,NoiseAttenuation);} 
Led(l,On); 
Wait(300); 
PulseGate(2,200); 
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Led(l,Off); 
Repeat 
KeyBoard(c); 
{c := readkey;} 
Until ord(c)-48 in [1-2]; 
if  ord(c)-48 = 1 then 
begin 
NumberCorrect := NumberCorrect+1; 
end 

else 
begin 
NumberCorrect := -1; 
end 

end 
else 
begin 
SetAttenuation; 
PAtt(l,Signal Attenuation); 
{ PAtt(2,NoiseAttenuation); } 
Led(l,On); 
Wait(300); 
PulseGate(2,200); 
Led( 1 ,Off); 
Wait(500); 
PAtt(l ,Attn[Trial]); 
{ PAtt(2,NoiseAttenuation);} 
Led(l,On); 
Wait(300); 
PulseGates(200); 
Led(l,Off); 
Repeat 
KeyBoard(c); 
{ c := readkey;} 
until ord(c)-48 in [1..2]; 
if  ord(c)-48 = 2 then 
begin 
NumberCorrect := NumberCorrect+1; 
end 
else 
NumberCorrect := -1; 
end; 
begin 
if  feedback  then 
begin 
if  ord(c)-48 = stimulus then 
pulseleds(500); 
end; 

end; 
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end; 
PulseLed(3,1000); 
MrThreshold; 
ClrScr; 
Append(Data); 
Writeln(Data); 
Writeln(Data,' Threshold = > Threshold:4:2 ); 
Write(Data,' Stimulus = > '); 
CASE Selection OF 
'0': Writeln(Data, 'Noise'); 
'5': Writeln(Data, 'Low Frequency Noise'); 
'6': Writeln(Data, 'High Frequency Noise'); 

ELSE 
Writeln(Data, Freq:4,' Hz'); 
END; 
Writeln(Data,' Trials = > Trial:3 ); 
Writeln(Data); 
Write(Data,' Contralateral noise?'); 
if  CN then 
Writeln(Data,' YES,',Noisy,'dBSPL') 
else 
Writeln(Data,' NO '); 
Close(Data); 
{Reset(Data); 
WHILE Not EOF DO 
Begin 
Readln(DataJine); 
Writeln(Data,line); 
End; } 
END. 
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Table 7: Latency and amplitude of  Wave I from  a 100 dB peak SPL click under four  different  noise conditions 
for  each subject. 

Latency (ms) Amplitude (nV) 
No noise Contra Ipsi Both No noise Contra Ipsi Both 

S9 1.59 1.58 1.56 1.59 532.78 445.85 492.69 370.08 
SlO 1.77 1.79 1.67 1.77 435.06 314.74 331.24 363.47 
S14 1.67 1.68 1.64 1.66 738.29 395.15 425.61 292.67 
S15 1.56 1.64 1.67 1.62 418.96 410.83 306.11 352.01 
S19 1.66 1.64 1.58 1.65 492.03 471.00 232.84 368.24 
S20 1.98 1.95 2.01 1.84 208.67 312.31 295.19 535.30 
S23 1.69 1.74 1.68 1.70 595.80 806.40 782.22 771.65 

Table 8: Latency and amplitude of  Wave I from  a 90 dB peak SPL click under four  different  noise conditions 
for  each subject. 

Latency (ms) Amplitude (nV) 
No noise Contra Ipsi Both No noise Contra Ipsi Both 

S6 1.97 1.83 1.98 1.80 183.31 185.58 175.12 155.15 
S9 1.74 1.71 1.64 1.64 233.42 288.40 124.74 93.77 
SlO 1.96 1.85 1.94 1.88 109.39 168.17 112.43 88.88 
S14 1.75 1.90 1.78 1.74 119.55 169.98 245.31 77.01 
S15 1.84 1.78 1.79 1.78 351.30 151.30 256.73 219.51 
S19 1.71 1.68 1.68 1.66 139.00 214.51 340.37 155.62 
S20 2.25 2.05 2.04 2.06 225.89 75.43 50.89 147.86 
S23 1.83 1.81 1.77 1.82 350.19 270.95 254.84 227.00 
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APPENDIX 3: HEADPHONE RESPONSE 
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Figure 30: Acoustic response of  TDH-39P headphones to constant voltage input 

presented at a range of  frequencies  from  500 Hz to 8 kHz. These levels were measured 

using computer-generated sinusoids played through the headphone to a Bruel and Kjaer 

artificial  ear model 4152, the output of  which was measured using a Bruel and Kjaer 

Measuring Amplifier  type 2160. 
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